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Introduction: Toward a Transnational
History of Islam and Muslims in
Interwar Europe
Götz Nordbruch and Umar Ryad

The study of Muslim encounters with and experiences in interwar
Europe is still in its initial phase. Many aspects about the history of
Muslim interaction with Europe before the influx of Muslim immigrant workers are still entirely unknown. With the exception of the
edited volume Islam in Interwar Europe and a number of references in
the secondary literature,1 no conclusive research has been conducted
as yet about the meaning of the intellectual and political out/input of
Muslims to the history of Europe itself. The present volume contains
eight case studies that were presented and discussed during the international conference “Transnational Islam in Interwar Europe.” The
conference was organized by the two editors at Leiden University
in a collaboration between Leiden University Center for the Study
of Islam and Society (LUCIS) and the Centre for Contemporary
Middle East Studies of the University of Southern Denmark (12–14
December, 2011).2
A group of scholars and historians from different disciplines was
invited to investigate the evolution of Muslim networks and activities
in interwar Europe. The various contributions focused on the transnational dimension of such activities in Europe in the interwar period
by analyzing the significant sociopolitical ideals and religious affiliations of the actors within these networks. World War I was chosen as a
point of departure, as it was the catalyst in encouraging the migration
of Muslims to Europe as a result of the demands of the war. We took
1946 as the end of our period of interest, since most political and
cultural activities of individual Muslims and Muslim organizations
declined by the end of World War II, and reemerged only with the
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coming of guest workers in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Particular
focus was placed on research on personal archives and contemporary
writings that so far have widely been ignored in the study of European
history. The conference intended to place Muslim activities in interwar
Europe within world history by combining the historical data and the
patterns of social, political, religious, as well as cultural mobility of
Muslims as new social actors in Europe of that era.
Indeed, both world wars were huge transnational cataclysms in
human modern history. Despite the extensive literature on the history
of interwar Europe, however, much more remains to be said. After
the end of World War I, the Paris Conference of 1919 represented the
beginning of a new connectivity in modern international relations
that should cherish the principle of national sovereignty. This year
witnessed a shift in our understanding of the concept of “internationalism” by imposing new analytical frameworks of what is now known
as “transnational history.”3 As for the Muslim presence in Europe
during the interwar period and World War II, it is observed that their
stories have been mostly dealt with as part of Middle-Eastern and
Asian history, colonial studies or—briefly—as related to European
migration history.4 Previous research focused either on the accounts
of Arab/Muslim travelers and residents in Europe in the nineteenth
century or on the later Muslim labor migration in the post–World
War II period. Such approaches doubtlessly have their justification, as
Muslim actors in interwar Europe often considered themselves as part
of the political and cultural movements in the geographical Muslim
world. Yet these studies tend to overlook the impact of Muslims as
transnational actors in Europe itself.
Muslims were no key players in Europe of that time; however,
the contribution of individual Muslims and Muslim movements to
European interwar history represents a remarkable laboratory for our
understanding of the religious needs and sociopolitical demands of
a minority group in Europe in the colonial era. The present book
therefore stresses the importance of this history for the colonized as
well as for the colonizers. Precisely because the politics of the interwar
years had momentous impact on European and world history, the
volume tries to unearth original insights into the history of Muslim
interactions and encounters with and in European societies. It also
highlights how such interactions coincided with emerging geopolitical
and intellectual East-West networks that transcended national, cultural, and linguistic borders.
Owing to its multifaceted nature, the subject of Muslims in interwar Europe is well-suited for a collection of chapters. In the present
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volume, Muslims in interwar Europe are perceived as subjects formed
by their participation in different religious and political ideologies in
their historical setting. The articles aim at formulating new approaches
to Muslim-European history. Muslim presence in interwar Europe
was tied to emerging discourses of transnational and at times global
reach and impact. As it will become clear, in their pursuit of global
religious and political transformation in the interwar period, Muslims
made various attempts to reinforce the manifestation of their selfconsciousness in the land of the European colonial powers. The main
link between Muslims in interwar Europe was their mobilization in
various entities, such as religious institutions and political structures
of power, that provided meeting points for activities and exchanges
across borders. Although they aggregated specific religious entities
and political properties and relations, they were in many cases cribbed
by the societies of which they were members.
This volume intends to fill in a lacuna by mapping out this history
of Muslims by using interwar Europe as a point of departure, and by
analyzing how they laid the groundwork for new political and religious ideas on European soil. By focusing on links and encounters, it
considers Muslim actors in interwar Europe as part of European and
global intellectual and political history.
As we shall see, the interwar period was an intriguing moment in
time when Muslims in Europe were confronted with immense challenges within the course of world history. The chapters discuss individuals, communities, institutions, and formal or informal networks.
These studies are based on previously unexplored sources, adding a
new historical inquiry about the evolution of Islam in the increasingly
transnational context of the early twentieth century. They collectively
create new directions for the questioning of established categories
that have been applied in descriptions and analytical reconstructions
of Muslim communities in interwar Europe. Taking the history of
Muslims in interwar Europe into consideration adds an intriguing
case study that will enriches the ongoing conceptual debates regarding the meaning of transnational and national boundaries, human
agency between local conditions and global contexts of history, the
histoire croisée, Transfergeschichte, and so on.

Europe as “the Other”?
In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, Europe was a crucial
point of reference in contemporary debates among Muslim scholars
and activists. Arab and Muslim engagement with Europe was often
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characterized by ambiguity that implied both fascination and rejection.5
For Muslims actors in the interwar period, Europe was a colonial
space and a “cradle” for modern civilization and culture at the same
time. Their experiences illustrate the complexity of interwar societies
in the context of global transformation. While colonialism and an
increasing secularization of society were perceived as representing the
repressive and antireligious tendencies of European intellectual traditions, the advance of modern sciences and the institutionalization of
political liberties were regarded as achievements providing potential
signposts for reform in Muslim societies. Europe, however, was no
entity with clearly marked delimitations. Rather, it often stood as a
shifting metaphor that was interpreted as a mirror image for elaborating one’s own identity and defining one’s own ambitions.
Internationally, Muslims regularly drew an image of a “declining
West” while searching for alternative civilizational discourses that
would take up Islamic history and traditions. However, Pan-Islamic
appeals were challenged by the decline and unmaking of empires
and the appearance of two alternate political claims that promised to
reshape the imperial world order—namely, the Bolshevik Revolution
and the principles of President Wilson that inspired anti-imperialist,
socialist, or nationalist European movements.6 These principles also
resounded among Muslims in interwar Europe.
It is obvious that the interwar era was a significant watershed for
the development of various intellectual, cultural, and political networks that developed across national borders and in the context of the
new international relations. It was the very moment when intriguing
questions were posed concerning individual and collective identities
and their relevance within the emerging local and transnational intellectual discourses and political networks.
Following the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, Muslim sociopolitical and intellectual transnational networks discovered Europe as
a suitable ground where they could set up and seek to defend their
respective interests and promote their thoughts and ideologies. Their
activities in Europe were also linked to a wider Arab nationalist movement that had gained ground in the interwar period, and included
Christian and Muslim nationalists belonging to upper-status or
elite families.7 The study of Muslim activities in Europe in this era
provides intriguing examples of the interplay between their understanding of nationalism, populism, and religion in interwar Europe,
and how their experiences shaped their conceptualization of ideology and Islamic traditions. In order to realize their goals, Muslim
activists attempted to exploit their scholarly, professional, social, and
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political positions in lobbying, campaigning, and making alliances
with Western politicians, diplomats, Orientalists, publishers, but also
with the wider public.
As Muslim activists in interwar Europe engaged culture and politics,
European cities increasingly turned into a new locus for Pan-Islamist
aspirations. These ideas were thus not fully detached from their proponents’ vision of Europe. Muslims as an international minority of that
age pursued this idea in Europe itself again due to their new experiences and imaginations in the West. Pan-Islamism was seen by many
Muslim political actors, intellectuals, and propagandists in Europe as
the only practical way to continue their activities.8 Maybe the most
significant figure among them was the Lebanese Druze prince Shakib
Arslan (1869–1946), who made his place of exile Geneva “the umbilical cord of the Islamic world.”9 In collaboration with other Muslim
nationalists inside and outside Europe (such as Rashid Rida [1865–
1935], Amin al-Husayni [1897–1974], and many others), Arslan laid
the foundation for reformist religiopolitical ideas that gained wide circulation among many elite groups in the Muslim world.
These Muslim networks were mobilized by the abolition of the
caliphate (1924) and colonial politics in the Muslim world. They created an informal community of intellectual/activists beyond national
boundaries that helped foster an ethos of transnational Pan-Islamism.
Yet, Muslims in interwar Europe were no homogeneous group.
They belonged to various ethnicities and classes, but many of them
understood their shared religious ideas and political aspirations in
the European context. However, by studying their activities and
thoughts, the role of other nationalists, Pan-Arabists or secularist
liberals belonging to the boundaries of the Muslim world should be
taken into consideration. In early twentieth century Muslim thought,
the “umma” is often considered as a single entity with established
traits of religious belonging and solidarity. Yet, Muslim intellectuals
and activists who interacted with European societies also inevitably
experienced a sense of Muslim diversity through their contacts with
fellow Muslims of different origins. At the same time, they became
aware of many similarities with non-Muslims that went against
notions of religious distinctiveness and cultural authenticity.
This volume thus studies the redefinitions of religious community as articulated in the thoughts and activities of Muslim activists
in Europe; it aims at investigating the question whether religion was
a well-embedded framework of reference to the self-identification of
Muslims in Europe. Did the activists and thinkers in question perceive
Islam in the singular, and as something distinct? Or did they consider
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their Muslim identity as merely one aspect of their complex experience
as individuals living in Europe? How did Muslims define Islam (for
instance, with regard to the diversity of Islamic schools, ethnic origins,
etc.) and the Muslim community (for instance, with regard to class differences, educational background, urban/rural background, migrants/
indigenous Muslims)? How did such actors relate to non-Muslim communities, movements, or intellectual trends? What kind of loyalties did
they develop (with regard to cities, nations, religion, etc.)?

Agency between Local Conditions and
Global Contexts
Muslims in interwar Europe were no passive strangers to local politics
and public debate. Like their non-Muslim European peers of that
period, many intellectuals and activists among them had a variety of
ways to articulate, such as letters, memoirs, and newspapers. Besides,
they actively engaged with European and international institutions,
social actors, and political movements—all while their politics and
networking were subject to local influences and restrictions.
The idea of international conventions was the single most striking
phenomenon that connected Pan-Islamists in the interwar era. The
congresses of Mecca (1924) and (1926), Cairo (1926), and Jerusalem
(1931) had their affiliates in Europe.10 Likewise, Muslim religious
and political associations were established in interwar Europe as well.
Examples of these were: Society for the Progress of Islam; Islamische
Zentralinstitut, Islamische Gemeinde, and Verein f ü r islamische
Gottesverehrung (Berlin); Alliance Musulmane Internationale, La
Fraternité Musulmane, Association des oulémas musulmans en
Algérie (Paris); Orientbund and Islamische Kulturbund (Vienna);
and the European Muslim Congress (Geneva).
In a similar way, during the interwar years the local controversies
and prevailing social and political concerns impacted on the intellectual outlook and political visions formulated by Muslim thinkers.
The ideas and visions formulated by Muslims in interwar Europe
were closely related to prevailing discourses in Muslim societies. Most
Muslim political mediators chose Switzerland, Germany, Britain, and
France as points of departure for their political mobility. Germany
in particular offered many of them an exceptional opportunity for
fraternal ties after World War I. North African political actors in
Europe were also able to build long-standing ties with many French
and Spanish socialists and anti-imperialist activists. In the meantime,
through the establishment of journals and newspapers in Europe11
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and enormous contributions to the Arab and Muslim press, Muslims
participated in the popularization of the European political, socioreligious and intellectual thought in the wider Muslim world.
This volume puts forward a series of arguments to highlight the
multiple layers of identification and political action that reflect this
complex intersection of local and global conditions. Many of the
Muslim groups and individuals explored in this volume indicate how
the new transnational and global setting collided with local struggles
for identity. Muslims and their networks in interwar Europe cannot be
reduced to a single Muslim identity; instead, their transnational activism often implied a revision and redefinition of boundaries that were
paralleled by merging intellectual concepts and political visions.

The Contributions
Against this background, the chapters reconstruct the intellectual
and political contributions of Muslim individuals and organizations
in interwar Europe and place them in the wider context of global
transformations.
In chapter 1, David Motadel starts the discussions by analyzing how Muslim life flourished and was institutionalized for the
first time during the interwar period. In most western European
metropolises, Muslims organized themselves for the first time in that
period. Focusing on Great Britain, France, and Germany, the chapter
outlines processes of formal organization and institutionalization of
Muslim life. It looks at the building of mosques and prayer houses,
the creation of organizations and associations, and the foundation
of Islamic newspapers and journals. More generally, the chapter
enquires into the ways in which Muslim life was shaped by both the
majority society and the wider Muslim world and explores entanglements and connections between different local Muslim communities
in Europe. Drawing on various local and regional studies, Motadel
attempts to provide the framework of a comparative history of Islam
in modern western Europe. He concentrates on the institutionalization and formal organization of these communities, particularly the
creation of (1) physical spaces (mosques); (2) legal spaces (associations
and organizations); and (3) communicative and intellectual spaces
(journals). The creation of these communities involved a transfer and
translation of codes, meanings, and organizing principles from one
place (Muslim countries) to another (western Europe). The purpose is
therefore to examine influences from home countries, as well as from
international Muslim organizations and networks. This contribution
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builds on original sources and enhances our understanding of diaspora
communities, cross-cultural migration and religious minorities in the
global age.
While David Motadel discusses the institutional global aspects of
Islam in western Europe, Nathalie Clayer studies the impact of the
transnational connections in building an “indigenous” Albanian and
European Islam in interwar Albania. In that building process of a
“national,” “European” and “modern” Islam in interwar Albania,
transnational networking activities played an important role. They
offered possibilities for the elaboration of a new corpus of religious
texts and, more widely, texts about Islam. Moreover, they provided
opportunities for the emergence of new religious leaders and thinkers.
These transnational connections mainly linked Muslims in Albania
with their coreligionists in Turkey, India, Egypt, and in Europe itself,
but also in the United States. Such networking activities were very
often based on personal exchanges, but also involved institutional
dimensions. These networks were not static; they have to be seen in
their interplay between their local, national, and transnational dimensions. In the Albanian case, the multiplicity of networks activated by
local actors is striking.
In chapter 3, Richard van Leeuwen looks afresh at the question of
how the intensification of the interaction between Europe and the
Middle East during the nineteenth century contributed to the formation of migrant communities on both sides of the Mediterranean and
various kinds of transnational networks in the early twentieth century.
Religious scholars in the Muslim world were among the groups to be
most affected by such cross-border interactions. They were not only
involved in migration, but also became familiar with European societies through travel and studies. The growing interaction coincided
with and influenced efforts at reform that, especially in the second
half of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century, dominated debates among the ulama throughout the Islamic world. These
tendencies of increasing mobility and intensifying reform efforts were
deeply affected by French and British interventions in north African
and Middle Eastern affairs since the second half of the nineteenth
century. Van Leeuwen recounts the experiences of two ulama traveling from French North Africa to France in the early twentieth century
to analyze these interactions. Focusing on the scholars Muhammad
al-Wartatani and Muhammad Ibn ’Abd al-Salam al-Sa’ih from Tunisia
and Morocco respectively, his study exposes the complexities of the
transnational networks that existed in the first half of the twentieth
century in relation to European expansion in the Maghreb.
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In chapter 4, Götz Nordbruch draws on the intellectual contributions of Arab/Muslim scholars at the Institut de Droit Comparé in
Lyon, 1920–1939, to exemplify these intellectuals’ reasoning across
various legal traditions. As a case study of a particular group of
thinkers, his paper sheds light on an important facet of Arab-Islamic
intellectual networks and exchanges across the Mediterranean that
challenges established notions of distinct intellectual traditions. In
contrast to the claims to “cultural authenticity” and “distinct origins”
that had marked most contemporary political movements of this
period, many of these scholars drew on universalist understandings
of law and justice.
Umar Ryad discusses how Taqi al-Din al-Hilali (1894–1987), a
Salafi Muslim student, was able to build a successful career both in
German Orientalist milieus as well as in the Nazi German propaganda institution Radio Berlin. This chapter places Hilali’s role in
Nazi Germany within a broader political and cultural context. In the
Nazi period, Germany hosted a significant number of foreign students, among them many Arabs. This case study of Hilali’s German
period introduces a unique figure who was caught between two different worlds, since he was subjected to National Socialism while also
strongly engaged in propagating anticolonial ideas and Salafi populism in the Muslim world. As we shall see, Hilali’s experience stands
for a telling example of what Peter Wien has called the “culpability
of exile”—“A moral dilemma that affects foreigners who take up residence in a villainous country such as Nazi Germany.”12
While most papers discuss activities and aspirations of students
and intellectuals of Sunni origin, Mohammed Alsulami, in contrast,
deals with Iranian self-exiled intellectuals who were active in a number of European countries, and Germany in particular. It shows how
twentieth-century Iranian nationalist groups in exile, particularly in
Europe, played an important role in the later modernization, secularization, and reforms in Iran. Focusing on the journals Kaveh and
Iranshahr that were published in Berlin, this paper traces the changing intellectual visions of these exiled circles and relates them to contemporary intellectual discourses in Iran. As it becomes clear, these
two journals played a vital role in constructing and reconstructing
Iranian identity in modern times.
The differing political conditions in interwar Europe, in turn, profoundly shaped Muslim politics in that era. In chapter 7, Humayun
Ansari analyzes a transnational case study at the intersection of PanIslamism, colonialism, and radical politics in England. He argues that
in the late nineteenth century, Muslims in India as elsewhere became
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acutely aware of how the expansion of European power was increasingly subjecting their coreligionists to Christian rule. Barkatullah
(1859–1927) was one of the Muslims who had adopted radical PanIslamism to fight against Western control and the conquest of the
Islamic world. This chapter investigates this activist’s experience in
England as a seminal moment in the shaping of his ideological and
political development. Barkatullah’s political journey is located in the
context of late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries’ global politics;
it provides valuable insights into Muslim sensibilities in the context of
European-Muslim encounters and places the struggle against colonial
rule in a wider transnational intellectual and political context.
In contrast to the other contributions, Ali Al Tuma does not focus
on social or political elites; instead, he investigates the history of
Moroccan soldiers in the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939). His study
specifically examines the integration of these soldiers into the Spanish
army and the contacts that these troops developed with the Spanish
civilian population, as well as the policy practiced by the Spanish military institutions in an effort to regulate the interaction of these culturally different colonial troops with their environment in Spain.
The studies of this volume reflect a growing scholarly interest in
the history of Muslims in interwar Europe and their role in transnational politics in that crucial period of world history. This collection
does not provide a comprehensive account that would cover Muslims’
experiences and trajectories in this period. As case studies that place a
particular emphasis on the transnational dimensions of these actors’
thoughts and actions, these studies provide important stimuli for a
rereading of the existing literature on European-Muslim encounters,
and for a reframing of its premises and underlying perspectives.
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CH A P T ER

1

The Making of Muslim Communities in
Western Europe, 1914–1939
David Motadel

I. Introduction
Muslim presence in western Europe is not a recent phenomenon
resulting from the postcolonial and worker migrations of the 1950s
and 1960s. In most western European metropolises, Muslim life
flourished and was institutionalized for the first time during the
interwar period. In France, the Grande Mosquée de Paris was inaugurated in July 1926, immediately fuelling debates in London about
launching a similar project in the British capital. In 1928, the first
mosque opened in Berlin-Wilmersdorf. Muslims across western
Europe began to organize themselves, setting up institutions varying from mosques and schools to cemeteries and publications.
Although there is a vast and rapidly growing body of literature
on Muslims in contemporary Europe, this research usually lacks a
historical perspective, generally containing little information about
the history of Islam in western European societies.1 This is surprising given the profound research in the field over the last decade.2
The major historiographical problem is, however, that most of the
research done so far is scattered, limited to local and regional studies, and has so far not been connected. Addressing this problem, this
article is an attempt to provide the first comprehensive, though concise, account of the history of Muslim life in western Europe before
World War II.
Most scholars perceive Muslim presence in western Europe as a
result of the labor and postcolonial mass migrations of the postwar
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period. It is certainly true that Islam became more visible in the
public sphere in western Europe as a result of Muslim mass immigration to major European industrial countries in the second half
of the twentieth century. Another reason why only few studies have
addressed the issue is because their research has focused on national
or ethnic rather than religious categories, examining the histories of
Turks, Persians, Indians, or Arabs in countries like Germany, France,
and Great Britain.3 The Muslim identities and Islamic practices of
these communities have been considered to be of secondary importance, outpaced by language, color, or nationality, which were seen
as the key signifiers of individual and collective difference. Looking
through the lens of religion, the following pages focus on the founding of local Muslim communities in Germany, Great Britain, and
France during and after World War I.
The making of these early Muslim communities was part of the
much wider historical phenomenon of migration and the emergence
of new minorities in the global age. Since the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, small minority groups started to appear
worldwide—Chinatowns in Hamburg or Chicago, Japanese communities in Hawaii or Sao Paolo, Russian groups in Shanghai or
Helsinki or, say, Lebanese communities in Senegal. Some of these
groups organized themselves not only on ethnic or national, but also
on religious grounds—Sikh communities in Manchester, Buddhist
groups in Berlin or Muslim minorities in South Shields or Paris, for
instance. While much research has been done on ethnic diaspora
communities in the global age, we know less about the birth of these
faith communities. These groups formed new kinds of religious
minorities, characterized by mobility and embedded in global religious networks.
Indeed, the history of Muslim minorities in interwar western
Europe is, after all, a history of global interconnection and mobility. Most of the religious minorities that have been studied, such as
Jews in Europe, Christians in the Middle East, or Muslims in Russia,
India, or East Asia, have a long history within their majority societies.
Accordingly, religious minority history has been written primarily as
local (or national) history, addressing the relationship between minority and majority society. The presence of organized Muslim communities in western European countries is a relatively new phenomenon,
however, forming part of the worldwide integration processes that
began in the late nineteenth century. A history of Muslim communities in western Europe during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries is, first of all, a history of migration and settlement, the
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creation of Muslim space and the implementation of Muslim presence
in a non-Muslim environment. The making of these communities
involved a transfer of cultural practices, lifestyles, codes, meanings,
and organizing principles from one place (Muslim countries) to
another (western European cities). In the new setting, a unique and
hybrid Muslim space was created that was shaped both by the new,
non-Muslim environment and the wider Muslim world. Even in the
period following the actual settlement, these minorities maintained
international links.4 In fact, Muslim minorities in interwar Europe
were characterized by a continuous flow of people and information. Consequently, they cannot be studied as a local phenomenon,
shaped by their relationship with the majority society alone. Rather,
their study needs also to take into account influences from the wider
Islamic world. Furthermore, the few Muslim communities that did
take root in interwar Europe were also entangled with one another.
The following pages address the actual processes of formal organization and institutionalization of Muslim life in western Europe, as it
was shaped by both the majority society and the wider Islamic world.
The institutionalization of Muslim life, as reflected in the formal organization of Muslim communities, is a classic characteristic of Islamic
diaspora communities. In Islamic societies, the creation of distinctive
Muslim spaces was essentially unnecessary. In the diaspora, however,
the physical and legal place of minorities within the majority society
and state as well as the organization of religious life became crucial
issues. An institutional framework provided a safe space for religious
practices and rituals like feasts, marriages, and funerals.
The “making of Muslim space” will be discussed in three parts.5
First, the emergence of mosques as physical religious spaces ; second,
the development of associations and organizations as legal spaces ; and
finally, the construction of communicative and intellectual spaces,
expressed in Islamic newspapers and journals.
The scope of this chapter has limitations. First, it concerns only those
individuals who identified themselves as “Muslims.” Thus, it draws on
a cultural rather than a theological definition of “Muslim.” Second,
it concentrates primarily on Muslims who organized themselves in
Islamic organizations and formed groups identifiably organized by
religion within the majority society. “Muslim community” is defined
as a network of these individuals (often of diverse ethnic and linguistic
backgrounds) based on their common faith.6 The following pages will
not concentrate on the many Muslims who had not organized themselves in religious groups, or who were not affiliated with any official organization. To be sure, many Muslims were neither organized
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in a formal religious community nor were they affiliated with any
official organization. Finally, the expression “Muslim diaspora” will
be used with reservation since the traditional and perhaps defining
characteristic of “diaspora” is a common geographic origin. Instead
of a common home country, Muslims of interwar western Europe
shared a more or less similar religious background, at best forming
what could be called a “religious diaspora.”

II. Origins
Although in the long durée Islamic globalization began as early as
in the late Middle Ages, in Europe Muslim presence occurred only
on the fringes of the continent.7 In the early eighth century, Muslim
soldiers and settlers landed on the Iberian Peninsula and, soon after,
along the Mediterranean shores of other parts of Southern Europe.
In the early modern period, parts of the Ottoman-ruled Balkans
became Muslim. Tatar settlers brought Islam to the Baltic region.
In the heartlands of western Europe, though, there was no permanent Muslim presence until the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.8 The settlement of Muslim migrants at this time was the
result both of structural changes and events. Structurally, Muslim
immigration resulted from increasing globalization, especially of the
labor market, mobility, and European imperialism. Eventually, major
events—most notably World War I and, to a lesser extent, the Russian
Revolution and the collapse of the Ottoman Empire—caused increasing migration and led to a period of formal organization of Muslim
life in western Europe.
In the late nineteenth century, Muslim migration to western
Europe was in large part connected with the empires. Colonial
migration brought Muslims to French and British seaports and capitals, whereas Germany experienced relatively insignificant levels of
Muslim immigration. Still, the Muslim presence in all three countries was highly atomized. First clusters and networks of individuals
emerged only after 1918. In fact, the institutionalization of Islam
was an immediate result of the war, which brought thousands of
Muslims to Europe. By the early 1920s, more than 10,000 Muslims
were living in Britain, especially in Manchester, Liverpool, South
Shields, Cardiff, and London.9 Most of them had South Asian backgrounds, but many also came from the Arab world and Africa. They
included industrial workers and seafarers, like the legendary Yemeni
and Somali sailors of Cardiff and South Shields, as well as students
and merchants. At the same time, more than 100,000 Muslims,
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mostly from North Africa, now lived in France, particularly in
Marseilles and Paris, and their numbers were growing rapidly.10
In Germany, a Muslim community emerged prisoner of war camps
at Wü nsdorf and Zossen, towns close to Berlin, where more than
4,000 Muslim soldiers, who had fought in the Entente armies, were
detained.11 Some of them, especially Tatars from Eastern Europe,
stayed after the war. In the interwar period, the numbers of Muslims
in Berlin, the centre of Muslim life in Germany, were highly fluid,
varying between 1,800 and 3,000.12 Most were students, merchants,
diplomats, refugees, and political activists, coming from all parts of
the Muslim world. Even Islamic missionaries—mainly members of
the Ahmadiyya movement, an Indian Muslim sect—arrived in the
German capital, and also in other metropolises of western Europe,
during that time. In all three countries, the interwar years became
a formative period in regard to the formal organization and institutionalization of Islamic life.

III. Physical Spaces: Building Mosques
The making of physical Muslim places, brick-and-mortar buildings,
which were clearly visible to the majority society, began during World
War I. In Britain, France, and Germany, the government authorities
mostly supported the creation of these Muslim spaces in order to
show their gratitude for Muslim support during the war.
In France, the first functional mosque was built by the military government in Nogent-sur-Marne, a small town near Paris, during World
War I.13 Inaugurated by a military imam in April 1916, it was to serve
Muslim colonial soldiers who fought in the French army. Around the
same time, another centre of Muslim soldiers from northern Africa
emerged in the Mediterranean town of Fréjus in Southeast France.14
The so-called Camp de Caïs was not closed after the war, and thousands of Muslims remained there, and in 1928, on the initiative of
the Muslim officer Abd al-Qadir Madenba, they built the Mosquée
“Missiri” de Fréjus. The centre of Muslim life in interwar France, however, became Paris. On July 15, 1926, the French president Gaston
Doumergue opened the Grande Mosquée de Paris, situated on the
Left Bank in the fifth arrondisement facing the Jardin des Plantes.15
Again, the mosque was built as a sign of gratitude to Muslims soldiers
for their loyalty in the war. It included a library, a hamam, study and
conference rooms, and a restaurant. The prayer hall of the mosque was
only to be used by Muslims, creating an exclusive Islamic space in the
French capital. Headed by the charismatic French-Algerian religious
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leader and civil servant Si Kaddour Benghabrit, the mosque quickly
became a religious and cultural centre of Muslims in Paris. The massive support the project received from the secular French republic,
particularly the Quai d’Orsay, provoked jokes that Muslims were
treated better by the authorities than Christians. Unsurprisingly, the
mosque evoked bitter protest from Catholic and right-wing nationalists of the Action Française.16 In the 1930s, finally, a fourth mosque
was planned for Marseilles, a town hosting the second largest Muslim
population in France at that time.17 Due to various political struggles, however, the project was not realized before the outbreak of
World War II. Only in 1942, for strategic and political reasons, Vichy
authorities started a new initiative to build the mosque, but before
these plans could become more concrete, Anglo-American troops
invaded southern France.
In Germany, the first mosque was opened in the prisoner of war
camp in Wünsdorf in July 1915.18 The imperial government was at
pains to provide good conditions and to ensure that the prisoners
could follow their religious customs, as German officials hoped to
recruit them into their own armies. As in Fréjus, some prisoners,
especially Tatars, sometimes joined by their families, remained in the
“Muslim village” of the camp after the war. The Wünsdorf mosque
served the growing Muslim community in Berlin as a prayer room
until it became dilapidated and was closed down in 1924. Afterwards,
Muslims used a number of provisional places for worship, as described
by the German convert Chalid Albert Seiler-Chan:
After the closure of the Wü nsdorf Mosque, celebratory services were
held at various locations in greater Berlin, including Schloß Wannsee,
the Humboldthaus, the Orientalische Club, the Hindustanhaus, the
Tiergartenhof, as well as on the rooftop of the observatory in Treptow.
Spread out before the pious Muslims at this naturally beautiful place
lay the world city of Berlin, framed by Treptow Park and by the green
squares of fields, bordered by meadows and forests. Nature’s book of
revelation was opened before the eyes of the praying men and women,
and shimmered green in the holy colour of Islam, a carpet of Allah.19

Finally, in April 1925, the prayer hall of a new mosque on the
Fehrbelliner Platz in Berlin’s Wilmersdorf district was inaugurated. 20
The mosque was opened in March 1928. Proposed and financed by
the Lahori branch of the Ahmadiyya, it soon became the centre for
all Muslims living in Berlin during the interwar period. In fact, the
founders of the mosque tried hard to make sure that the building
provided an ecumenical centre for all Muslims in Berlin. Sticking
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out in the neighborhood of Wilmersdorf, the German press showed
immense interest in the building and its worshippers.21
The initial purpose of the Berlin mosque was to support the missionary work of the Ahmadiyya in Germany. In the eyes of many
who wished to promote Islam in western Europe, Germany seemed
to provide the most fertile soil. In May 1922, the Mohammadan,
a major English-language newspaper in British India, underlined this
view in an article entitled “The Need for the Propagation of Islam in
Germany”:
Among all the countries of Europe, there does not appear to be as much
scope for the propagation of Islam as there is in Germany. She suffered
defeat in the War, and now she is seriously thinking of re-building her
future course in order to usher in a new era of peace and prosperity.
Everyone here is convinced that rebirth is not possible without following true religion. Christianity has met with complete failure. Germany
is in a much better position to reach to the core of the veritable reality
underlying false and baseless propaganda . . . Germany is the centre of
Europe and to achieve success here will have very healthy influence
on the neighbouring countries . . . I am writing my observations after
studying current events in Germany. And thus I feel that I would be
disloyal to Islam if I did not inform the Indian Muslims of this great
opportunity for propagating Islam in this country.22

The author of the article was the Indian political activist and Islamic
scholar Abdus Sattar Kheiri who, together with his older brother,
Abdul Jabbar Kheiri, played a leading role in the organization of
Muslims in the German capital in the early 1920s. Not members of
the Ahmadiyya, however, they soon fiercely opposed the foundation
of the Wilmersdorf mosque—though without success. Next to the
mosque were built a community hall and a residential building for the
imam. The first imam became the Indian Maulana Sadr ud-Din, who,
prior to his stay in Germany, had worked at the mosque in Woking,
near London.23 In fact, the Woking mosque had served as an example
for the Berlin mission.
In Britain, the organization of community life around mosques
also began after World War I. The only serious attempt to establish
an organized Muslim congregation before the war had been made
in Liverpool, where the eccentric British convert, Henry William
(Abdullah) Quilliam, had founded a mosque as early as 1891.24
Dependent on its founder’s funding, the Liverpool congregation fell
into decline when Quilliam left Britain in 1908. Following World
War I, attempts to build mosque communities were more successful.
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The most important mosque in interwar Britain became the Shah
Jahan Mosque in Woking.25 The picturesque building on 149
Oriental Road had been constructed in the late nineteenth century
by the famous Orientalist and convert Gottlieb Wilhelm Leitner,
who had run it like a private club. Then, in 1913, the Lahori branch
of the Ahmadiyya movement, represented by the Indian barrister
Khwaja Kamal ud-Din, bought the building and, after the war, built
an additional prayer house, and successfully turned the mosque into a
centre of religious practice in Britain. In October 1926, the Qadiani
branch of the Ahmadiyya opened a small prayer house in London—
the so-called Fazl Mosque. As in Berlin, the congregation of Woking
too was at pains to strengthen the nonsectarian character of their
mosque. Their vision was to build an organized Muslim community
in Britain. Yet, London itself still lacked a major mosque comparable
to the Paris mosque. In the British capital, Muslims had to meet for
prayer in provisional prayer rooms, like the so-called London Muslim
Prayer House on Campden Hill Road. The opening of the Grande
Mosquée de Paris in 1926, though, encouraged Muslim dignitaries in
Britain to promote a similar project in London.26 Initially, the petitioners were successful. In the same year, as a temporary measure,
three houses in the Stepney district were converted into a mosque,
fundraising was intensified and, in 1928, even a site in Kensington
was purchased. In the end, however, the plans to set up a Kensington
mosque never materialized. During World War II, finally, with the
support of the Churchill war cabinet, the East London Mosque
was inaugurated.27 Moreover, in 1944, the British government
granted land and money for the building of the London Central
Mosque in Regent’s Park.28 Both projects were heavily instrumentalized by British war propaganda in the Muslim world. In contrast
to Germany and France, no mosques were built in the provinces,
although in the port cities of Cardiff and South Shields prayer rooms
were established in Arab boarding houses.29 Here, the Yemeni and
Somali sailors were organized under the auspices of the Yemeni religious scholar Shaykh ‘Abd Allah Ali al-Hakimi of the Alawiyya Sufi
order, who had gained experience in organizing Muslim exile communities in Marseilles and Rotterdam before arriving in Britain in
1936. Al-Hakimi set up zawiyas with prayer rooms and bathrooms
for ablutions, providing the first properly institutionalized spaces of
worship in these port cities.
In western Europe, the newly built mosques and prayer houses
became the lynchpins of the new Muslim communities. Their cultural
function went far beyond functioning as mere places of worship. They
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became cultural centers, connecting Muslim individuals within the
European metropolises and port cities. Scholars of Islam in contemporary western European societies have described this diaspora phenomenon as “mosque culture.”30 Whereas the communities in France
were religiously (and ethnically) fairly homogenous, the mosques
of London and Berlin united Muslims from various religious backgrounds in a kind of ecumenical union.
The building of mosques in western Europe involved a transfer
of architectural style, cultural meaning, and iconography.31 In their
urban environment, the buildings clearly stuck out. The Wünsdorf
mosque, for instance, was modeled after the famous Dome of the Rock
in Jerusalem, an Islamic shrine built in the Umayyad style in the centre
of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, whereas the mosque of Berlin-Wilmersdorf,
with its two 32-metre minarets, was clearly influenced by its Indian
creators.32 Designed by a German architect, it was constructed in the
style of Mughal burial buildings. According to the German convert
Albert Seiler-Chan, its architecture was influenced by the Taj Mahal
of Agra. To ordinary Berlin citizens it soon became known as the
“Jewel Box” (“Schmuckkästchen”). The same label would certainly be
appropriate to describe the Woking mosque, which was built by the
Victorian architect William Isaac Chambers in the style of Indian
koubbas.33 The French mosques differed entirely from those in Berlin
and London, reflecting the different backgrounds of Muslims in France.
The mosque of Fréjus was more or less a replica of the Great Mosque of
Djenné in Mali, which had been built after the turn of the twentieth
century and remains the world’s largest mud brick building.34 Like
its African model, the Fréjus mosque had an open interior and was
made entirely of red mud brick and mud mortar. Similarly, the Paris
mosque was heavily influenced by north African architecture. Again,
the mosque was planned and constructed by European architects.35
It was patterned after the madrasas of Fez, particularly the famous
Bou Inania Madrasa, built in the fourteenth century. Finally, also
the architecture of the planned mosque in Marseilles was intended to
reflect the culture of north African Islam.36
The mosques became the clearest markers of physical Muslim
space in western Europe. Often, their territory was also marked by
other Islamic symbols such as flags or banners. In 1934, for instance,
on the occasion of the death of the German president Paul von
Hindenburg, the local Berlin papers reported that “the green banner
of the prophet” with “mourning bands” was flown “at half-mast” on
the mosque at the Fehrbelliner Platz.37 In fact, this episode also hints
at another dimension of the mosques—their political significance.
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The newly founded mosques were frequently transformed into diplomatic places. From the European perspective, they were a symbol of
the worldwide Muslim community, representing Islam in Germany,
Britain, and France. As imaginative cultural bridges to the Muslim
world, European governments were eager to make political use of the
buildings. Diplomats, heads of state, and religious dignitaries from
across the Muslim world all made a point of attending the mosques
during their visits to the West. During the interwar period, the visitors
to the Berlin mosque included the princes of Hyderabad, the Amir of
Afghanistan, the Lebanese Druze prince Shakib Arslan, and the Aga
Khan who visited Berlin in his role as the president of the League of
Nations in 1937.38 A year earlier, in 1936, the Nazi regime had made
extensive use of the Wilmersdorf mosque during the Olympic Games,
when the building was used to welcome Muslim athletes. And when
the Grande Mosquée opened in Paris, the French president received
Sultan Yusef of Morocco.39 Delegations from the sultan of Morocco,
the maharaja of Kapurthala, Istanbul, and Angora were among the
guests present during the festivities that surrounded the laying of the
foundation stone in 1922.40 In 1930, the Albanian ambassador Ilyas
Vrioni used the Paris Mosque as a stage to proclaim the secularist Zogist
state as “a fortress of the Islamic traditions in Europe.”41 In Woking,
the Aga Khan, Amir Faisal of Saudi Arabia, King Faruq of Egypt,
and chiefs from northern Nigeria attended services at the mosque.42
The mosques became part of the international diplomatic stage. They
became political buildings, buildings that were ultimately used in propaganda efforts during World War II by both Axis and Allies.43
Although they were the most important physical markers of Islam,
mosques were not the only Muslim buildings constructed in interwar
western Europe. In March 1935, sponsored by the state, a Muslim
hospital, L’Hôpital Franco-Musulman (since 1978, Hôpital Avicenne)
opened in Bobigny, near Paris.44 It included a prayer room and, from
1937, an adjoining Islamic cemetery. Burial places, in fact, became
another major physical sign of Muslim presence in interwar western
Europe. Like mosques, Islamic graveyards were highly symbolic places.45
Characterized by distinctively shaped and decorated gravestones,
which were directed towards Mecca, they provided not only a territory for burial, but also for funerary rites and rituals of remembrance.
Prior to World War I, Muslims who died in France, Germany, or
Britain were usually buried in Christian graveyards. Between 1914 and
1918, Islamic cemeteries for Muslim soldiers were laid out in all three
countries. In France, a number of Muslim graveyards were founded in
the Parisian area, in Bagneux, Pantin, Ivry, and one close to the newly
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constructed mosque in Nogent-sur-Marne.46 On the burial place site
in Nogent-sur-Marne a koubba, inscribed with two verses from the
Qur’an (sura 3, verse 169 and 170), was built in 1919.47 The founding
of the Islamic site in Nogent-sur-Marne was a direct response to the
construction of the German mosque in the Wünsdorf prisoner camp.
The camps in Wünsdorf and Zossen, in fact, also included a Muslim
cemetery.48 Germany’s first Muslim graveyard, though, had already
opened in 1866 in Berlin’s Neukölln district, as a gesture from the
German emperor to Constantinople, allowing the Ottoman sultan
to bury his diplomats in Prussia.49 Yet, it was not until the interwar
period that the graveyard became more widely used by Muslims, and,
between 1921 and 1922, a German architect, assigned by the Turkish
embassy in Berlin, even constructed a small prayerhouse on the site.
As in France and Germany, British authorities also established an
Islamic cemetery during World War I.50 Intended for the burial of
colonial soldiers, it was laid out in close proximity to the Woking
mosque. In 1937, finally, a year after his arrival in Britain, al-Hakimi
managed to convince the local authorities to create a Muslim section
in Harton cemetery in South Shields.51

IV. Legal Spaces: Establishing
Associations and Organizations
Muslim life in interwar Europe was not only characterized by
mosque-building projects, but also by the emergence of associations,
clubs, and unions that organized Muslims according to membership,
statutes, rules, and hierarchies. This was a new phenomenon, one
that had not existed before 1914. The creation of these legal spaces
within the majority society had at least two functions. First, formal
organizations were used to represent Muslims and to defend their
causes in the non-Muslim state. Moreover, the organizational framework held the community together, generating a cultural island, a
space for Muslim religious practice, debate, and sociability. Generally,
Muslims in non-Muslim societies tended to be more organized than
in Muslim countries. We can therefore hardly describe the making
of Islamic legal spaces in simple terms of cultural transfer. Islamic
organizations were hybrid constructs, combining Islamic purposes
with European forms of organization. This phenomenon was most
prevalent in Germany, where German Vereinskultur fused with Islam.
Most Muslim groups there were registered as “eingetragener Verein,”
a standard designation in the German legal framework. Even a Berlin
Sufi group became registered as Sufi Order e.V.
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In the German capital, the “Islamic Community of Berlin” (Islamische
Gemeinde zu Berlin e.V.), founded by Abdul Jabbar Kheiri in April
1922, became an early centre of organized Muslim life.52 In 1927,
the community opened the “Islam Institute of Berlin” (Islam Institut
zu Berlin).53 Attempts by diplomats of the embassies from several
Muslim countries to organize Berlin’s Muslims within a “Society for
Islamic Worship” (Verein für Islamische Gottesverehrung), led by the
former Ottoman officer Zeki Kiram, were unsuccessful.54 In the mid1920s, the Ahmadiyya mission established the “Muslim Community”
(Moslemische Gemeinschaft), later renamed “German-Muslim Society”
(Deutsch-Moslemische Gesellschaft), which was the official organization of
the Wilmersdorf mosque.55 Although it was met with suspicion by some
of Berlin’s Muslims, especially the group around the Kheiri brothers,
the “German-Muslim Society” largely succeeded in uniting Muslims
from various backgrounds in an ecumenical union. Nevertheless, tensions between the “Islamic Community of Berlin” and the “GermanMuslim Society” remained unresolved. Throughout the 1920s and
1930s, various smaller Muslim groups also founded organizations
and associations, which, however, often did not comprise more than
a dozen members, such as the Berlin Sufi group (Sufi Orden e.V.), the
“Society for the Support of Muslim Students from Russia” (Verein
zur Unterstützung der muslimischen Studenten aus Rußland) and the
Islamic student union Islamia Studentenvereinigung of the Frederick
William University (today Humboldt University).56 Given that the
Muslim community in Germany was smaller by far than that in France
or Britain, the extent of the formal organization of Islam in Germany
is remarkable. The year 1933 had no significant effect on the Islamic
associations. Although they were now closely monitored by the
Nazi regime, the organizations were not restricted.57 In France, by
comparison, Muslims organized themselves into fewer associations,
most notably the “Islamic Institute” (Institut Musulman), which was
opened by Benghabrit in a Paris apartment close to the Place de la
Concorde during World War I, and a number of smaller societies that
had emerged since the beginning of the century, such as the Parisbased Fraternité Musulmane.58 In the 1930s, French authorities
anxiously observed the members of the Islamic reformist Association
des Oulémas Musulmans Algériens, who had founded educational
and discussion groups.59 In Britain, too, there was no all-encompassing
association like the “German-Muslim Society.”60 Shortly after the
outbreak of World War I, the “British Muslim Society” was set up
under the patronage of Lord Headley, an influential British convert.
Headley cooperated closely with the Woking mission, conferring
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a great deal of prestige on the Ahmadiyya institution. After World
War I, other influential associations emerged: the “Islamic Society,”
led by the Cambridge-educated barrister Maulvi Abdul Majid, and
the “Western Islamic Association,” headed by the British convert
Khalid Sheldrake. Both had links to the Woking mosque, but also
branched out to the British seaports. Moreover, smaller groups, such
as the “Muslim Literary Society” were established. In the 1930s,
Shaykh ‘Abd Allah Ali al-Hakimi institutionalized his Alawiyya Sufi
zawiyas as “Zaouia Islamia Allawouia Religious Society of the United
Kingdom.”
It is remarkable that for so many exile groups, religion remained
a key notion of identification. Some, of course, joined or grouped
themselves into nonreligious organizations, which were often nationalist or organized along ethnic lines and at times even openly dismissed religion. In Britain, for instance, national associations such as
the Somali Club, the Arab Club, the Indian Workers Association or
the All-India Union of Seamen included Muslim members, who were
not necessarily organized in religious organizations. On the occasion
of the inauguration of the Wilmersdorf mosque in Berlin, a group of
Egyptian nationalists distributed pamphlets denouncing the mosque
as a “nest of spies” before they were arrested by the Berlin police.61
Kemalist groups in the German capital clashed with Muslims of the
“Islamic Community of Berlin” following the abolishment of the
caliphate in March 1924.62 In Paris, the nationalist Algerian L’Étoile
Nord-Africaine vehemently criticized the foundation of the Grand
Mosquée as an act of French colonial propaganda, and denounced
the lavish inauguration as “mosquée-réclame.”63 Still, compared with
national organizations, the number of religious associations that were
founded in interwar western Europe is striking.
Eventually, several of these local Muslim organizations became
translocally connected. Moreover, French, British, and German
Muslim associations were often well-embedded within transnational
Islamic organizations that had been emerging since the late nineteenth
century. The Ahmadiyya branches in India, for example, influenced
the activities of the missions in both Woking and Berlin-Wilmersdorf.
In 1932, a Berlin section of the Islamic World Congress was opened.64
Around the same time, a vehement controversy erupted among
German and Italian Muslim students over the question whether the
centre of the European Muslim Student League should be located
in Berlin or in Rome. The most important transnational event for
European Muslims during that period was certainly the European
Muslim Congress, held in Geneva in August 1935, where Muslim
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activists from various western European countries promoted a cosmopolitan sense of Muslim solidarity.65 Organized by the Genevabased Muslim émigré circle around Shakib Arslan, the congress was
the first attempt to gather under one roof these local activists from
across the continent.
Overall, German, French, and British authorities dealt quite benevolently with Muslim attempts to organize themselves in associations.
In the eyes of many European officials, dealing with the Muslim
minority could have direct influence on their country’s relationship
with the wider Muslim world. European governments regularly took
foreign policy implications into consideration when dealing with their
Muslim minorities. Consequently, policies toward the Muslim minorities were made not only at the municipal, but often even at a national
level, at the foreign ministries and colonial offices. It was the Quai
d’Orsay, the Auswärtiges Amt, the Colonial Office and the India
Office, rather than the offices of the interiors, which were involved in
issues regarding the Muslim organizations. The files on the “Islamic
world” of the German Foreign Office, for instance, contain significant numbers of documents on the Muslim community in Berlin.66
Overall, the state played a major role in shaping Muslim communities
in interwar western Europe, granting permission for buildings and
associations, and at times even supporting them financially.

V. Communicative and Intellectual Spaces:
Creating Journals and a Muslim Public
Finally, the interwar period witnessed the spread of Islamic newspapers and journals throughout western Europe. Through them,
Muslims attempted to create an Islamic public within their majority
societies and connect Muslim individuals within imagined and now
fomenting Muslim exile communities. In fact, journals were perceived
to be crucial instruments of community building by their publishers.
In Britain, two Muslim journals had already been in circulation
in the 1890s—the weekly The Crescent (*1893) and the monthly
The Islamic World (*1893), both founded by William Quilliam’s
Liverpool congregation.67 During the interwar period, a number of
new papers appeared, among them the widely read Islamic Review
(*1913), published by the Woking mission, and smaller publications
like the so-called Sufi Magazine (*1915).68 The Islamic press also
flourished in the French capital, exemplified, for instance, by the
journals France-Islam: Revue Mensuelle Illustrée des Pays de l’Orient
et de l’Islam (*1923), Al-Islam: Journal d’Information et d’Éducation
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(*1930) and Chroniques Brèves: Informations Mensuelles de la Revue
en Terre d’Islam (*1938). During World War I, the French government had authorized a French Muslim paper, as had the Germans,
who distributed the journals Al-Jihad (Holy War) (*1915) and Jaridat
al-Asara Mata Halbmondlager (Camp Paper of the Halbmondlager)
(*1916) among its Muslim prisoners of war.69 Most Muslim papers in
the 1920s and 1930s were published in Berlin, an intellectual hub of
European Islam.70 In fact, more than a dozen periodicals explicitly
labeled “Islamic” were created during that time, although most of
them were relatively short-lived. They included not only Islam: Ein
Wegweiser zur Rettung und zum Wiederaufbau (*1922) of Kheiri’s
“Islamic Community of Berlin” and the famous Die Moslemische
Revue (*1924) of the Ahmadiyya mission, but also titles like Liwa
al-Islam (Banner of Islam) (*1921), Azadi Sharq (Freedom of the
East) (*1921), Die Islamische Gegenwart: Monatszeitschrift für die
Zeitgeschichte des Islam (*1927), Islam-Echo (*1927), and the Muslim
student journal Der Islamische Student (*1927). For a short period of
time, Muslims in Berlin even published the English-language papers
The Crescent: The Only Muslim Organ in Europe (*1923) and The
Muslim Standard (*1924), which distinctly targeted a European
Muslim audience.
According to the pretensions and conceptions of their makers, the
journals were intended to reach a readership beyond the orbit of local
communities, connecting Muslims from all over western Europe and
linking them to the heartlands of the Islamic world. In many respects,
the journals reflected an emerging Islamic internationalism, which was
particularly promoted by Muslims in Europe. Indeed, among diaspora
groups, the imagined global umma seemed to be more important as a
reference point than it was in the Islamic world itself. This is reflected
in the journals’ languages, their subjects, their contributors, and their
distribution. Most of them were published in European—some in
non-European—languages. A number of papers contained articles in
different languages. They frequently discussed global Muslim issues,
such as the caliphate question, pan-Islamic anti-imperialism, or the
Palestine conflict. Writers from all parts of the world contributed. For
instance, authors of Die Moslemische Revue included international religious figures like Muhammad Ali of Lahore; similarly, the imam of the
Berlin mosque, Maulana Sadr-ud-Din, also wrote in London’s Islamic
Review. Both publications advertised in each other. Finally, many of
these journals were available in various European metropolises and
beyond. The German publications Liwa al-Islam and Azadi Sharq were
distributed in India, Iran, Egypt, Dubai, Qatar, Oman, and the Najd.71
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Already, at the turn of the century, the first British-Islamic paper The
Crescent had subscribers in India, Turkey, China, the United States,
Egypt, Switzerland, Morocco, West Africa, Germany, New Zealand,
Afghanistan, Iran, Australia, Syria, and Canada.72 Clearly, the history
of these new local religious minorities was also a global history.

Conclusion
The emergence of Muslim minority communities in western Europe
in the interwar years continues to be a fruitful field of historical
inquiry. Although the previous pages have focused on the minorities
of France, German, and Britain, future research may examine the
history of Muslim communities in other parts of interwar western
Europe. Although in countries like Italy, Belgium, or the Netherlands
the first mosques were only built after World War II, they were still
home to considerable Muslim minorities before the war.73 In the successor states of the Danube Monarchy, Islam had already been institutionalized long before World War I. Ultimately, the further study of
the history of these Muslim minorities will contribute more generally
to our understanding of diaspora communities, cross-cultural migration, and religious minorities in the global age.
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Transnational Connections and
the Building of an Albanian and
European Islam in Interwar Albania
Nathalie Clayer

When speaking about Muslims in Europe, one generally focuses on
Muslims in western Europe, ignoring the case of their coreligionists
living in northern, eastern, and southeastern Europe. In this part
of the continent, Muslims represent a large group of people formed
during the Ottoman period as the result of migrations and conversions. The end of the Ottoman rule—which occurred at different
periods of time in the different regions—caused the death (during
conflicts) and departure of many Muslims, flying to the remaining
parts of the Ottoman Empire, for religious and sociopolitical reasons. However, despite these significant waves of migration, large
communities of Muslims remained in Serbia, Montenegro, and in
the Austro-Hungarian province of Bosnia-Herzegovina (after World
War I these territories being included into the Yugoslav kingdom,
together with the present territory of Macedonia and Kosova). Large
groups of Muslims also remained in Bulgaria, and to a lesser extent
in Greece and Romania, while the Albanian state was the only state
formed (1912–1913) in the region having a Muslim majority, with
approximately 70 percent of the total population.
With the creation of these new states during the nineteenth century
and at the beginning of the twentieth century, the new political authorities generally tried to control and nationalize the Islamic hierarchies,
and western Europe (sometimes also Russia) became a pole of attraction for some segments of the local population. However, until WWI,
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this did not prevent the Balkan Muslims from remaining strongly
attached to Istanbul and the sultan-caliph. After the abolition of the
sultanate and the caliphate, and the creation of the Turkish Republic
in 1923, the horizon of the Balkan Muslims was considerably transformed. Connections with the new Turkish republic were not totally
cut: waves of migration continued to mark the fate of many Muslims
from southeastern Europe, and Kemalism had a noticeable impact on
both Muslims and Balkan state authorities. Transformations in Turkey
as well as the policies of nationalization that were implemented by
authoritarian or quasi-authoritarian regimes in the region during this
period generally coincided with attempts to institutionalize Islam and
to nationalize the administration of Islam. Yet, Muslims also had to
cope with the quasi-abolition of higher Islamic education in Turkey
and to adapt themselves to new national and international networks
involved in the diffusion of Islamic (and non-Islamic) knowledge; such
adaptation was framed by the possibilities and the constraints they
encountered in daily life, at different levels (micro and macro), in societies where Christians were the majority and where nation-building
processes were marked by a wish to de-Ottomanize and de-Islamize
the public sphere in order to Europeanize it.
In the Albanian case, in spite of a Muslim majority in the population,
the nation-building process was characterized by similar attempts to
institutionalize and nationalize the Islamic institutions. Moreover,
the fact that the majority of the population was Muslim led some
political and religious actors not only to try to Albanianize, but also
to “Europeanize” and “modernize” Islam in the country.1 For this,
they used transnational connections to Muslims in Turkey and western
Europe, and even in India and Egypt.
To understand this phenomenon, I analyze in this chapter the
reconfiguration of transnational connections of Muslim actors in
Albania that aimed at shaping Islam in the country in the 1920s and
1930s. Beginning with a study of publications and education policies
of the leaders of the Albanian Islamic institutions during that period,
this chapter decenters the approach and exemplarily investigates the
activities of prominent independent Albanian Muslim scholar Hafiz
Abdullah Zëmblaku, an active propagator of Islam through booklets
and training courses for young Muslims.2
Tracing back the transnational connections in question faces some
major obstacles, most prominently the lack of sources (diaries, correspondence, etc.). Contrary to studies on Islamic networks in earlier
periods,3 this study also accounts for impersonal connections created
by the diffusion of printed matter (periodicals and books), which
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fostered the circulation of ideas, facts, and images within the Islamic
world during the interwar period.4

I. From Ottoman Islamic Networks to the
Building of Albanian Islamic Institutions
In post-Ottoman Albania (i.e. after 1912–1913), Islam became more
deeply institutionalized. The first step toward reorganization was
made during the Austro-Hungarian occupation of two-thirds of the
new Albanian territory between 1916 and 1918, on the model of the
administration in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The position of great mufti
was created and a Sharia High Council was formed with the great
mufti and two other ulamas, on the model of the ulama-medžlis of
Sarajevo, in order to administer the Islamic cult in the whole occupied
zone with the help of three regional qadi-muftis in Shkodër, Elbasan,
and Berat. With the re-creation of the Albanian state after the Peace
Conference in 1920, new national institutions were set up, with their
centre in Tirana. Continuities to the previous institutional settings
were important. The three members of the high council remained
at the top of the religious hierarchy until 1924, the great mufti until
1929. From 1923 onward, some lay Muslims entered these institutions (they already were involved in the administration of the waqfs).
After 1929 and a third congress, new statuses were elaborated and
the position of head of the Islamic institutions was given to a layman,
a lawyer.5
During this period, as a result of internal and external dynamics,
a heterogeneous group of Muslims (clerics and laymen) formed the
nucleus of the Albanian Islamic institutions, supposed to administer
and control the diffusion and the practice of Islam in the country;
yet, for various reasons, these representatives of official Islam had difficulty imposing themselves on the whole Islamic sphere. Cooperation
between these representatives, and with the political authorities,
was tense and often subject to conflicts over objectives and definition of the religious policies. While Muslim leaders agreed with state
attempts to nationalize Islam, and to use it for both modernization
and social control purposes, they opposed political authorities when
they attempted to reduce the prerogatives of Islamic institutions and
the place of Islam in the society.6 Their main efforts were directed
toward the training of new clerics and the diffusion of an Islamic
education and Islamic values among the Muslim of the countries (in
1928–1929, with the introduction of the civil code, they lost their
prerogative in the field of family law).
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In this regard, their positions and strategies—which were not
univocal—toward the state, Islam and its institutions shifted according to time and context.7 In many instances, their discourses and
approaches were influenced by transnational contacts with the wider
Muslim world and resources this gave to them.
As a result of their training and careers, most of the first official
Muslim actors in the 1920s and at the beginning of the 1930s had
been part of Ottoman networks. They had generally been trained
first in their native villages and towns and later on in Istanbul, the
Ottoman capital. They had then begun their careers as ulamas
(müderris, qadi, or mufti) in their home country or in different places
of the empire. Some of them had a mixed—religious and secular—
training, again linking many of them to Istanbul. These careers are
illustrated by the following personalities: Vehbi Dibra, the great
mufti, born in 1867, had studied in Dibër, his hometown, and then
in Istanbul. He became a mufti in Dibër, like his father. Later, he
was appointed head of the Albanian Islamic hierarchy with its centre successively in Vlorë (1913–1914), in Shkodër (1916–1919) and
then in Tirana (1919–1929).8 Hafiz Ali Korça was born in Korçë in
1873. After his studies in the local gymnasium, he went to Istanbul to
study at the university where he learned Arabic, Persian, French, and
Islamic sciences, before returning to the Albanian province and working in different educational and religious institutions.9 Born in 1860
in Libohova—now in southern Albania—not far from Gjirokastër,
Vejsel Naili had studied in the madrasas of Libohova, Gjirokastër,
and Janina, before frequenting the new school of qadis (the Mekteb-i
nüvvab) in Istanbul. He was then appointed qadi in the Arab provinces, in the Balkans, in Anatolia, and then again in the Balkans.10
Salih Vuçitërni, the director of the Waqfs, born in 1880 in present
Kosovo, had studied at a lyceum and later followed theological studies in Istanbul. Even Behxhet Shapati, who was born in Vlorë and
succeeded to Vehbi Dibra at the head of the Islamic Community,
studied law in Istanbul.11
In the light of such careers, the intellectual horizon of most official Islamic leaders—as different as they could be from one person to
another—had been shaped by the Ottoman educational network (religious and secular), by the religious and secular life in late Ottoman
Istanbul, and by ideas conveyed by Ottoman newspapers and books
that were circulating in the Ottoman realm. Turning again to the
example of Hafiz Ali Korça: in Istanbul and the Balkans, in the first
years of the twentieth century he had written in different Ottoman
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and Albanianist newspapers. In 1909, he published an article on the
much-needed reforms of madrasas in the Istanbul-based reformist
journal, Sırat-i müstakim.12 Even after the end of Ottoman rule, he
continued reading Turkish Islamist newspapers. A booklet he wrote
in 1925 to denounce Bolshevism as the destruction of humanity
shows that his arguments were largely inspired by information and
ideas transmitted by the Istanbul based journal Sebilürre şad.13 The
Turkish journal was also one of the resources for the elaboration of
the official journal of the Albanian Islamic institutions, Zani i naltë
(The supreme voice), to which he was one of the main contributors.14
The geopolitical changes engendered by the Balkan wars, World
War I, and the end of the Ottoman Empire contributed to the transformation of the horizons of these people. The evolutions, as we shall
see, present important discontinuities, but also continuities.
There were discontinuities, mainly because of the changes in
Turkey itself. The abolition of the caliphate, but above all the closing
down of the madrasas in 1924, pushed the Albanian Muslims toward
a reorientation. At least for higher Islamic education, leaders of the
new Albanian institutions and parents had to send their students to
other Islamic centers. On the Albanian side, official spiritual connections with centers abroad were hindered by state authorities. Already
in 1923, before the abolition of the Ottoman caliphate, the Albanian
Muslims had proclaimed their independence and had built up sovereign religious institutions. Official contacts with foreign institutions
were forbidden: in 1926, when the shaykh of al-Azhar invited the
Albanian Islamic institutions to send a delegation for the caliphate
Congress to be held in Cairo, the Ministry of Justice did not give the
authorization, arguing that the election for a caliph was not a Sharia
prescription and that the Albanian institutions were autocephalous.
In 1931, Albanian muftis were asked to decline the invitation to the
Jerusalem Congress. Similarly, in 1935, no delegate represented the
Muslims of Albania at the Geneva Congress.15
Yet, these restrictions did not mean that the Albanian Islamic
leaders were unconnected to the external Muslim world. To provide
higher Islamic education or to quickly build up an Islamic corpus in
the Albanian language (a relatively new written language in which
only a few Islamic catechisms, Mevluds, and booklets for the time
of the Ramadan existed), they extensively drew on outside resources.
Due to the changes in Turkey, their networks were increasingly reoriented toward the Ahmadi network in India and Europe, as well as
toward Cairo.
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II. Toward New Horizons:
Europe-India and Cairo
The Ahmadiyya Anjuman Isha‘at al-Islam (Ahmadiyya society for
the propagation of Islam) from Lahore was a branch of the Ahmadi
movement, born in Punjab at the end of the nineteenth century.
Soon after the death of its founder, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, in 1908,
the movement split. On one side, the majority of the Ahmadis
formed the Qadiyani branch, considering Mirza Ghulam Ahmad as a
prophet. The other group, numerically less important, saw in Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad only a renewer (mujaddid ). This last group, known
as the Lahori society and a very active missionary organization, took
the initiative to write to the editor of Zani i naltë, the journal of the
Albanian Islamic institutions, in the summer of 1927. As such, this
contact illustrates the importance of these impersonal networks created by the diffusion of printed matter. The Lahori-Ahmadi missionaries sent their printed production in English and German and
asked their Albanian coreligionists to translate the Qur’an in an edition published and commented on by their spiritual master Mawlana
Muhammad Ali. For the Ahmadis, already operating in Great Britain
and Germany,16 Albania was to serve as a relay for the spread of their
works and ideas in neighboring countries, among Muslims as well as
among Christians.17
As a result of these epistolary contacts and the diffusion of Ahmadi
printed matter, the leaders of Albanian Islamic institutions, and mainly
the director of the Waqfs, Salih Vuçitërni, who was at that time the
promoter of reforms, took an increasing interest in translating these
publications with the financial support of believers (a method used
and promoted by the Ahmadi missionaries). From 1927 onward,
many articles and lectures published in journals such as The Light of
Lahore, Die Moslemische Revue of Berlin, and several booklets and
books were translated into Albanian and published in the journal of
the Albanian Islamic community or as booklets. Albanian readers thus
gained access to the works of the Indian Muslim thinkers Muhammad
Ali, Sadr-ud-Din18 and Khwaja Kamaluddin. Translations were based
on English and German versions of their works. The first translators
were Omer Sharra for the English and Junuz Bulej (or Buliqi) for the
German language. After 1929, students of the General Madrasa in
Tirana were trained to translate such texts, as English replaced French
as the Western foreign language taught at this institution.19
Other bounds between the Albanian Islamic institutions and the
Lahori-Ahmadis were created through the sending of students to
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Lahore. The Indian missionaries had proposed grants for students.
As a result, in 1934 two of the first graduates of the General Madrasa,
Sherif Putra and Ejup Fasli Kraja, went there, with a third young
Albanian Muslim from Shkodër—Halil Repishti, a friend of one of
them, also from Shkodër. From Lahore, they tried to contribute to
a greater diffusion of the Ahmadi thought in their home country
through the editing of a small journal in Albanian, conceived as a supplement of the Ahmadi journal The Light. At the end of 1935, three
new graduates of the Tirana General Madrasa—Xhelal Hajredini,
Adem Rakipi, and Abdurrahman Shahini, all from the southwest
of the country—were supposed to join them in Lahore. However,
for unknown reasons, they remained in Cairo where they had gone
and registered at al-Azhar. Three and a half years later, the Lahore
students came back home, but two of them quickly went to Cairo,
apparently the new attraction center for Islamic higher studies. A few
months later, however, they were expulsed from al-Azhar because of
their Ahmadi beliefs. They remained in Cairo for a while, studying at
the American University and publishing in 1940 a declaration in an
Egyptian newspaper in which they retracted their previous beliefs and
distanced themselves from the Ahmadi doctrine they were obliged to
publicly criticize.20
With this, the connection with the Lahori Ahmadiyya was certainly weakened. However, the influence of the latter in Albania
did not completely come to an end. After 1939, and especially after
1943, the new journal of the Islamic Community, Kultura Islame,
went on publishing translations of Ahmadi texts. Reflecting this continuing influence, a letter of the secretary of the Anjuman was published in the issue of September–October 1940 thanking the head
of the Albanian Islamic Community for his telegram.21 Such contact
between the Albanian Islamic institutions and the Lahori-Ahmadi
society persisted over the following years, only coming to an end with
the communist takeover in 1945.22
This reorientation of Albanian Islamic institutions toward the
Lahori-Ahmadi network stood for a reorientation toward Europe corresponding to the wish to create a European Islam, even if the center
of the Anjuman was in India. The networks provided for direct, be
they personal or impersonal, contacts with the Lahori-Ahmadis based
in Europe, mainly in Berlin and England. The leaders of the Islamic
community were receiving Ahmadi publications published there,
while in 1935, for example, the baron Omar Rolf von Ehrenfels, an
Austrian convert to Islam linked to the Berlin mosque, personally
visited Albania.23
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If we look at the themes developed in the translated literature, we
also see that these connections provided resources to facilitate the
legitimization of Islam in a European and “modern” country and
more generally to enhance the prestige of Islam. Many texts dealt
with the place of the women in society or the compatibility of Islam
with science and progress; others were about the prominent role of
Islam in medieval Europe, and particularly in Spain; others gave an
important place to positive views of Islam expressed by Europeans,
converts or not, as well as to the dynamical presence of Islam in
Europe and America, notably through the activity of the Ahmadiyya,
whereas other publications aimed at fighting materialism and atheism. In the introduction of the biography of the Prophet Muhammad
written by Muhammad Ali (Muhamet Ali, 1929), the founder of the
Ahmadi movement—a book translated by Omer Sharra, professor at
the technical school in Tirana—Salih Vuçitërni stated that the book
was for those who were ignorant of the true knowledge of the Islamic
principles. For him, the refutation of ideas expressed by some English
writers about Islam and its Prophet could be useful for Albanians
Muslims and non-Muslims, to make them understand the importance
of Muhammad for humanity and to revalorize Islam in the Albanian
context.
The translation of other books written by Europeans about Islam
that were acquired by Albanian Muslims during journeys abroad or
provided by local librarians served a similar purpose.24 These books
were considered to be scientific and were used to “prove” the superiority of Islam. Already, in 1926, Hamdi Bushati from Shkodër had
translated a booklet of the famous British convert and head of the
Islamic Centre in Liverpool, Abdullah William Henry Quilliam.25 In
his foreword, the translator explained that he made this text accessible
to the Albanian readership so that it would understand the principles
of Islam without requiring knowledge of foreign languages such as
Arabic and Turkish. For him, the text was important as it showed how
Islam had abrogated previous laws, while Islam itself, as the highest religion based on scientific rules and arguments, could not be
abrogated.
The “European oriented” Islamic network of the Lahori-Ahmadis
was not the only pole of Albanian Muslim networks. As mentioned
above, Cairo also became a new pole of attraction for Albanian Muslim
officials. For one, the Sharia Higher Council had subscribed to various Egyptian newspapers and had frequently ordered publications
from Cairo. Hafiz Ali Korça, who himself corresponded with the
political and religious authorities in Egypt in order to make known
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the situation of the Albanian Muslims in the Muslim world, was one
of the main links between Albania and Egypt.26 As early as 1925,
Cairo had acquired among leaders of Albanian Islamic institutions
the reputation as an important place for Albanian Muslims for higher
theological studies (Zani i naltë, II/4, qershor–korrik 1925, 487).
The connection with Egypt further deepened in 1933, when five students were sent by the Community to study at al-Azhar.27 Others
students followed, and in 1940 around 20 Albanian Muslims studied
either at al-Azhar or Cairo University. Sadik Bega, for instance, the
future director of the Islamic Community’s journal, graduated at the
Faculty of Letters of Cairo University.
Interestingly, this intensified connection with Egypt also furthered
the influence of secular works of Egyptian reformist authors such as
Taha Husayn and Muhammad Haykal, as we can see through texts
published in the journal of the Albanian Islamic Community. It also
fostered intra-Balkan links between Muslim students from Albania
and Yugoslavia, especially with Albanians from what was called at that
time “Southern Serbia” (i.e., present Kosovo and Macedonia), such
as Hasan Nahi, who went there in 1930; Bedri Hamidi from Skopje;
Mumin efendi from Kumanovo. Like Hasan Nahi, they could also
have met in Cairo Mehmet Akif Ersöy—the famous Turkish Islamist
of Albanian origin—who was living there.28
The connection with Cairo is not illustrated in many book translations to Albanian, probably because using texts written in Europe
was of greater value in order to built a European Islam. However, the
need to form intellectuals and ulamas with a higher Islamic education
and the contacts to Egypt in this field seriously limited the previous
influence of the Ahmadi connection, widely considered as heretical
by Egyptian Muslim institutions.

III. Connections with New Trends in Turkey
If Islamic networks were reoriented primarily toward the Ahmadi
networks and toward Cairo, contacts to Ottoman/Turkish networks
persisted as well. After 1925, the journal Zani i naltë published several texts that were translated from, or inspired by Turkish sources.
Islamic journals were not published in Turkey after 1925, but the
leaders of the Albanian Islamic institutions, such as Hafiz Ali Korça,
as many other Albanian intellectuals and officials, went on reading
the Turkish press, sometimes even engaging in polemics against positions expressed here. However, more important were the more or less
indirect ties that emerged between Albanian Islamic institutions and
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Turkish Islamic circles around the Diyanet, the new Islamic institutions in Republican Turkey on one hand, and a Turkish intellectual
Ömer R ıza, on the other. These connections were impersonal and
unofficial, and were created through the translation of publications
circulating in the Turkish market. They were due to the Ottoman
culture of the leaders of the Albanian Islamic institutions and to their
knowledge of Ottoman-Turkish. As in the case of the networking
with the Lahori-Ahmadis, they reflected the search for a national and
scientific Islam, as the desire for arguments legitimizing Islam vis-à-vis
its Christian or materialist detractors.
At the end of the 1920s, the main translator of Turkish writings
was Jonuz Tafili, who, already in 1925, had proposed to the Higher
Sharia Council the publication of three articles a month based on
translations of famous authors such as Muhammad Abduh and
Mehmed Akif (Ersöy), in the journal of the Islamic institutions.29
This project was not accepted, and he dedicated himself to the translation of books. The first book30 was a work containing a new kind
of religious instruction, published as the third part of a book under
the title Dini dersler (1920, Mësime Feje in Albanian, i.e. “Religious
courses”) by Akseki Ahmet Hamdi, a leading figure of the Muslim
reformist trend at the end of the Ottoman Empire and later a member
of the Diyanet.31 The foreword to the book by Salih Vuçitërni, the
Waqfs general director, again tells us why the leaders of the Albanian
Islamic institutions were eager to make such a work accessible to the
Albanian readers. The presentation of the principles of Islam was supposed to be scientifically founded, “with reason and knowledge,” so
that no doubts could remain in the mind of believers, as well as in the
mind of opponents. Indeed, the lessons conceived by Ahmet Hamdi
for the students of the Ottoman School of Maritime Engineering
were aimed at eliminating any doubts caused by the diffusion of
materialism and atheism among people who might be studying (or
had studied) in Europe. The text, that is the third part of the book
of Hamdi Hamdi, translated by Jonuz Tafili was more directly dedicated to the significance of religion and the refutation of atheist ideas,
with arguments inspired by the famous reformist authors Jamaladdin
al-Afghani, Muhammad Abduh, and Ferid Vejdi.32
A second book translated by Jonuz Tafili was a collection of Friday
prayers (hutbes) prepared by the same Ahmet Hamdi, in the framework
of the Kemalist policy of turkification of Islam.33 As soon as it was
published in 1927 by the Diyanet, the Albanian embassy in Ankara
sent it to the Albanian Islamic institutions in Tirana, who found it
valuable for translation as, for them, the sermons were corresponding
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to the needs of the time (Këshillet e së Premtës 1928).34 Again, this
illustrates the role of diplomats in the networking with Muslims in
other countries. The book even served as model for a second volume
of hutbes published four years later (Këshillet e së Premtës 1932).35
Interestingly, a third book translated by Jonuz Tafili leads us to
the interest that the Albanian Islamic Community had in the 1930s
for Islamic works that were published in Turkey, but were inspired by
Lahori-Ahmadis. In 1931, the Sharia High Council published the
book of Muhammad Ali, the founder of the Ahmadiyya movement,
titled Muhammed, Our Prophet.36 The book was originally written in
Urdu, but was later translated into English by Muhammad Ali’s disciples in England and Germany. This work was translated into Turkish
between 1922 and 1924 by Ömer R ıza Doğrul, a Turkish intellectual
who was the main advocate of the Ahmadiyya thought in Turkey.
He wrote, for example, a commentary of the Qur’an inspired by the
works of Muhammad Ali, published under the title Tanrı Buyruğu.37
It is from the works of Ömer R ıza Doğrul that, later on, one of
the most famous Albanian ulamas, Hafiz Ibrahim Dalliu, who was
officially in charge of the translation and commentary of the Qur’an
in Albanian,38 and Shefqet Daiu, a former member of the Parliament,
decided, each of them separately, to produce two additional translations. The first was a booklet about Islam, addressed to the youth, in
the form of questions and answers.39 According to Ömer R ıza, the
author, the explanations he gave on the beliefs and basis of Islam were
simple and expressed in the new way used by contemporary Muslim
scholars who were trying—with success—to spread Islam in Europe.
This clearly refers to the Ahmadi network. The second was a publication, accredited by the Albanian community, on the Qur’an and its
translations, that took inspiration from Ömer R ıza and the Indian
Muslim thinker Muhammed Abdullah Menhasi.40

IV. A Decentered Approach: Hafiz Abdullah
Z ë mblaku and His Networks
Let us now look at the networking activities of an alim who refused
to join the Albanian Islamic institutions—Hafiz Abdullah Z ëmblaku
(1892–1960). Born in the region of Bilisht, not far from Korçë in
today’s southeastern Albania, he had first studied in the new type
of Ottoman state schools called rü ştiye in different places where his
father was a teacher, especially in Durrës (in present central Albania).41
Later, he became an assistant to his father and taught calligraphy and
writing. After the Young Turk Revolution, he began religious studies
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in the madrasa of Prilep (today Macedonia), where his father was a
teacher. Then he carried on his studies in a lyceum, and finally went
to the Ottoman capital and attended courses, at the same time, in
the madrasa of Fatih called Dar ül-Hilafe and at the religious studies
department of the Istanbul University. In addition to this quite common mixed secular and religious instruction, he received a Sufi initiation and entered Naqshbandi Sufi circles. Apparently, he was also
initiated into the Halwatiyya-Hayatiyya, the order of his own grandfather. After having been enlisted for two years into the Ottoman
army during World War I, he returned to the region of Korçë, probably around 1918, where he served as a voluntary teacher and imamhatib in the village of Belorta. Just after the integration of the region
into the Albanian state in 1921, he was appointed by the Ministry of
Instruction as a teacher in the school of Kuç-Belorta. But, in 1924,
probably as a result of the political changes and the reorganization
of education, he resigned and became imam-hatib in Z ëmblak, his
family’s village. From this time on, he dedicated himself to the translation and the publication of books and booklets, as well as to the
teaching of both Albanian language and Islam, especially to girls
who, at that time, were not frequenting schools. He refused several
times the position of mufti, preferring not to be integrated into the
official Albanian Islamic institutions he was very critical of. For that
and for his criticism of local governmental institutions, he was even
sentenced several times in the 1930s to internal exile.42
Hafiz Abdullah was one of the most prolific Islamic entrepreneurs
in interwar Albania, not only through his publications—some 30
titles that were widely distributed—but also through teaching and
preaching activities all around Albania. In his publications, which
came to be conceived as kinds of periodicals, he presented himself
as a translator. These booklets contain religious texts and teachings
translated mainly from Turkish and Arabic; however they also include
many original writings: poems and texts of his own composition,
reproduction of documents and letters received and sent by him.
These publications allow reconstruction of his network. One of his
poems about his spiritual world even draws a picture of this network
at the beginning of the 1930s: outside Albania and the neighboring regions of Çamëria (in Greece) and Kosovo (in Yugoslavia), it
extended as far as Turkey and Bosnia, Egypt, and also Australia and
the Americas (United States, South America and Canada), as well as
France and India.43
Sure enough, Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku maintained his Ottoman/
Turkish network that he had forged when he was a student in Istanbul.
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In 1936, he was still corresponding with his spiritual master, Hacı
Süleyman, vaiz (preacher) at the Fatih mosque.44 The basis of his
religious production into Albanian was formed by the literature he
had access to at this time through religious schools and other circles.
Particularly important in the shaping of his conception of Islam and of
Islamic entrepreneurship was the reading of the press, and especially of
the Istanbul-based journals Beyanülhak and Sebilürreşad. According
to him, these periodicals that provided religious, geographical, historical, and philosophical knowledge, and also informed their readership
about the situation in the Muslim world were so useful for him that
he intended to publish a similar journal in Albanian himself. In the
1920s and 1930s, he continued to follow the development of Islam in
Turkey. In order to legitimize himself as an alim vis-à-vis the Albanian
official Islamic institutions, he compared himself to Akseki Ahmet
Hamdi, with whom he had studied in Istanbul and who had become
a member of the new Islamic institutions in Turkey. Yet, it seems that
he rejected part of the Turkish policies toward Islam, accusing some
official Turkish circles of being “masons.”45
On the other hand, like his adversaries within the Albanian official
institutions, Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku came also to be connected to
other networks, in particular to the Lahori-Ahmadi network. Several
articles published in his works attest to the connection, at least from
1930 onward, through the exchange of letters and writings and the
publication of reports about their respective activities. According to
his own declaration, Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku had sent his book
with part of the Qur’an in Albanian script (i.e., in Arabic and in
Latin script) to the Anjuman, and the Ahmadi Society answered
by providing him around 50 books and journals in different languages. He thus began to give details to his readers about the presence of the Indian missionaries in Berlin, London, and New York;
about the tafsir of Muhammad Ali from which he had acquired a
copy in English; and about the Lahori-Ahmadis’ beliefs, aims, and
actions. In a publication from 1934, he used a book published by the
Ahmadi Society in English and in Arabic (using probably the Arabic
version) to elaborate a kind of catechism in the form of questions
and answers. To make the tafsir of Muhammad Ali accessible to a
broader audience, he made his personal copy available to the library
of Korçë. He used this connection to legitimate his own work and to
renounce attacks by official Albanian Islamic institutions. Similar to
the Lahori-Ahmadis, he claimed to be a true “missionary of Islam,”
and based his activities on the translation and diffusion of Islam in
the vernacular language.46
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This latter link was so important for him, Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku
also engaged in connections with other individuals and groups. For
instance, he was in correspondence with Džemaluddin Čaušević, the
reisululema of Bosnia-Herzegovina, with whom he exchanged books
and discussed matters of translation. In addition, he closely followed
the writings of the newspaper Al-Islam, published in 1930 in France
by an Egyptian in Arabic and French.47 His networking activities were
also turned toward Muslim believers in the whole of Albania and
abroad. In particular, his connections—through the exchange of letters, books, and money—even extended to Albanian emigrant communities in the Americas and Australia.48 These communities were
mostly originating from the same region as himself, the region of
Korçë. One of his correspondents had a peculiar profile, since he was
also an Islamic entrepreneur: Muhammed Naji efendi Revani, a member of the American Islamic Society and resident of Mansfield (Ohio),
who would have published several books in English, including a
translation of 303 hadiths. Interestingly enough, he himself had some
connection with the Ahmadi network. At least he was a reader of the
Chicago-based journal of Dr. Mufti Muhammed Sadiq, The Muslim
Sunrise, and was eager to transmit to Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku in
Albania the names of American converts to Islam published in this
periodical, a list that Hafiz Abdullah even published in order to illustrate the impact of Islam in the West and on Westerners.49

Conclusion
Transnational networking activities played an important role in the
building process of a “national,” “European,” and “modern” Islam in
interwar Albania—even though institutional contacts were prevented
by state authorities. They were much sought after, as they allowed the
elaboration of a new corpus of religious texts and, more broadly, of
texts about Islam. They provided resources and ideas for the grammar of action (i.e., the publication of books with the help of believers;
the use of the vernacular language; the development of a missionary
spirit; and the use of apologetic narratives of Islam as compatible with
science, progress, education, reason, and as such compatible with
“Europeanness”). They also provided opportunities for the formation of new religious leaders and thinkers.
As we have seen, these transnational connections mainly linked
Muslims in Albania with the Lahori-Ahmadi network in Europe and
in India, with Cairo and with some reformist circles in Turkey, which
were themselves partly connected to the Lahori-Ahmadi, and also
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with Muslims in Yugoslavia, in America and in Australia. The connection with the Lahori-Ahmadi network—a network that was fluctuating and was not always distinct from other networks or groups of
Muslim in western Europe—is the result of a strong proselytism from
the part of this group in Europe, in the west as well as in its eastern
part, including in Turkey.
However, in the second half of the 1930s, Cairo increasingly
emerged as a new point of reference for Albanian Muslim thinking
and its drive for reform, principally because it was the main centre for
higher Islamic education at that time. New forms of activities, such
as youth and charity associations that appeared from 1938 onward at
the local level in cities like Shkodër and Durrës, were modeled on the
activism of the Egyptian Association of Muslim Youth.50 Networking
with the Arab world—for instance as a result of the hajj and the
stays at Egyptian institutions of higher education—was not unusual
for individual Albanian Muslims, particularly within traditionalist
circles,51 but it had never been before, for the Albanian Muslims,
the main place to go to become a qualified specialist of religion. The
“excommunication” of the Ahmadis further added to the prominent
place of Cairo as a major centre of Islamic reformism among Albanian
Muslims, even if the Lahori-Ahmadi production remained one of the
most important sources for the creation for a “modern” Albanian
Islam in Europe. These reorientations of the Albanian Islamic networks did not completely marginalize links with Turkey. Beside the
persistence of some ancient networks originating from the Ottoman
period, new ties appeared with Muslims in the republic of Turkey.
The Albanian official Islamic leaders were particularly interested in
some aspects of the new Islam proposed by the official Islamic circles
in Turkey and by the Islam forged by the intellectual Ömer R ıza
Doğrul himself also influenced by the Lahori-Ahmadi.52
During the period under study, some transnational networking
activities remained confined to personal networks whose origins
often went back to the last years of the Ottoman period and which
functioned through mobility of individuals or correspondence. But
others had an institutional dimension. Diplomatic networks were
sometimes involved; in addition, the new official national Islamic
institutions played a central role in establishing these netwroks.
Remarkably enough, be they individual or institutional, the connections had often during the interwar period an impersonal dimension,
as they were due to the diffusion of periodicals and books. Even if,
as we have seen both in the case of the official Islamic institutions
and of Hafiz Abdullah Zëmblaku, these impersonal connections
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could be reinforced through correspondence and mobility, and thus
become more personalized connections, the circulation of periodicals
and monographs from outside Albania had a clear impact on Muslim
intellectual discourses in the country. References to Muslim scholars—
notably European converts—from other parts of the Muslim world,
and above all from Europe, provided sources of inspiration for reform
and modernization, and arguments during local controversies over
power and legitimacy.
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Two Ulama Traveling to
Europe in the Beginning of
the Twentieth Century: Muhammad
al-Wartatani and Muhammad al-Sa’ih
Richard van Leeuwen

After French administration was established in Algeria and Tunisia in
the course of the nineteenth century, a policy was initiated to radically
reform Maghribian societies with the aim to conform these societies to
colonial interests and to the ideals of the European “mission civilisatrice.” The societies were rapidly transformed into dependencies of the
motherland by tightening economic connections, facilitating immigration, and reforming the administrative and social institutions to accommodate the new rulers. An important consequence was the increased
mobility between France and north Africa, resulting in the formation of
migrant communities on both shores of the Mediterranean, increased
cultural exchange through travel, and the emergence of transnational
networks of various kinds covering the European metropolises and
the urban centers of the Maghreb.1
These developments greatly affected the role and social position
of a particular group in Maghribian society, namely the body of religious scholars, or “ulama.” As guardians of the religious tradition,
the ulama were naturally inclined to critically scrutinize all tendencies of reorganization and reform. Apart from this, they were usually
an integral part of the administrative systems and social institutions,
which, under colonial rule, became the object of reform. In this
chapter, I would like to concentrate on two examples of ulama who
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were incorporated into the processes summarized above and whose
attitudes show the complexities of the role of the ulama in the new
configuration of French-Maghribian relations. Both scholars traveled
to Europe in the first decades of the twentieth century and laid down
their experiences in interesting accounts that reveal not only their
religious sensitivities, but also their appreciation of the European economic, social, and cultural achievements. They show how the formation of new networks affected the ulama in the French Maghreb,
and also how the migrants in France were considered part of the
Maghribian religious realm.
The first scholar to be discussed is Muhammad al-Wartatani from
Qayrawan, Tunisia, who visited France in 1913 and who, as we will see,
represented the secular-oriented scholars who were prepared to cooperate with the French authorities. The second scholar is Muhammad
Ibn al-Salam al-Sa’ih from Morocco, who traveled to Paris in 1922 as
a member of a delegation of religious scholars to supervise the establishment of the qibla for the new mosque that the French intended to
build in Paris. The accounts of their journeys will be discussed in the
light of the important themes of the age: religious versus secular attitudes, and responses to the challenges of colonial relationships.

I. Reform in Tunisia and Morocco
Developments in Tunisia during the nineteenth century were marked
by a process of reforms initiated by the Tanzimat decrees issued by
Istanbul and by the growing influence of European thought and
practices. The efforts at reform were mainly the responsibility of local
leaders. As elsewhere, the ulama, as a group, were directly affected by
the reform measures, which involved a revision of the status of citizens; a reform of the judicial apparatus, legislation, and courts; and a
reorganization of educational institutions replacing or supplementing
traditional curricula and allowing European influences.
The milestones of the reform process were the revision of the educational charter of the Zaytuna mosque in Tunis, which became the
most important centre of religious learning (1842), the reform of the
Sharia court (1856) and constitutional reforms (1857; 1861–1866).2
There is no indication that the ulama, as a group, resisted reform measures as such. They limited their resistance to the domains that they
considered their prerogative, like the legal and educational institutions. As Arnold Green observes, this did not mean that the Tunisian
ulama rejected all efforts at reform; they rejected measures that would
reduce their professional prospects and influence, and supported
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reforms that widened their job opportunities. Moreover, responses
varied according to the social background of the scholars, for instance
between members of the vested Tunisian ulama families and scholars
from provincial towns. Especially the latter saw their opportunities
for positions increase by the creation of new institutions.
The reform period in Tunisia cannot be discussed without referring to the great figure of Khayr al-Din al-Tunisi, who was Prime
Minister from 1873–1877. During his office, he initiated an ambitious program of reform, including the establishment of a central
administration of waqf possessions, the revision of the curriculum of
the Zaytuna Mosque and the improvement of government supervision of education, and, especially, the foundation of the Sadiqiyya
College, a school for continued education following the model of the
French lycée, providing courses in religious and modern secular disciplines. Khayr al-Din secured the cooperation of the reformist ulama
by integrating them into the new institutions and creating new positions. The college thus had the effect of strengthening the position of
the reformist scholars and creating space for the emergence of a new
intellectual elite with a modern education. An effort by Khayr al-Din
to reform the curriculum of the Zaytuna was less successful, due to
the resistance of conservative ulama.
After the confirmation of French rule in Tunisia by the Convention
of La Marsa in 1883, a campaign was launched to modernize the
Tunisian society in the domains of public works, finance, defense,
administration, and judiciary (1883), with the argument that “implanting in Tunisia French institutions and culture would at once facilitate
European colonization and raise up generations of loyal, Frenchspeaking Tunisians.”3 One of the measures was the enhanced government control of educational institutions, the kuttab s, the madrasas,
the Sadiqiyya and the Zaytuna. These interventions strengthened
antireformist tendencies among the ulama and weakened the partisans of Khayr al-Din, some of whom left the country. In 1885, a
revolt broke out after a decision of the Municipal Council of Tunis
concerning certain taxes and levies. Some prominent ulama who
were involved in the protests were punished harshly by the French
authorities. However, in the following decades a tendency prevailed to
accommodate to the French administration, especially in the 1890s,
when the French residents-general were inclined to support Islamic
modernism and assimilate it into modern European values, in order
to co-opt progressive-minded scholars.
An important event within the process of reform was the establishment in 1896 of the Khalduniyya, by a combined effort of the French
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authorities and reformist ulama. The aim of the new school was the
“re-introduction of the universal sciences in the Islamic culture.”4
The responsibility of the institution was mainly entrusted to graduates of the Sadiqiyya, in order to strengthen the roots of the new
intellectual elite and reformist thought, against the more conservative
ulama of the Zaytuna. The reformist coalition that coalesced around
the Khalduniyya initiative consolidated itself in the next decades.
Increasingly, ulama legitimated French measures and participated in
institutions sponsored by the French authorities.5
Still, the ulama were not uniform in their reformist stand, since
a large segment, especially in and around the Zaytuna, kept resisting reform measures, and there was a growing concern—even among
reformists—that the reformist tendencies were turning into outright
secularism. There were discussions among the ulama about what
religion and societal reform implied, particularly after the emergence
of the reformist periodical al-Manar of Muhammad Rashid Rida
(1865–1935) in Cairo, which was widely read in Tunisia, and the visit
of the celebrated Egyptian reformist thinker Muhammad ’Abduh to
Tunis in 1903. In 1907, the Party of Young Tunisians was formed,
a new alliance of forces aimed at Tunisian emancipation, which can
be seen as a regrouping of previous coalitions and which originated
from the reformist and Khalduniyya factions.6 Perhaps paradoxically,
the emergence of the movement strengthened the ties between the
French authorities and the conservative and traditionalist ulama.7
Thus, in the first decade of the twentieth century the configuration
of forces became more diffuse: there was no natural alliance between
the Young Tunisians and the ulama; the conservative scholars consolidated their position with the help of the French; and the reform
movement became divided between religious and secular factions.8
The background of the development of reformism in nineteenthcentury Morocco and the attitudes of the ulama are structurally different from the Tunisian case, although some general tendencies were
similar. The differences were caused, first, by the specific administrative tradition and the place of religion in it, which had developed in
Morocco from the fifteenth century; and, second, by the relatively
late direct intervention in Moroccan affairs by the French, who established a protectorate in Morocco in 1912. The similarities related
mainly to the general characteristics of the process of reform, involving centralization of the administration, the interference from abroad
and the effects of measures on the career opportunities of the ulama.
The ulama were forced to determine their position within these processes, while at the same time formulating visions of religion that
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would combine the preservation of tradition and the transformations
required by modernity.9
The relationship between the ulama and the state as it grew
between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries consisted of the
mutual acceptance of each other’s domains, the ulama providing
each new sultan with a bay’a or investiture, while the sultan, himself
a leader with a religious status, respected the privileges which the
ulama enjoyed as scholars, shurafa’, and Sufi leaders. It became a
custom that the sultan incorporated the ulama into the administrative apparatus, appointing them in various positions that required
certain skills or intellectual expediency. These arrangements secured
a usually harmonious interrelationship, guarding the autonomy and
privileges of both parties and providing ideological legitimacy for the
sultan and sources of income for the ulama. Another result was that
there was no centralized leadership or internal hierarchy among the
ulama that prevented them from acting “corporately” vis-à-vis processes of change.
This setup became unsettled during the reign of ’Abd al-’Aziz
(1894–1908), who, in an effort to centralize the administration, took
a number of measures to diminish the power of the ulama. In particular, he transformed the office of the chief qadi to enhance his
grip on the judiciary. In addition, he took control of appointments
in the Qarawiyyin University and limited the right of sanctuary in
mosques and convents.10 Moreover, he and his successor increasingly
patronized those scholars known for their reformist ideas, such as
’Abdallah Ibn Idris al-Sanusi and, under ’Abd al-Hafiz, Abu Shu’ayb
al-Dukkali. In general, the reform measures that affected the position
of the ulama, in the judiciary and education, were not severe enough
to arouse a general opposition in their ranks, as some of them did not
effectively change accepted practices.
Part of the opposition of the ulama to reform measures was neutralized by the increase in job opportunities in the state apparatus, the
makhzan. Reforms, centralization, and especially the intensified trade
contacts with Europe necessitated the expansion of the state bureaucracy, which traditionally implied an increased appeal on the intellectual abilities of the ulama. This not only afforded them a source
of income from their office, but also enabled them and their families
to profit from the expansion of trade and its revenues. In this way the
ulama were integrated into the policies of reform, giving shape to the
modernization of the makhzan and thereby identifying the interests
of the central authorities as their own. However, this support was not
unconditional. It was especially the increased economic dependency
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on foreign loans and the concessions made by the sultan to foreign
companies that were seen as contrary to the interests of the commercial bourgeoisie, to which many ulama belonged, and which aroused
their protests as a relatively coherent group. The ulama quite rapidly
became the spokesmen of the nationalist cause.
After the takeover by the French, the real process of reforming the
administration, the educational institutions and the judiciary began.
The whole bureaucratic apparatus of the makhzan was reorganized in
1915, and the following year two Muslim colleges were founded by
Lyautey, the first resident general of Morocco from 1912 to1925: the
Collège Musulman Moulay Idris in Fez and the Collège Musulman
Moulay Youssef in Rabat. These institutions were founded with a clear
purpose: to meet the need for officials with a “French” attitude, who
could act as intermediaries between the French and the Moroccan
people.11 In 1914–1915, an effort was made in cooperation with
reform-minded scholars to limit the autonomy of the Qarawiyyin in
Fez, efforts that were repeated in 1930.12 In 1920, a new Institut des
Hautes Études was founded in Rabat (Ma’had al-Dirasat al-’Ulya).
As in Tunis, reform measures were directed especially at the
administration, education, the judiciary and the control of ’awqaf. In
Morocco, too, these reforms required the incorporation of intellectuals into the governmental institutions and the support of scholars
who were not only willing to cooperate, but who also provided the
new setup with a religious legitimization. In this way, a new group
of scholars emerged who were in principle of a nationalist inclination but who supported French rule as a means to reorganize and
strengthen the makhzan and reinforce their position as scholars and,
in some cases, as members of prominent merchant families. They saw
the reform policies as a means to modernize the country and a necessary step toward independence. Thus, as in Tunisia, in Morocco too
we can see that the attitude of the scholars toward modernization and
foreign intervention was not only motivated by religious or ideological concerns, but also, at least partly, by economic interests connected
to their social backgrounds.

II. Muhammad al-Miqdad al-Wartatani
The developments briefly outlined above were the backdrop of the
career of Muhammad al-Miqdad al-Wartatani, the author of the
travel account that we will discuss here. The information we have
about al-Wartatani is mainly found in the introduction of his travel
account. He was probably born in 1881 in Ubba, a village between
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Tunis and Qayrawan. He studied at the Zaytuna and Khalduniyya
and followed courses in history and geography, usul al-fiqh, Arabic
literature, and logic under prominent reformist scholars. As we have
seen above, this educational trajectory would have qualified him as a
distinctly “modern” scholar, combining knowledge of religious and
secular disciplines. He was well-acquainted with the French language
and French history. After his studies he became head of the waqf
administration in Qayrawan, teacher in the Great Mosque and member of the administrative board of a hospital in Qayrawan. This combination of functions is also typical of a modern style scholar involved
in tasks directly related to new and modern institutions, but also to
traditional religious scholarship. His works include, especially, historical studies.13
It is significant that al-Wartatani stresses that his great-grandfather
and grandfather were known for their piety and knowledge. Although
he mentions him by name only once, as his “relative,” his grandfather was presumably the well-known scholar Ahmad al-Wartatani,
who figured prominently among the ranks of the reformist ulama.14
He belonged to the category of Maliki scholars from a rural—even
tribal—background, who profited from the career opportunities provided by the reforms by Khayr al-Din.15 In 1875 he was a member of
the committee fostering the foundation of the Sadiqiyya College and
he became an assistant of the reformist scholar Muhammad Bayram V,
who was put in charge of the government printing house specifically
to publish the reformist journal al-Ra’id al-Tunisi.16 Al-Wartatani
acted as vice president and later president (1878) of the waqf administration set up by Khayr al-Din, under the supervision of Muhammad
Bayram V.17 In 1885, he was dismissed from his post because of his
involvement in the revolt against the French authorities.18
The career of Ahmad al-Wartatani clearly illustrates the struggles
of the early phase of reform, not only in the pragmatic sense of fulfilling roles in the new institutions, but also with regard to the promulgation of reformist ideas. He explicitly endorsed the ideas of Khayr
al-Din and apparently belonged to a group who supported Muhammad
’Abduh. He is mentioned as a member of a cell of the society of al-’Urwa
al-wuthqa in Tunis, which the reformist shaykh Muhammadal-Sanusi
claimed to have founded with Muhammad Bayram V when he was
in exile in Syria in 1882. More likely, this “cell” was a rather loose
group of adherents of the ideas of ’Abduh, who visited Tunis in 1884
to discuss reform with his fellow-ulama.19 Although Muhammad
al-Wartatani would hardly have known his grandfather, it is plausible that he served as an model within the family and that his career
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fostered Muhammad’s attitudes as a “modern” scholar. As we will see,
whereas Ahmad al-Wartatani’s career typifies the position of a certain
category of reformist ulama in the first phase of reform, Muhammad
personifies the “modern scholar” in the third phase.
The Journey
According to his account, Muhammad al-Wartatani traveled to
Europe on the invitation of friends in France and Switzerland. The
journey lasted from June 5 to July 7, 1913. The text of the account was
published on the instigation of some friends by the official Tunisian
press in 1914.
The journey took al-Wartatani from Qayrawan to Tunis and by ship
to Marseille. From there he traveled to Grenoble and through the Alps
to Genève and back to Lyon. From Lyon he took the train to Paris.
On the return journey he passed through Toulouse, Nimes, and again
Marseille. Al-Wartatani had some distinguished predecessors such as,
of course, Khayr al-Din al-Tunisi (1867); Muhammadibn al-Khudja
(1895), whose account he apparently edited; and Muhammad al-Sanusi
(1892). The texts published by these travelers were no mere accounts
of journeys; they contained extensive contemplation on and description of the situation in Europe, as well as historical and geographical
information. Moreover, they were steeped in the discourse of reform,
comparing the conditions in Europe with those in north Africa, and
advocating modernizing reforms of various kinds.
As we will see, al-Wartatani’s account is to a large extent dedicated
to the summarizing of historical and geographical knowledge. This
is not to say that it is basically a compendium or reference work; it
contains a clear element of experience, consisting of personal observations and meetings and conversations with other people. His display of knowledge is usually put at the service of some argument, for
instance for explaining differences between the French and Tunisian
historical situations, or comparing economic conditions of both
countries. Since comparison is an important aim, the text contains at
first sight a surprising amount of information about Tunisia itself, as
if the traveler has left his country only to better describe and evaluate
its condition. The account of al-Wartatani begins with an elaborate
discussion of the admissible “reasons for traveling” as they are given
in the Islamic tradition. The author reiterates the three well-known
accepted reasons: science and knowledge, trade and livelihood, and
religion (especially pilgrimage and hijra). He adds two more reasons:
political requirements such as diplomacy and the exchange of royal
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gifts, and social reasons such as visiting family members or friends.
For each category he mentions various examples of famous Tunisians
or, preferably, Qayrawanis who traveled for similar purposes.
This introduction shows that al-Wartatani embedded his account
firmly in the religious and historical tradition by connecting it to
these general “paradigms” of the travelogue. The references are
not limited to the introductory parts, however, but are also spread
through the text itself to remind the reader of its generic framework.
In the next sections we will analyze al-Wartatani’s account in a more
detailed way, using the two sub-frameworks of secular and religious
discourses to reveal potential tensions, and to evaluate al-Wartatani’s
judgments against his background as a religious scholar.
The Religious Framework
In his discussion of the legitimate purposes for traveling, al-Wartatani
starts with the famous triad—trade, knowledge, pilgrimage—which
is sustained by the Prophetic Sunna. After this, he dedicates a small
paragraph to the question of whether a Muslim is allowed to travel to a
non-Islamic country. He argues that there is no objection to do so, on
condition that the safety of a person’s body, religion, and possessions is
guaranteed. It is even recommended in some cases, when such a journey entails profit or supports worldly or religious interests and wellbeing. There are many examples of ulama who have traveled for these
purposes or for the conveying of knowledge. Al-Wartatani acquiesces
his readers that a trip to France meets these requirements. He continues to say that the issue of Muslims traveling to the Dar al-Harb (i.e.,
non-Muslim countries) was already discussed by early Muslim jurists.
However, later scholars have misinterpreted their statements without
proper scrutiny and absolutely forbade travel to non-Islamic countries,
overlooking the meaning of the term Dar al-Harb. Some Qayrawani
scholars maintained that it was reprehensible (makruh) on the basis
of Malik’s al-Muwatta. However, al-Wartatani argued that the true
definition of the concept of Dar al-Harb does not lead to a total prohibition: “The Dar al-Harb is a country of a hostile people with whom
we are at war (qital ), that is, when one of them vanquishes one of us
and the safety of his person and his wealth will not be secured. Some
‘ulama’ have widened this argument and said that the traveler to a
non-Islamic land is subject to non-Islamic laws, and it is not allowed
that a Muslim should expose himself to these laws.”20 Al-Wartatani
concludes by referring to the scholar Ibn Muhriz that traveling is
“reprehensible” only when the traveler is subjected to humiliation.
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It is interesting to see how al-Wartatani deals with these arguments. He criticizes more conservative scholars who base their prohibition on a haphazard interpretation of the early scholars, but his
own reasoning does not itself seem very solid. He accepts the more
flexible interpretation of the early scholars without presenting much
additional proof. This would mean that his discussion of this subject
is pro forma only and that he takes a pragmatic position while still
evaluating a religious justification for his journey; or that he takes the
side of a less legalistic reformist group of scholars. Apart from this, his
reasoning is rather ambiguous as regards the status of France as part
of the Dar al-Harb. Does he think that the definition of the concept
by the ancient scholars applies to France? Do the treaties of 1881 and
1883, establishing French rule in Tunisia, dissociate France from the
Dar al-Harb, turning it into a mere “non-Islamic” country?
The importance of religion is emphasized in the discussion of
general “reasons for traveling” when the following hierarchy is given
of matters “near to the soul”: religion, honor (ird, dignity), honor/
nobility (sharaf ), life, money (mal ), fatherland (watan). This ranking
implies that the fatherland may be sacrificed in the pursuit of wealth,
wealth in the pursuit of life, life in the pursuit of honor, and so on.
What is remarkable is, of course, not that religion is on top, but rather
that the watan is at the bottom of the list. This once again stresses the
importance of religion, not only as a value, but also as a framework of
al-Wartatani’s text.
After these remarks about religion in the introductory sections,
there are few references to religion in the account itself. Al-Wartatani
does not embark upon discussions of religious differences, Islamic
and Christian doctrines or their effect on society. Religion remains
implicit, and only incidentally comes to the surface. For example, when
the author praises the beauty of French women, he adds that according
to Islam he is not allowed to look at them. Islamic customs are also
an issue of debate as far as the position of women in society is concerned. People ask al-Wartatani regularly about the position of women
in Tunisian society and their lack of liberty. They mean, al-Wartatani
thinks, the liberty to marry the man who they themselves choose and
to go out without a veil, and customs with regard to polygamy and
divorce. Al-Wartatani’s answer does not satisfy his interlocutors, since
they consider the seclusion of women and the legal predominance of
men as bereaving women of the liberty to which the Europeans are
accustomed.21 Al-Wartatani adds that in France “women are everything,” because they “own everything” from “luxury goods to respect,
progress, authority and freedom.”22
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As in the case of the social position of women, al-Wartatani also
refers to Islam in his discussion of the system of religious endowments, or awqaf, in his country. Apparently, many Europeans asked
him about this practice, probably because he mentioned it as his field
of work, and he answered by calling it one of the “beautiful things”
(mahasin) of Islamic Law. He praises the organization that was established by Khayr al-Din to manage and protect the many waqf possessions: the Djam’iyyat al-Awqaf (Association of Endowments) was
connected with the state, which is thus responsible for the economic
exploitation of the properties and the preservation of their religious
component, according to the law and the stipulations of the founder.23
Apparently, as in the case of women’s rights, al-Wartatani suggests
that he only dwells on this subject because he is asked about it, but he
seems not reluctant to give his—positive—opinion.
There is one more instance in which al-Wartatani shows some religious reflection, qualifying his overwhelming elaboration on the nonreligious world: “I saw what I saw and wrote what I wrote about the
aspects of the earth and the externalities of the world, while knowing
that all these beauties are only seen by the eye and not by the heart.”
However, the eye is deceptive and reality is different: “All mountains,
water, forests are not worth a moth’s wing or a mustard seed compared to the bliss of life in the Hereafter.”24 The embellishments of
life in this world, the bliss of riches and the serenity of appearances
are only a trivial illusion. A more thorough consciousness of the value
of life would reveal the importance of simplicity, sympathy, and help
for poor and unfortunate fellow men.25
The Secular Framework
As mentioned above, in the introductory sections of al-Wartatani’s
account, the religious discursive paradigm is quite explicit and predominant, although it allows some room for more secular considerations such as politics, trade, and social communication. Still, it is
surprising to see that the discursive paradigm of the account itself
is overwhelmingly dedicated to secular interests. One of the main
concerns of al-Wartatani is agriculture, on the one hand to describe
products and production methods, but especially as the material basis
of social life. A productive agriculture and a good organization of the
distribution of cereals and other products will prevent the spread of
diseases and will lead to an increase in population. This will in turn
result in safety, good administration, respect for the law, the spread
of industry, the flourishing of sciences, and the rise of capable men in
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every social class and generation. It will thus not only lead to prosperity, but also to a refined civilization and fertile thought and arts.26
This view of agriculture combines al-Wartatani’s idealism with
his pragmatism, but it especially reveals a view of history and society that is inspired by the great scholar and historian Ibn Khaldun
(1332–1406). Ibn Khaldun is mentioned in several places, especially
his model of history, which is based on a cyclic development of civilizations and societies, influenced by the interaction of desert and town,
and forces of ascendancy and decay. The basic model of Ibn Khaldun,
as interpreted by al-Wartatani, is especially the interrelatedness of
the diverse components of a civilization, such as economy, industry,
health, morality, science, freedom, and so on. All these sectors flourish simultaneously when civilization is ascending in its life cycle and at
the same time contribute to its rise. In this model the development of
urban societies and the rise of cities as centers of power are of crucial
importance. At one point, al-Wartatani relates this model to Paris,
comparing the French capital with the other urban centers such as
Cairo in the eighth century and in ancient Babylon. Here, too, the
population was industrious, healthy, attached to honor and freedom,
dressing elegantly, and working hard.
Within the historical cycle, modern Europe, according to
al-Wartatani, has reached a state of equilibrium, not being threatened
by weakness, lack of defense, or devotion to passion and pleasures.
All emotions are turned toward the common welfare, and this unity
is the best protection against catastrophe. This human civilization
(tamaddun) and political sophistication has been reached after centuries of trials. Europeans strove to develop the sciences and education
in order to provide the people with knowledge of their world and
with a strongly rooted “identity.” However, they only occupied themselves with matters of the created world, acquainted with the useful
externalities of worldly life.27 This has made European society strong
enough to recover quickly from wars, but at present an equilibrium
pervades everything and this is the cause of the long period of peace
in Europe. Ironically, al-Wartatani apparently perceived no signs of
the coming catastrophe of the Great War.28
The cyclic vision of history is also related to Tunisia and especially
to the new era inaugurated by the French Protectorate. Remarkably,
al-Wartatani here refers to the time when the Arabs came to the
Maghreb from Egypt in the fifth century, marking the beginning of
devastation, repression, and impoverishment. Now a new phase in the
history of Tunisia has commenced, based on science, mutual knowledge among nations, freedom of expression, the recording of events,
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easy travel, the protection of health and the codification of laws. Thus
a generation seeks protection under the cover of safety reaching the
summit of progress. Clear proofs of this progress (ruqy) are the zeal of
the French in conquering all obstacles in the way of progress (taqaddum), subduing the forces of poverty and ignorance. Full of admiration, al-Wartatani mentions the construction of the telegraph and the
railroad between Souss and Qayrawan as an example.29
The references to Ibn Khaldun show al-Wartatani’s interest in history, geography, and economic organization as founding factors of
civilization. Within this framework it is especially science, education,
and art that are the signs of a blossoming society.30 Al-Wartatani
praises the eagerness of the French to learn and to start teaching their
children at an early age. He advocates the reorganization of education in Tunisia by “reviving” the Arabic language and rhetoric and
spreading the interest in sciences and, more specifically, the same
persistence in scientific inquisitiveness as he perceives among the
French and which is the basis of their scientific progress. In the same
spirit, al-Wartatani visits the School of Oriental languages and the
Bibliothèque Nationale, where he inspects a manuscript of al-Hariri’s
Maqamat. Finally, he visits two Parisian hospitals, which are of special interest to him since he is a member of the board of the hospital
of Qayrawan, as mentioned above.31
Al-Wartatani is especially positive about the Louvre—where he
admires a painting by David and regrets the absence of the Mona Lisa,
which had been stolen in 1911—and the performances he attended in
the Opéra. His admiration for the theatre, which, according to him,
visualizes history, spreads morality, and revives language, is remarkable, since it is a topos in Maghribian travel literature of this period
and earlier to denounce European theatre performances as tasteless
and decadent. Even the “revue” in the Moulin Rouge and the Folies
Bergières are deemed useful and interesting by al-Wartatani as comments on Parisian life, love, politics, and current affairs.32

III. Muhammad Ibn ’Abd al-Salam
al-Sa’ih and His Journey
Muhammad Ibn ’Abd al-Salam al-Sa’ih was born in Rabat in
1891/1892 and after his studies became a teacher in the Yusufiyya
College and the Institute for Advanced Studies (Ma’had al-Dirasat
al-’Ulya) in Rabat, both institutions founded by the French authorities to modernize the educational system. He studied under several
scholars in disciplines such as Islamic jurisprudence, Arabic grammar,
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theological doctrines, logic, and so on, next to arithmetic and tawqit,
or time measurement. Subsequently, he entered the magistrature as
judge of the Majlis Isti’naf al-Ahkam al-Shar’iyya in the Royal Palace,
and as qadi in several towns, including Fez and Meknes, where he
died in 1948. He was also a member of the examination committee
of the Qarawiyyin. Probably not only because of his status as a judge,
but also for his expertise in tawqit he was added to a delegation that
was sent off to Paris in 1922 to attend the official determination of
the qibla for the Islamic Institute in Paris, the first official mosque in
the French capital. Shortly before his death in 1948 he was appointed
as head of the Moroccan delegation of pilgrims to Mecca. As a religious scholar, he also wrote a number of legal treatises.33
Al-Sa’ih left from Casablanca in 1922 on a French ship to Bordeaux
as a member of the Moroccan “scientific delegation” to the ceremonies
in Paris. After a short stay in Bordeaux, the group traveled by train to
Paris. Here he especially admired the technical ingenuities that symbolize modern progress, such as telephone, warm and cold running
water, elevators, electric light, heating, the metro, electric stairs, and
so on. He visited the Louvre, and more specifically the departments
of precious stones, Coptic art, and Syrian and Phoenician archaeology. He drank a cup of coffee on the second store of the Eiffel Tower
and was impressed by the clever ways in which the French advertised
their merchandise, using images outside the buildings to show what
is sold inside.34
The ceremony itself was held at the site where the Islamic Institute
was going to be built. Delegations from Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco
gathered around a big compass on a wooden table, far from any interfering metal objects. Al-Sa’ih gave extensive calculations for establishing the right direction for the future mihrab, conceding that
the French engineers were capable of the task. The ceremony was
attended by several Muslims from Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, and the
Maghreb. The future centre would consist of a mosque and several
provisions for Muslims living in Paris, such as a library, a hammam,
and a restaurant serving Arabic food. Al-Sa’ih especially appreciated
the symbolic value of the institute, as a monument for the cooperation of the Muslims with France during the Great War, and hoped
that it would help the cause of learning. For him, the construction of
the mosque was the implementation of the agreement between Sidi
Muhammad Ibn ’Abdallah, the Moroccan sultan, and Louis XV in
1767, sealing the friendship between France and the Muslims.
After the ceremony, the delegation traveled by train to Marseille
and by paquet boat back to Casablanca.
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The Secular Framework
As al-Wartatani’s account, al-Sa’ih’s, too, mixes religious and nonreligious elements to mark the embedding of his text in the Maghribian
Arabic-Islamic tradition. The secular component is first of all based
on the personal experiences of the author, such as his seasickness, his
amazement by the strange objects and technical inventions that he
encounters, and his admiration for certain customs of the Europeans.
His evaluation of these experiences is not very elaborate and not
related to religion or even morality. Referring to his attendance to a
performance in the theatre of Bordeaux he cannot hide his astonishment, remarking: “I felt like I was on the throne of Bilqis in a world of
devils.”35 To counter the avalanche of strangeness, al-Sa’ih regularly
referred to the Arabic literary tradition, for instance to al-Tha’alibi
and al-Suyuti, but also, remarkably, to the account of al-Wartatani,36
which perhaps served him as a guide. Like al-Wartatani’s account,
al-Sa’ih’s text, too, contains information about Paris and France and
the places of interest, although al-Sa’ih is much less elaborate.
As has been said above, al-Sa’ih does not give an extensive evaluation or assessment of French society, but he takes the opportunity
of the journey to present a long plea for the importance of science
for modern society, taken from a speech he had given for the club of
the Institute of Advanced Studies in Rabat. According to al-Sa’ih,
Morocco is now different than in the past. A new spirit and a program for the future are necessary, a future which “does not consist of
desires built from waking dreams,” but in which “all previous efforts
are incorporated, with a single aim,” and which “comprises all the
available means.” This, in short, is science. Everyone must strive to
foster and acquire science, in order to be strong enough to preserve
one’s existence, religion, language, honor, morality, and material
wealth. Science, al-Sa’ih argues, protects religion, and religion is the
common bond of the umma, and its life. If the umma is in some way
defective or threatened by decline, one should act according to the
requirements of science.37
Clearly, the realms of science and religion are connected in a mutually supportive sense. Science keeps the language alive, and language
is the medium of solidarity within the umma. Al-Sa’ih quotes a
Qur’anic verse to say that science is also a condition of natural welfare. Science means penetrating into the enigmas, not only observing
their surface or contemplating their beauty “from behind the glass
of words,” but penetrating into them to understand them. Al-Sa’ih
proceeds by stressing that Morocco is not deprived of all scientific
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knowledge. It has inherited the sciences from previous civilizations
and taken care of them, but it should develop the most important
sciences according to the requirements of the present circumstances
and the future.38
Al-Sa’ih adds that many people think that Morocco is incurably prone to ignorance. However, Morocco is endowed with great
knowledge in the fields of fiqh, hadith, tafsir, Arabic, history, time
measurement, and arithmetic. It is moreover sufficiently versed in
various kinds of artisanship and technical occupations. What it needs
is attention for the sciences of the age, such as medicine, engineering, the study of law and technology, although these disciplines may
be of limited scope. Al-Sa’ih stresses that Morocco should share its
knowledge with the rest of the world and profit from the knowledge of others. Science is not strange to or intruding into its tradition, because Islam has known many outstanding scholars in these
fields; it has absorbed Greek knowledge and has transmitted it to the
Europeans. The Qarawiyyin should become, once again, a university
attracting students from the Arabic world and Europe.39
This passionate call for the pursuit of modern science is of course
remarkable for a scholar who was steeped in traditional Islamic knowledge. It is noteworthy that al-Sa’ih does not enter into the intricacies
of reconciling modern sciences with theology, exegesis, religious law,
and similar disciplines, but carefully distinguishes the two domains
and accentuates the importance of science for the practical purpose
of strengthening the umma. Science is imagined as a phenomenon
that is already inherent in the Islamic tradition and thus can be incorporated once again. There is no way into the future for Muslims or
Moroccans except when they assimilate modern science and technology. Still, while appropriating modern science, the Muslims should
offer their religious sciences to the world to enlighten it.
The Religious Framework
The aim of the Parisian mission of which al-Sa’ih was a member was
overtly religious and it is not surprising that in spite of the prominent
place awarded to secular science, the main discursive framework of
the travelogue is religion. This framework is anchored, first of all, by
the report on the ceremony of establishing the qibla as a symbol of
good Muslim-French relations and of intra-Muslim solidarity. The
whole project of the Islamic Institute is seen as the result of a historical development that in the end will not only serve Muslims living in
Europe, but also strengthen Islam as a world religion and facilitate
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the spreading of the Islamic faith.40 The account of the ceremony is
accompanied by an elaborate instruction for determining the qibla.41
After the ceremony the delegation returns to Morocco almost
instantaneously and the actual travel account comes to an end.
However, a long section is added by al-Sa’ih in which he discusses
some legal issues connected with the residence of Muslims in nonMuslim countries. It was not unusual that traveling ulama gave
fatwas to migrant communities that they visited and it is clear that
there was a need for knowledge about the juridical consequences of
migration in the modern era of globalization. It seems that al-Sa’ih,
too, gave his opinion at least partly as a response to questions from
Muslims living in France. It is also clear, however, that the section
about legal issues should in no way be seen as a compendium of cases
with which Muslim migrants were confronted. The subjects seem
rather haphazard and are not discussed in their full practical and theoretical implications.
Among the subjects that al-Sa’ih discusses are, first, the question
whether a Muslim is allowed to eat meat that is not halal, referring
to the Qur’anic verse in al-Ma’ida that reads: “And the food of those
who received the Scripture is lawful for you,” implying that Muslims
are allowed to eat the food of Christians. Several opinions about
these issues are cited, especially from Ibn ’Arabi, Malik and al-Shatibi, some cases leading to a conclusive opinion (prohibition of pig fat),
other cases to a rather diffuse judgment (meat and fish prepared by a
Christian are allowed, but not game). A second, in the circumstances
quite appropriate, question, is whether non-Muslims are allowed to
enter a mosque, since they are considered “impure” by religious law.
The question is of course relevant because it is Christians who are
constructing the Parisian mosque. Al-Sa’ih again enumerates various
opinions, for instance of Malik (only allowed when unavoidable) and
Abu Hanifa (not prohibited). In the end, he prefers the Shafi’i’s opinion that holds that a Christian may enter a mosque with permission
of a Muslim.
Other questions are whether a Muslim is allowed to use European
eau-de-cologne, since it contains alcohol (allowed, since it is not meant
to intoxicate); and whether alcohol may be used as a medicine (only
in the case of fear of death). In general, al-Sa’ih juxtaposes several
opinions, invokes the Qur’an, the hadith, and various mujtahid s to
support his judgment. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the legal reasoning and juridical methods that al-Sa’ih applies
in his answers. It is remarkable that he does not refer to more recent
authorities of Islamic law and does not explicitly treat the issues in
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a “modern,” reformist context. There is no indication that al-Sa’ih
thought that new circumstances required new kinds of reasoning or
new legal methods.

Conclusion
The travelogues discussed above show that the two authors were
aware of the far-reaching geopolitical change and societal transformation caused by the shifts in political and cultural boundaries that
had occurred during their lifetimes. These changes affected their
lives as scholars and opened up opportunities within the newly developing networks. This background probably in turn influenced their
attitude toward the new circumstances, inducing a positive evaluation of the French administration in the Maghreb. Al-Wartatani
analyzed French and Tunisian societies as part of historical cycles
inspired by the theories of Ibn Khaldun and praised the positive
effects of the French administration within this process. He saw
the French influence as contributing to a “natural” historical evolution, seen from an autochthonous perspective. Al-Sa’ih, too, judged
French influence as a source of strength for Morocco, especially in
the fields of science and education. These attitudes reveal to what
extent the two authors were incorporated, as scholars, in the newly
created institutions and intellectual networks that had been formed
through the reform programs. They represent a specific group of
ulama who welcomed change and who, in spite of their love for their
homelands, did not combine their “modern” views with an outspoken
nationalist fervor.
If we balance the secular and religious components in the two travelogues, we can see how the shifting geopolitical and societal boundaries result in discussions about religious demarcations. Al-Wartatani
explicitly refers to the crossing of the religious boundaries invoking
the justifications of leaving the Dar al-Islam, but in his account religion plays only a secondary role. For him, religion is confined to individual codes of behavior and social institutions and apparently it is
not a predominant marker of identity. In al-Sa’ih’s account, religion is
much more prominent and the umma is inferred as a concept of religious identity. Al-Sa’ih sees interaction with the French as a possibility to strengthen the faith, enabling the Muslims to adopt the secular
sciences and use new networks to spread religious scholarship. The
mosque in Paris will support the transnational spreading of Islam.
Neither al-Sa’ih, nor al-Wartatani considers the penetration of the
French into their societies as a threat to Islam or the Islamic nature of
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society. The differences between French society on the one hand, and
Tunisian and Moroccan societies on the other are not seen as deriving from religious differences, and religious doctrines are neither discussed nor evaluated. This enables the authors to construct the French
presence in the Maghreb not as an intrusion of Christianity into the
Muslim domain, but rather as a new balance of power between religious and secular forces, from which Islam could ultimately profit.
For both, religious boundaries have shifted, even within their own
societies, but especially for al-Sa’ih the new porosity of boundaries
works both ways: Islam will take root in France through the Muslim
migrant community, and as long as the Sharia is applied, inside and
outside Morocco, the faith will prosper. The creation of new networks will ultimately be to the advantage of Islam, on condition that
the boundaries between the religious and the secular domains are
preserved.
The formation of new boundaries between Europe and the
Muslim Maghreb and new networks results in a new vision of differentiation and incorporation, but an approach based either on an
internal perspective (al-Wartatani) or on a normative view of the
faith (al-Sa’ih) legitimates a positive attitude toward the far-reaching
transformation.
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Arab Scholars at the Institut de Droit
Compar é in Lyon—Rereading the
History of Arab-European
Intellectual Encounters in
the Interwar Period
Götz Nordbruch

I. Introduction
The period of the interwar years was marked by profound social and
political transformations, affecting both Europe and the countries
of the eastern Mediterranean. These transformations resounded in
a quest for new ideational signposts that would provide guidance for
future political changes and reforms. Arab thinkers actively engaged
in this search for orientation, drawing on various intellectual sources
and traditions; in this context, Arab intellectuals living in Europe had
a strong impact on debates developing among Arab audiences.
This chapter discusses the intellectual production of Arab legal
scholars at the Institut de Droit Comparé in Lyon during the interwar
years and uses this case study for a rereading of the history of ArabEuropean intellectual encounters. As a study of a small but influential
group of thinkers, it sheds light at an important facet of Arab-Islamic
intellectual networks and exchanges across the Mediterranean and
highlights the role of comparative law studies, and the place of Arab
scholars within it, as a means to create “an international juridical consciousness . . . , a corpus of positive law that is based on the shared
consciousness or will of the peoples.”1 In doing so, my aim is to
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contribute new perspectives to the ongoing academic discussion on
cultural encounters and transfer in the context of European colonial
rule in the Middle East.
The main argument that I will make is that leading Arab legal
scholars of the interwar years actively contributed to international
legal debates; these contributions were characterized by attempts to
formulate a “perfect law” that would reflect universal conditions of
humankind on the one hand, and that would meet the particularities of national cultures and societies on the other. While European
and North American scholars of comparative law had long ignored
non-Western legal traditions,2 since the early 1900s Arab and Muslim
scholars have gradually joined in academic debates and provided
insights and perspectives from Islamic legal traditions. Although colonial rule closely framed intellectual debates in Middle Eastern societies, Middle Eastern intellectuals and their intellectual production were
no mere products of Western domination. Nationalism and the quest
for religious reform and their expressions in local discourses aimed at
legitimizing the quest for an authentic culture that would reflect local
religious traditions, social structures, and political order; yet, many
intellectuals vehemently defended a universal idea of thought, science,
and human development. While laws and legal traditions have in legal
scholarship long been considered as a mirror of particular cultures,
a growing number of scholars had, since the middle of the nineteenth
century, interpreted legal history as an outcome of social conditions
and political struggles. Laws were not considered as immediate products of certain national spirits anymore, but as faits sociaux. This also
coincided with Orientalist debates on the nature of Islamic law. As
L éon Buskens and Baudouin Dupret have shown in a recent study,
Orientalist scholarship of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century greatly contributed to an understanding of Islamic law along
the lines of Western notions of positive law.3 Yet, such “invention”
of Islamic law as a systematic set of codes and norms was no arbitrary
Western imposition; it met the requirements of the emerging Arab and
Muslim states and the need to institutionalize legal norms and procedures. Arab legal scholars increasingly joined in these debates and
translated these debates’ concepts and perspectives to local contexts.
The circles of Arab scholars at the Institut de Droit Comparé in
Lyon echoed an approach to law and jurisprudence that was strongly
inspired by the institute’s founder, Édouard Lambert (1866–1947).
For the students at Lambert’s institute and the Lyon faculty of law,
laws and legal traditions were not fixed by cultural and religious legacies, but remained subject to sociological and historical change and
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transformation. This was true for the legal foundations of the political order—as with regard to the caliphate—but no less so with regard
to personal status, fiscal law, or economic regulations. Intellectuals
such as ’Abd al-Razzaq al-Sanhuri or Muhammad ’Abd al-Jawad,
who covered various fields of private and public law, consequently
highlighted the adaptability of legal structures and norms to changing social realities. Their contributions to the work of the institute,
and their later works in the domain of law clearly echoed an approach
to legal traditions that was described by Lambert as a comparative
historical and sociological investigation into the “accidental products
of diverse national histories.”4
In the light of the particular histories of the southern and eastern Mediterranean, the Muslim world provided exceptional insights
into the emergence of legal concepts and principles. Not only did
it offer new perspectives to European debates about law and justice; Muslim societies themselves were marked by a pluralism of legal
traditions, rendering their histories into important case studies that
could advance the discipline of comparative law. Egypt, for Lambert,
was “one of the first testing grounds for comparative law and will
for long remain one of the most fertile fields of demonstration.”5
Its mixed courts, for instance, were “models for practical investigations of comparative law.”6 This approach was supported by Arab
scholars who were engaged in a quest to establish comparative law
as a relevant academic discipline that would help advance the development of local political culture. Speaking to a mainly European
audience at the Congress of Comparative Law that was organized
by Lambert in 1932, Egyptian law professor ’Ali M. Badawi highlighted the historical character of Muslim legal traditions. For him,
it was crucial to understand that Islam had changed over time, and
that it was impossible to assess today’s Muslim societies through the
ancient past alone. While legal scholars had long ignored the linkage
between religion and law in Europe, they consistently overestimated
it in the Islamic context.7 Islamic law was not static, but flexible, and
had thus to be read in the light of changing social conditions. This
“plasticity” of Islamic legal tradition made it into a crucial field of
comparative legal inquiry.

II. Beyond Particularities: Global
“Rhythms of Change”
The study of these endeavors is situated in recent research that has challenged existing approaches to Middle Eastern–European encounters.
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Any history of ideas of the Middle East—as of any other region—is
closely tied to the region’s relations and interactions with its neighboring societies and cultures. Instead of focusing on comparisons and
differences between national or cultural entities, recent debates on
cultural and intellectual encounters have increasingly turned to the
conditions under which certain ideas and concepts are received and
appropriated.
Looking into the particular conditions and expressions of attempts
to “domesticate knowledge,”8 this research has questioned established notions of transfer and reception in the context of colonial
rule. While the groundbreaking studies of Timothy Mitchell and
Omnia El Shakry have investigated the impact of encounters in the
fields of administration, education, and science,9 others have shed
new light on the echoes and appropriation of Western discourses in
architecture, painting, and music. Yet, academic discussions of Middle
Eastern intellectual history continue to resound claims of a supposedly exceptional and unique character of Arab and Islamic societies.
Even following the debates triggered by Edward Said’s Orientalism
(1978), the image of the Middle East and Islam as a “paradigmatic
alternative to Europe”10 persisted in major works on Arab and/or
Islamic history. In this sense, Antony Black insists on the distinctiveness of Islamic intellectual traditions: “Islamic political thought
forms a significant part of the intellectual history of homo sapiens. It
comprises a coherent, ongoing tradition, separate from the West and
with a logic of its own.”11
A similar understanding—although significantly less rigid—of
distinct intellectual traditions also resounds in a recent study on the
emergence of modern social sciences in the late Ottoman Empire.
Tracing the evolving controversies between proponents of Islamic
fiqh on the one hand and of social sciences and scientific methodologies on the other, Recep Senturk reconstructs the increasingly
varied intellectual responses to questions of religion, science, and the
future of society. Senturk explicitly focuses on intellectual attempts
to synthesize social sciences and fiqh; yet he identifies the respective
intellectual approaches with particular cultural traditions: while fiqh
is Islamic, social sciences are Western and, in consequence, nonlocal.
Social sciences are implicitly described here as an imposition from the
outside, as they gradually “conquered the space traditionally occupied by fiqh, and its professional representatives (such as academicians, jurists, educationists, and writers) replaced the fuqaha.”12 In
consequence, the synthesis of both, which many intellectuals longed
for, is not perceived as one of the various possible local responses to
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a society in change; instead, the synthesis is interpreted as an imposition of one culturally distinct intellectual tradition over another.
Recent studies have challenged such understanding. The gradual
shift of perspective from outside origins to local contexts is made
explicit in Albert Hourani’s scholarship on Middle Eastern intellectual
history. Hourani’s classic Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, 1798–1939
(1962) had a profound impact on the writing of Arab intellectual history in the following decades. His book, he summarized in a preface
to a later edition, was meant to describe the reaction “of those (Arab
intellectuals), who saw the growth of European power and the spread
of new ideas as a challenge to which they had to respond by changing
their own societies, and the systems of beliefs and values which gave
them legitimacy, in a certain direction, through acceptance of some
ideas and some institutions of modern Europe.”13
Hourani critically rethought the perspective he had adopted in
his previous work 30 years later. Echoing the growing importance of
social history in the writing of the history of the Middle East, he now
questioned a narrow reading of Arab liberal thought as an adaptation of European intellectual traditions. Instead, Hourani called for
a stronger consideration of “two interlocking rhythms of change”14
that were shaping the developments in the region: rhythms imposed
by external powers and local elites on the one hand, and those produced by local traditions, and these traditions’ continuities and discontinuities on the other.
This focus on local transformations and “rhythms of changes”
against which intellectual history should be read was fostered by a
growing awareness for the fragmented character of contemporary
Arab societies, and the needs of state formation processes in the
region that were not limited to local particularities. Increasing social
and geographic mobility was one of the effects provoked by the
Ottoman reforms of the mid-nineteenth century, leading to a gradual
diversification of social realities, and in consequence of intellectual
and political frameworks and visions. James L. Gelvin has highlighted the importance of these transformations for the emergence of
a “multiplicity of analogues ideologies”15 among the educated elite.
While these ideologies—Arabism, Ottomanism, Syrian nationalism,
and so on—differed in their specific contents, they shared an underlying approach to society that “cohered with or duplicated those
enjoined by the dominant culture within the métropole.”16 Mirroring
the social realities in Europe and the urban centers of the eastern
Mediterranean, these ideologies of communal identity, whether formulated in the Middle East or in Europe, echoed the longing for new
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identities and a reconceptualization of society. Gelvin thus concludes
that the “fundamental ideological divide within Middle Eastern society during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century did not
separate Ottomanists from Arabists; rather, the fundamental ideological divide separated Ottomanists, Arabists and their ilk from the
remainder of society, whose transformation and integration had been
less thoroughly accomplished or whose encounter with the transformation was less agreeable.”17 Despite being elaborated in a particular
national and religious setting, the basic premises of theses ideologies
were not specific to the national-religious, but to the socioeconomic
context in which they evolved; as such, these ideologies had a double character, they were at once a reflection of local conditions while
being, at the same time, potentially universal.
This perspective has also been adopted in recent research that has
focused on the evolution of legal concept and laws. In a study of ’Abd
al-Razzaq al-Sanhuri, one of the leading Egyptian scholars of the
first half of the twentieth century, Enid Hill has argued that “those
nations which adopted bodies of law from foreign sources have added
to them legislation based on conditions and considerations unique to
those nations. The changes which a law undergoes when introduced
into or received by a different culture are of considerable significance
in comparative law.”18 Law—and the reception of law—is basically a
historical phenomenon that was inseparably linked to local challenges
and concerns: “Reception is, by its nature, a historical phenomenon.
It is law in a condition of becoming.”19

III. Law and Legal Traditions
as an Œ uvre Humaine
The Institut du Droit Comparé in Lyon was formally established in
1920.20 It built on the work of Édouard Lambert who had made himself known as a protagonist of French legal scholarship. As a director
of the Khedival Law School in Cairo in 1906 and 1907, he had introduced numerous students to recent controversies that have marked
legal scholarship over the past decades. The students’ interest was not
so much based on the particularities of the French legal system but “on
a comprehension of the principles of law and of the directions of political science that form the common basis of the Occidental civilization.
They wanted me (Lambert) to help them to scrutinize them in view
of adapting the particular needs of Oriental and Muslim societies.”21
Following his return from Egypt to France, Lambert created the
Séminaire oriental d’études juridiques et sociales that provided the
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institutional basis for the formal establishment of the Institut de Droit
Comparé at the University of Lyon in the following years. Its aim
was not limited to a study of Muslim societies as such, but consisted
in “developing the scientific research in the field of law, understood
both as a social and international science.”22 While the topics that
were taught at this seminar included a course on History and Sources
of Islamic Law, Political Economy, and Roman Law and the History
of Law, the seminar explicitly aimed at preparing Egyptian students
for a career not in France, but in Egypt. Already in the first years
following Lambert’s return from Cairo, some ten Egyptian students
had inscribed at the Faculty of Law in Lyon.23 Such interest, Lambert
argued, was due to an “intellectual renaissance of Oriental Islam” on
the one hand, and an “awakening of the national spirit in Egypt”24
on the other. A remark made in the mid-1920s by Lambert about the
growing number of Egyptian students at the institute illustrates the
considerable appeal of this institution among young Egyptian scholars. Referring to the number of publications by Egyptian students in
the seminary’s series Travaux du Séminaire oriental d’études juridiques
et sociales, Lambert claimed to have “slowed down” the efforts of these
students as the number of their “works risked to destroy the balance
that we are trying to maintain among the contributions of the various
groups of foreigners who work at our institute.”25
The outreach of the institute consisted to a large part in the publication of research and the organization of international conferences;
perhaps more importantly, its director actively worked for the establishment of institutions outside France that would provide the basis
for academic networks focused on comparative inquiries into the
development of legal traditions. The close bonds created by Lambert
with his students are reflected in the various contacts that continued
even following the return of his former students to Cairo, Beirut,
or Damascus. The founding of the Institut de Droit Comparé in
1936/1937 as part of the Faculty of Law at the Egyptian University
in Cairo took inspiration from these efforts. Going back to an initiative of the Lyon alumnus ’Abd al-Razzaq al-Sanhuri, the dean of the
faculty, the programmatic outlook of this institute strongly echoed
the aims and approaches previously formulated by Lambert.
Despite the variety of themes and approaches adopted in the theses that were published at the institute or its immediate institutional
surrounding of the Faculty of Law, two premises are shared by most
authors: first is the historically contingent character of codes and
legal traditions, and second an understanding of Islam as one factor
among others that have shaped local social history. Such historized
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understanding of Islam and Islamic history strongly contrasted with
the controversial debates in the Arab/Muslim world over the future
of the caliphate and about the primacy of the Sharia as the ultimate
point of reference for the organization of society.
One author, A. El-Shorbagi, explicitly highlighted the dependency of local social orders on the historical conditions in which they
emerged. In his thesis La Responsabilité Politique des Ministres devant
les Sénats et les Chambres Hautes (1932), Shorbagi discusses one particular element of contemporary constitutional orders in the light of
democratic principles and political stability. Taking recent French
political history as a starting point, in which the Senate on three
occasions caused the downfall of elected governments, Shorbagi raises
the question of an appropriate constitutional setting for the rights
of ministers in relationship to the parliament. Striking in this context is the comparative nature of his study. Investigating the cases of
the United States, Germany, Egypt, England, and France, Shorbagi
considered these particular constitutional experiences to allow for a
discussion of the question “in a very complete way.”26 While these
cases stood for particular national experiences, they potentially hold
lessons relevant for other nations as well. In this regard, Shorbagi
emphasizes the “double contingency, a contingency at once in time
and space” of society: “One should not forget that the constitutional
life of nations is, in the first place, an œuvre humaine. It is hence,
by nature, changing, uncertain; it is constructed and deconstructed
at one and the same moment. It makes difficult any prediction of
the future.”27 Yet, although contingent, it would be mistaken to
strip social orders of the historical contexts in which they evolved:
“Drawing quick comparisons (between different societies) under the
pretext that this would allow generating general ideas would thus
mean to formulate principles of only artificial existence.”28 Reflecting
this ambivalence with regard to the potential conclusions that could
be drawn from comparative investigations into different social orders,
Shorbagi concludes: “Every nation should thus study its institutions
in her own context; she can look elsewhere for points of comparison,
but it is in their own histories that the states can find the raison d’être
of their constitutions.”29 Universal solutions for constitutional questions thus do not exist; the respective solutions for these questions are
the “logical consequence of a certain number of particular conditions
that frame each national constitutional arrangement.”30
While Shorbagi stresses the impact of local contexts, it is noteworthy that religion and religious traditions do not play a prominent role
in his reasoning. Even for those authors that had turned to explicitly
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religious research topics, Islam was not perceived as an unchanging
trait of Muslim societies. In his thesis L’Exécution Testamentaire en
Droit Musulman—Rite Hanafite (1926), Muhammad ’Abd al-Jawad
studied the evolution of the execution of wills over time, and in comparison to Christian, Roman, German, and Anglo-Saxon legal traditions. In this context, ‘Abd al-Jawad challenges common readings of
these norms by Islamic jurisprudents as being ultimately based on
Qur’anic regulations and sayings of Muhammad.31 For him, the principles of family organization that have marked Islamic traditions can
be traced back to pre-Islamic customs and rules; on the other hand,
the various legislative projects of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century have finally eliminated previous Hanafi doctrines regarding the execution of wills. For ’Abd al-Jawad, such evolution does
not stand per se for a loss or decline of timeless religious principles;
on the contrary, these legislative changes are “an original product of
nationalized Muslim law.”32
Unsurprisingly, similar understandings of Islamic legal traditions
as subject to evolution can be found among Christian authors that
worked in these circles. Alfred Thabet, then président de section at the
court of Beirut, in a doctoral thesis submitted to the Faculty of Law in
Lyon, extensively covered the historical evolution of regulations governing the role of witnesses in legal proceedings. The starting point
of Thabet’s thesis La Preuve Testimoniale en Droit Ottoman (1927) is
the continuing applicability of Ottoman laws in Lebanon and Syria,
countries now under French mandate. While the mandate powers had
initiated legal reforms, these remained limited in scope and impact:
“We are still governed by preceding, outmoded, legal dispositions
that had been abandoned by their authors themselves: the Turks.
These dispositions do not correspond to the needs of today’s social
life, nor to the new juridical concepts that are—to the advantage of
these societies—respected in those countries where Civilization has
made its way.”33 For Thabet, “reform has thus become inevitable.”34
While Thabet acknowledged that progress had been made in the
field of penal law, he considered the persisting application of Ottoman
provisions in Lebanon and Syria in the field of civil law a major threat
to justice on the one hand, and social and economic progress on the
other. Among the required changes, Thabet vehemently argued for
a revision of Ottoman and Islamic provisions regarding the status of
women as witnesses in civil cases. In today’s society, he argued, the
gender of a witness was as irrelevant as her social status, her wealth
or her profession. “If such provisions regarding the gender of witnesses might have appeared necessary—due to the situation of the
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women—in the ancient times of Holy Law and the Mejelleh, their
preservation cannot be justified in our days, when women take a more
and more active role in social life and play already a role of similar
importance as the one of man—despite some insignificant exceptions
whose number is gradually decreasing.”35
A very similar approach was adopted by Emile Tayyan, a lecturer
at the École Française de Droit in Beirut, in his thesis Histoire de
l’Organisation Judiciaire en Pays d’Islam (1938). Tayyan challenged
the interpretation forwarded by medieval Muslim scholars with
regard to the Islamic origin of legal provisions governing civil affairs.
According to him, these scholars actively attempted to camouflage
the diverse historic origins of respective regulations and principles,
hence fostering, “as a knowledgeable Orientalist has observed, ‘the
impression of unity and even originality’ ”36 of these principles.
For several of these authors, the origins of legal uncertainties and
obstacles to social and economic stability and progress were not limited
to outmoded forms of Islamic jurisprudence; no less relevant were
the politics of European colonial powers as they limited social and
intellectual progress. For scholars like Joseph Achcar, local resistance
against French mandate power in Syria and Lebanon was thus not a
reflection of fundamental opposition to France or other European
powers as such; they were the result of a growing self-consciousness
of local political actors that called for independence from regional
and international players. Independent rule, he insisted in his study
L’Évolution Politique de la Syrie et du Liban, de la Palestine et de l’Irak
(1934), would not imply a break with long-standing political and cultural links to Europe, but would instead provide the basis for equality
with the colonial powers.37
Yet, such views were not shared entirely by all scholars who worked
at the institute. The idea that intellectual traditions, manners, and
mores were subject to change was not inconsistent with notions of
timeless communities and culture. In this regard, the thesis submitted
by Muhammad al-Salih Mzali under the title L’Évolution Économique
de la Tunisie (1921) stood for the popularity of concepts such as race
in some approaches to changing societies of the Mediterranean. This
thesis, it should be noted, was not supervised by Lambert, but by a
fellow professor at the faculty. Mzali clearly identified certain mental traits with Jews and Arabs as collective entities; yet, similar to
his fellow scholars at the institute, he did not perceive traditions and
characteristics of populations as frozen in time: “A people does not
change in one day alone, there is no magic wand to change men,
and even less masses. Let us repeat this: it is the generations that
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change. . . . Civilisation, moral and social progress, economic progress were imposed ideas, activating ideas that had to be assimilated in
the first place.”38 While he held negative views about contemporary
“Muslim fatalism,”39 he insisted that Islam by itself was no obstacle to
modernization. Through educational reform—and the help of France
that should work as a medical doctor to improve local population—
Tunisia could expect a promising future.
Among the students at the institute, the Egyptian jurist ’Abd
al-Razzaq al-Sanhuri is without doubt the most prominent. As the
author of the Egyptian Code Civil, Sanhuri had profound impact
on modern Egyptian history. As a cornerstone for the modernization of Egyptian society in the pre-Nasser period, which combined
“modern Occidental legislation” with “Egyptian jurisprudence of the
last fifty years” and “the Shari’a or Muslim law,”40 the Egyptian code
had echoes across the region. Already during his studies in France,
Sanhuri contributed significant works to the field of comparative
law.41 His two doctoral theses Les restrictions contractuelles à la liberté
individuelle de travail dans la Jurisprudence anglaise (1925) and Le
Califat: Son évolution vers une Société des Nations Orientale (1926)
stood for an attempt to combine the “socialisation of modern law and
the modernisation of Islamic law.”42
Sanhuri summarized the topic of his first thesis as an attempt to
“reconcile contractual liberty with the liberty of labor.”43 As such,
this was a general problem that had to be solved in modern societies that were marked by economic instability and labor struggles.
Discussing the ways this challenge was addressed in English, US, and
French law, Sanhuri acknowledged the universality of this question,
while at the same time recognizing the particular settings in which
legislators had to find solutions. The challenge was not only shared by
most societies; it was also one that changed over time: “It is a permanent and never-ending effort of adaptation and harmonization that
has to be achieved by reflecting the evolution of social life.”44
No less important was his work on the caliphate as a modern
institutional setting for the emerging nations in the Muslim world.
Drawing on Islamic traditions and on developments in modern political sciences, Sanhuri formulated a vision that would place Middle
Eastern societies on equal footing in global politics, while preserving
their roots in Islamic history. He aimed, in the words of Lambert, at
“a reconstitution (of the unity of the Muslim world) in a form that
would be more flexible and better accommodated to the requirements
of the emerging nationalisms.”45 In a later work of the late 1930s that
was related to his project of the Egyptian Civil Code, Sanhuri clearly
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described this approach to Muslim law: “The rules of Muslim law are
in need of a scientific retouche that would revitalise their primitive
energy that would update their principles that are today forgotten
under the dust (of time). It would liberate them from the ties in which
the jurists of the intermediate period have immobilized them.”46

Conclusion
While Sanhuri was one of the most prolific and prominent students
that had passed through the Institut de Droit Comparé in Lyon, many
of his peers from Egypt, Lebanon, or Syria who had registered at the
Faculty of Law in Lyon shared his interest in modern Western legal
scholarship as an instrument to modernize Middle Eastern societies.
The quest for a modernization of society had marked public debates
in many of these countries during the interwar years. While debates
about social and political reforms are often described as confronting
“Westernizers” with nationalists and Islamic revivalists, a considerable number of Arab scholars challenged such perspectives of social
change and transformation.
The works conducted at the Lyon institute echoed a shared desire
to preserve local traditions that were seen as characteristic to Middle
Eastern societies. Yet, while most authors agreed upon the need to
value national and religious particularities in processes of reform and
modernization, they explicitly highlighted the existence of universal
principles and standards that could claim validity across religious, cultural, or geographic boundaries.
This challenge, to balance national particularities with claims
of universal humanism, was itself not particular to Middle Eastern
debates; similar questions had shaped intellectual controversies in
Europe during these years. In the light of the global transformations
of the early twentieth century, “their” questions increasingly resembled “ours”; it is thus not surprising that “their” answers too often
resembled those that were formulated abroad.
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CH A P T ER

5

A Salaf i Student, Orientalist
Scholarship, and Radio Berlin in
Nazi Germany: Taqi al-Din al-Hilali
and His Experiences in the West
Umar Ryad

In recent years, two methods of research have been developed for the
study of Arab-Nazi encounters.1 A group of historians try to “contextualize authoritarian and totalitarian trends in the Arab world within
a broad political spectrum, choosing subaltern perspectives and privileging the analysis of local voices in the press over colonial archives
and the voices of grand theoreticians.”2 Such relations should be seen
within the scope of the interaction between memory, politics, and the
history of Arab-Nazi encounters and experiences.3 On the other side,
some people argue for an inherent and structural affinity between
Arab nationalism and Pan-Islamism on the one hand, and Nazi racist
ideologies and anti-Semitism against the Jews on the other.4
In the Nazi period, Germany hosted a significant number of foreign students, including many Arabs. Arab students were exposed to
implications of the incentives and pressures of their exile in Germany
before and during World War II.5 In general, many Arab and Muslim
students in interwar Europe joined a great Muslim transnational
reformist network that called for the unity of Islam against the colonial encroachment in the Muslim world.6
The present chapter argues that Muslim actors within these networks played their transnational role as part of European transcultural
history. In what follows, we shall focus on the figure of the Moroccan
prominent Salafi scholar Taqi al-Din al-Hilali (1894–1987) as a case
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study with a special focus on his cross-national and cross-cultural role
in Nazi Germany before and during World War II. It was the peak
time, when many Arab Christian and Muslim nationalists assumed
leftist, Fascist, and Nazi coalitions as natural allies in their struggle
against Western imperialism and the domination of the post–World
War I international order by France and Great Britain.7
After Hilali’s arrival in interwar Germany, the country had already
witnessed a lengthy history of Muslim émigré activism, boasting
numerous Muslim publications and institutions.8 The study of his
engagement in Nazi Germany presents a unique figure between two
different worlds, his being a subject under National Socialism who
was also strongly involved in making anticolonial and populist Salafi
propaganda in the Muslim world. Particularly, Hilali belonged to the
network of the Druze prince Shakib Arslan (d. 1946) and Hajj Amin
al-Husayni (1897–1974) in interwar Europe. His place in the ArabGerman encounters of that time should be seen within the broader
context that Peter Wien has called “culpability of exile,” which is
“a moral dilemma that affects foreigners who take up residence in a
villainous country such as Nazi Germany.” 9
At first sight we might assume that Hilali’s collaboration with
the Nazis was based entirely on ideological considerations while our
rereading of the context of his activities reveals other paradoxical
factors. As far as we can observe and analyze the problem on the
basis of his writings and remaining documents, we can define a clear
dichotomy between both strands of action. First of all, we sketch here
a remarkable story of collaboration between a Salafi Muslim student and lecturer and his German mentor, the well-known German
Orientalist Paul Kahle (1875–1964) at the Oriental Seminar at the
University of Bonn. As World War II was approaching, Kahle and his
wife fled Germany because of their opposition to the Nazi oppression
and their support to the Jews. This chapter emphasizes the seeming
contradiction of Hilali’s close cooperation and friendship with Kahle
before the war, and Hilali’s later collaboration with the Nazis.
We shall also witness many paradoxes in Hilali’s German period
and afterward. On many levels, his experience in Germany expressed
a certain intellectual interaction between purist-minded Salafism and
the West.10 His thoughts in the Nazi period were inherently connected to an increasingly growing movement of “Salafi populism,”
which sternly aspired for creating a nostalgic early Islamic history.
This populist discourse claimed to participate in recovering the deteriorating state of the Muslim world, and in combating what they perceived as non-Muslim “enemies” of Islam. It moreover intended to
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raise the awareness of Muslim masses of the significance of action in
various religious, political, and social matters.
As a matter of fact, Hilali was a “globetrotter.”11 His life is multifaceted and a full biography of all his trips and contacts in the Muslim
world and Europe falls beyond the scope of the present chapter. As
we shall see, Hilali insisted that his agenda in Germany was to defend
Islam. Nevertheless, he sometimes pursued his ultimate goal by
accepting the methods and approaches of the Orientalist prevalent
scholarship of his time, which he tried to reconcile with his Salafi
frame of thinking. Hilali’s stay in Nazi Germany molded his ideas
on such various topics as race, Jews, Western society and women,
religiosity, imperialism, and colonialism. This chapter specifically
deals with his academic, cultural, religious, and political encounters
in Nazi Germany. How did Hilali, a staunchly conservative Muslim
scholar, experience his tutorship with German Orientalists? How did
he interact with the German people and culture in the Nazi period?
How did an Arab student and activist writer act inside Europe when
the war was ravaging Germany and Europe?
Hilali’s work in Bonn reveals that the interaction between
Orientalists and Arab intellectuals was not confined to students who
later became well-known for their modernist, secularist, and sometimes
liberal affiliations, but included students who later developed reformist
and traditionalist conservative viewpoints of Islam as well. At another
level, many decisive factors shaped the course of his nationalist action
in Nazi Germany. As we shall see, his sojourn in Nazi Germany best
exemplifies that his sense of transnationalism as a Muslim activist was
not detached from the spirit of nationalism widespread in that period.
Thus, the study tries to reconstruct a story of a significant Salafioriented scholar, who, like many other Muslim nationalists, established a view of European supremacy as the “ugly colonizer,” while he
took Europe itself as his basis of settlement. Besides his position in the
Oriental Seminar in Bonn and cooperation with German Orientalists,
Hilali played later a role in the Arabic propaganda for the Nazi regime
through Radio Berlin—Zeesen. We shall also see that even before his
joining the Arab staff in Berlin, Hilali was impressed by the radio as
a significant instrument in the dissemination of religious reform and
anti-imperialism. This might support Götz Nordbruch’s argument
that the German Radio Berlin—Zeesen “was just one foreign station
touting for attention. British, Italian and French stations were others
engaged in this ‘guerre des ondes ’ during World War II, with Soviet
print propaganda adding to the mix of foreign sources available to the
broad public in Cairo, Jerusalem and Damascus.”12
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Hilali was born in 1894 in Sijilmasa (in the Tafilalt region of southeast Morocco). He arrived in Germany at the age of 42 after more
than 20 years of living in various regions in the Muslim world. He
received his religious education from his father, who was a jurist and
a deputy judge in their village.13 In 1915, he left for Algeria to make
a living, where he became a follower of the Sufi Tijani brotherhood.
By 1921, Hilali converted to the Salafiyya trend in Fez after a debate
with the well-known Moroccan reformist Muhammad Ibn al-’Arabi
al-’Alawi (d. 1964) on the core elements of the Tijani mystical knowledge and superiority as Khatam al-Awliya (Seal of Sainthood) within
this order. Following his conversion to the Salafiyya, Hilali arrived in
Egypt in 1922, where became a close student of the famous Muslim
reformist Muhammad Rashid Rida (1865–1935), the founder of
Al-Manar magazine in Cairo. During his years in Egypt, Hilali traveled throughout the country in order to propagate Salafi ideas, and
had several debates and confrontations with mystical scholars in southern Egypt and Alexandria. His close contact with Rida enabled him to
take up a prominent role in a huge transnational Pan-Islamic reformist
network of that time. In the interwar period, he traveled, lived, and
taught in several countries, such as Saudi Arabia, India, Afghanistan,
Iraq, and finally Europe. His popularity remarkably increased in the
Muslim world due to his numerous articles in the Islamic press in various countries about his travels and thoughts on many Islamic topics,
especially in the Salafiyya-oriented magazine Al-Fath, founded by the
Syro-Egyptian publicist Muhhib al-Din al-Khatib (1886–1969).

I. Hilali’s Life in Germany in
Previous Studies
In his published autobiography, Hilali did not record his life in chronological order. There is no special section directly dealing with his stay
in Germany, but succinct information can be found in different places
throughout the book.14 In his study on the reception of NationalSocialist ideologies in the Arab Near East, Stefan Wild briefly mentioned the name of Hilali by referring to an anticommunist article by
Hilali in the above-mentioned Al-Fath during his stay in Bonn.15 In
a biography of al-Hilali, Henri Lauzière studied him as part of the
evolution of Salafism and its epistemological underpinnings over the
course of the twentieth century. In a separate chapter, the author saw
Hilali’s Nazi period as continuation of the struggle of Islamic nationalism for cohesion and standardization. He argued that in a period
marked by the celebration of strong nationalist ideologies in Europe,
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Muslim Salafi thinkers tried to standardize Islamic tenets under a
unifying process by looking for analogies to the concept of the umma
as a nation rather than an aggregate of various Muslim subgroups
with their own cultures and histories.16 Lauzière pinpointed many
aspects of Hilali’s assumed position within the interwar Pan-Islamic
network established by the above-mentioned Shakib Arslan from his
exile in Switzerland. However, due to the lack of direct contemporaneous sources on Hilali’s thoughts and activities, Lauzière indirectly
repeated the history of Arslan instead of highlighting a new history of
Hilali’s role within that network.17
It is true that Hilali was impressed by the Druze prince to the
extent that he named his eldest son Shakib after him.18 But one
might get the impression that Lauzière in that work lacked data
regarding Hilali’s close contacts with Arslan before the former’s trip
to Europe. He maintained that although Hilali was 25 years younger
than Arslan, he nevertheless espoused the same anticolonial cause.
However, they came from different generations and were not exactly
of equal standing.19 He moreover assumed that Hilali’s “close personal association with Arslan had intellectual repercussions that are
attested by much textual evidence.”20 As a matter of fact, the sources
at hand stressed Hilali’s direct contacts with Arslan, and the fact that
both were most prolific writers in common Muslim journals. A difference of opinion regarding the Arabic grammar between Arslan
and the above-mentioned Rashid Rida, for example, was sometimes
solved by the young scholar al-Hilali.21
Another critical remark to Lauzière’s chapter on Hilali’s Nazi
period is that the author reached specific conclusions on the basis of
biographical information and anecdotes, which Hilali himself gave
in his later works. Yet the reader gets only a scanty image of Hilali’s
religious, intellectual, and political thinking in a period of turmoil
in world politics during his stay on German soil. On the basis of
Hilali’s writings from this period and the collection of his remaining
private papers in the possession of his grandson in Morocco, the present study highlights his interaction with German Orientalists against
the background of his transnational activities and later collaboration
with the Nazis.

II. In Germany for a “Scholarly Passport”:
Experience with Orientalism
Hilali’s encounter with Western Orientalists was, like that of many
Arab students in the first half of the twentieth century, not an
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ahistorical phenomenon and not without mutual experiences. The
historical treatment of such students as part of the structure of
Western Orientalism is useful to understand what Edward Said had
called “overlapping experience.”22 While European scholars traveled
to the Near East and taught in Arab/Muslim universities, the coming of those students to study their own culture in the West shows
the significance of the meeting of “foreign knowledge” and “selfknowledge” in the history of ideas.23
Hilali’s studentship in German scholarship of Oriental Studies in
the late 1930s should be also seen as part of the encounter of Islamic
reformism with Orientalism in the interwar period, especially within
the circle of Rashid Rida and his journal Al-Manar. Muslim writers
were aware of the Orientalist challenges that touched on specific sensitivities in Islam. In addition, they opposed westernized intellectuals
and rejected many of their perspectives.24 This period also witnessed
growing influence of Orientalism on local ideas, and an increasing
public debate among different groups about Orientalists, their intentions, and the quality of their scholarship.25
Since his youth in Morocco, Hilali always dreamt of earning an
internationally recognized diploma from a Western university and of
studying foreign languages. By such a “scholarly passport,” he would
gain authority in the Muslim world.26 After learning English in India,
he wanted to travel to England to finish his studies, but, as he claimed,
he could not afford the study costs there.27 Hilali finally decided to
travel to Germany, which was cheaper and an attractive destination for
many Arab students, especially in engineering and exact sciences.
Hilali’s central position in the Rida-Arslan transnational Muslim
network and enormous articles in the Muslim press enabled him to
realize his ambitions. In an unpublished diary, Hilali described his
trip from Iraq to Europe via Syria and Egypt. In Syria, he became a
guest of the well-known reformist scholar Muhammad Bahjat al-Baitar
(d. 1976), one of Rida’s associates. Some Syrian Muslim newspapers
welcomed Hilali’s coming to the country as a renowned writer; and
many notables and Arab diplomats in Damascus came to meet him.
In Baitar’s house, he met the Palestinian journalist Ihsan Sami Haqqi,
one of the main organizers, and the assistant secretary general, of the
Muslim European Congress held in Geneva in 1935 under Arslan’s
supervision.28 On his part, Haqqi wrote a recommendation letter to
the Swiss ambassador in Damascus regarding Hilali’s plan to visit
Switzerland, and helped him in his preparations for his European
trip. In the meantime, Hilali approached the Italian embassy in order
to get a permit to enter Italy, which was also easily arranged.29
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From Alexandria he left for Italy on an Italian ship and from there
he arrived in Switzerland. In the fall of 1936, Hilali had finally arrived
in Geneva, where he became the guest of Arslan for one month looking for a suitable opportunity to undertake his graduate studies in
Europe.30
In the same year, he left for Bonn, where he first obtained a diploma
of proficiency in the German language. In the winter of 1936–1937, he
became a lecturer of Arabic at the University of Bonn. Consequently
he embarked upon his academic research under the supervision of Paul
Kahle, the head of the Oriental Seminar at the University of Bonn.31
In that period, Oriental studies at German universities underwent
many changes and became overdriven by the new political Nazi force.
Many students and teachers were dismissed from the university on the
grounds of “race,” religion, or/and political convictions.32
As Arslan had a very high opinion of the abilities of Hilali, he
wrote to the German Arabist and diplomat Curt Pr üfer (1881–1959),
then director of the ministry’s personnel division in the German
Foreign Office,33 to inquire whether it was possible to send a qualified and prominent Arab scholar to Germany for a few years to get
acquainted with Western scholarship. This Arabic scholar was Hilali.
Pr üfer passed the letter on to Kahle in case he wished to make particular use of his knowledge. Kahle welcomed Hilali to join the seminar in Bonn where other Orientals had been already studying and
teaching.34 Hilali himself felt the need to get in touch with European
colleagues.35 After his arrival in Bonn, Kahle convinced Hilali to
commence a doctoral thesis on al-Jamahir fi al-Jawahir by the encyclopedic Persian scholar and philosopher Abu al-Rayhan Muhammad
Ibn Ahmad al-Biruni (973–1048).
Collaboration with Paul Kahle
Hilali’s scientific cooperation with Paul Kahle was a remarkable experience in which Orientalism and Salafism successfully complemented
each other. The reason behind this successful cooperation was surely
the philological and historical character of the work itself. Lauzière
argues that Hilali had intentionally chosen al-Biruni as a research subject instead of another medieval puritan scholar such as Ibn Taymiyya
because it was compatible with Arslan’s understanding of Islamic
modernism at this time. Hilali might have intended to present Islam
in the most positive light possible in the realm of natural sciences.36
Yet, Hilali presented a rather different picture; the reason for his
research choice was that such a highly esteemed Muslim scholar was
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unfortunately unknown among Muslims. His interest in the work of
this great philosopher was originally suggested by Kahle, who stressed
the importance of producing a German edition of Biruni’s book or
parts of it. During Hilali’s initial preparation for a German translation
of Biruni’s introduction, the German Orientalist F. Krenkow (1872–
1953), a convert to Islam under the Muslim name Salim al-Krinawki,
had already edited Biruni’s Jamahir in Haydarabad.37
Hilali had always a high esteem for Paul Kahle as a scholar and
Orientalist. However, his active role in the German scholarship in
Bonn did not inhibit him from severely attacking other German
Orientalists such as Eduard Sachau (1845–1930), another German
Orientalist who showed great interest in Biruni’s works as well.38 In
Al-Fath, Hilali openly accused Sachau of “inventing lies” about Biruni.
He argued that Sachau ascribed unsound accounts to Biruni in order
to prove the latter’s aversion to the Arabs because of their destruction
of the civilization of his Sasanian ancestors. In his violent apologetics, Hilali was also upset about the prominent German scholar Carl
Brockelmann (1868–1956) who followed Sachau’s view in this regard
and “blackened his pages of his works with similar allegations.”39
Hilali studied Biruni in order to defend the Persian scholar’s sincere
religiosity and love toward the Arabs. He was also worried that many
“charlatans” in the Muslim world were keen on collaborating with
the “enemies of Islam” among influential European “devils” living
in the East and propagating “lies” about Islam. Their views consequently caused great damage, which Muslim scholars might find hard
to correct and remove from the minds of ignorant people.40
Hilali was not the only Oriental student in Kahle’s seminar in
Bonn. Kahle also supported the well-known Coptic scholar Aziz
Suryal Atiyya (1898–1988) for the position of honorary professor in
medieval history in Bonn. The prominent Bashkir nationalist activist
Ahmed Zeki Validov (sometimes Validi or Walidi) Togan (1890–1970)
was also a staff member and colleague of Hilali.41 It might be relevant to note that Validi himself described his experience and the
dialogue with Orientalists as “a self-conscious activity for Arab and
other Eastern intellectuals and for their Orientalist interlocutor”42
Kahle described the academic sphere of his seminar: “Every member of the staff, every assistant and research student had his special
working place. If a book was not in the seminar, it was borrowed from
the University Library or ordered from another library. . . . Manuscripts
sent to the seminar from other Libraries were carefully kept in one
of the three safes.”43 Before the Nazification of the university, differences of political, confessional, and racial character did not play
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any role in Kahle’s seminar. “Germans and foreigners, Christians
and Muhammedans, Jews and non-Jews, Protestants and Catholics,
Chinese and Japanese, worked peacefully together: whoever intended
to work was welcome.”44
Despite Hilali’s harsh critique of several German Orientalists, it
seems that he was integrated in Kahle’s seminar. In his later memoirs
about the Nazification of the University of Bonn, Kahle did not mention Hilali by name, but alluded to him by saying: “There were, however, several prominent Orientals as scholars in Bonn besides these
two; for instance, an excellent expert in the Arabic language and literature.”45 Elsewhere, Kahle praised Hilali by name, saying that he had
“fitted well into such company.”46 Kahle was impressed by Hilali’s
knowledge of Arabic literature, and expressed gratitude for his assistance in Bonn. They used to come together for some hours almost
every day in order to work on the edition of difficult Arabic texts, such
as Kitab al-Futuwwa by Muhammad Ibn al-’Ammar al-Baghdadi and
Tayf al-Khayal (Shadow Plays) by the fourteenth-century Mosul-born
Egyptian oculist and poet Muhammad Ibn Daniyal.47 As for the first
text, Kahle wrote that:
It was also possible to discuss through this text with Takieddin al-Hilali,
the old friend from the Bonn period. A [certain] Futuwwa text had been
the first Arabic text with which we were occupied, when Hilali came
to Bonn in the spring of 1936, namely the Futuwwa chapter from the
introduction to Biruni’s Book of Stone.48

Kahle described their 14-day work together on Kitab al-Futuwwa
as “unforgettable.”49 He also maintained that their cooperation was
also significant for Hilali, as it finally resulted in a PhD thesis in Berlin,
which he described as “an outstanding academic achievement.”50
As for the second text Tayf al-Khayal, Kahle embarked on translating it after the death of his friend Georg Jacob (d. 1937), who had
already made a start in editing this work. However, Kahle believed that
he was more fortunate than Jacob, who had tried to understand these
texts with the occasional assistance of eminent Orientalists such as
Noeldeke, Goldziher, de Goeje, Snouck Hurgronje, and others, whose
comments were carefully noted in the translation. Kahle’s work with
Hilali on that text was finished in spring 1939 by when Kahle had to
leave Germany. Writing from England in 1940, Kahle commented:
I, on the other hand, was able to enjoy the co-operation of an outstanding Arab scholar, professor Taqieddin al-Hilali, who was born
in Morocco, studied in Fez, lived for some time in Egypt, and for
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several years in al-Hijaz. . . . He is a truly critical scholar, particularly
conversant with Arabic literature, and I think that with his help I have
come to a considerably better understanding of these difficult texts
than Jacob.51

Hilali had never heard of Ibn Daniyal and his poetry before coming to Bonn. Before starting the work, he took some time to get
acquainted with the text through copies and photographs. Hilali grew
enthusiastic over the text, stressing that he had never read an Arabic
text so full of humor like the Tayf. Ibn Daniyal’s Shadow Plays are a
satiric portrayal of the social, moral, and political situation in Mamluk
Cairo.52 At the end of 1937 they started to work systematically on
the whole text, but much remained unclear for both of them on the
first reading. The second time it was much better, since Ibn Daniyal
repeated himself and that helped toward an understanding of his
style. On the third reading, everything became quite clear, apart from
the places where Ibn Daniyal used special argot, the so-called lughat
bani Sasan. Over time, Hilali became very familiar with the work of
Ibn Daniyal. Kahle was proud of their joint work that produced the
commentary that Noeldeke missed in Ibn Daniyal’s shadow texts.53
Before the Congress of Orientalists in September 1938 in Brussels,
Kahle presented his work on Ibn Daniyal by enthusiastically telling
his Orientalist colleagues about his cooperation with his Moroccan
student: “A distinguished Arab scholar, Prof Takieddin al-Hilaly, has
enjoyed [the time] during the work on this important contribution. He
hopes to publish the Arabic text together with a translation soon.”54
Kahle’s Sympathy toward German Jews
Despite Hilali’s later cooperation with those conducting Arabic propaganda on Radio Berlin, he was certainly aware of his mentor’s sympathy toward German Jews, having been an eyewitness to the events
in Berlin. In 1939, Kahle was obliged to escape Nazi Germany after
his wife, Marie, had helped her Jewish neighbors clean up their shops
after the Kristallnacht. When she was condemned by a Nazi court,
Kahle lost his job and the couple and their children left for England
in March 1939.55 During this stressful time, Kahle was not able to go
to his office. Nevertheless, Hilali and other students regularly visited
him at home to assist him and discuss matters of research and study.
In her memoirs, Marie Kahle wrote about Hilali’s daily visit to their
house: “Every morning Professor Taki Hilali, a famous Arab scholar,
came to study with my husband.”56
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Strangely, in April 1937, before the escalation of public Nazi
violence against the Jews and the complete Nazification of the
University of Bonn, Hilali wrote an article in Al-Fath on the meaning of religious freedom at a time when Jewish merchants started
to lose their business.57 He did not believe any press report of prosecution against the Jews and Catholics in Germany. He himself
had been already “deceived” by such reports before his arrival in
Germany. He asserted that any case of harassment had nothing to
do with the status of Jews, but was related to politics. Although
many Jews were harmed in their business because of the German
boycott on their goods, those who avoided politics were free and
safe in their religious practices and rights. At this moment, Hilali
believed that the German government did not intend to completely
tighten its grips on the Jews. It was merely a policy of keeping an
eye on the remaining Jews for fear of their collaboration with fellow
Jews abroad who collaborated with the Allies and the United States
against Germany’s interests. Hilali maintained that there were three
confessional Jewish students in the same seminar in Bonn, who were
not ill-treated. Once he was surprised to see two Jewish students
studying at the university during a Christian religious feast, while
other students had left to be with their families on a holiday. Besides,
he also noted that Jewish students regularly took pride in their faith,
and nobody was harassing them.58
Nevertheless, Kahle was obliged to leave for England after the
harassment of him and his family by the German authorities. His
departure had ironically immediate effects on Hilali’s personal life.
Wilhelm Heffening (1894–1944), Kahle’s successor, decided to reject
Hilali’s dissertation because a scholar in Cambridge had finished his
work on a similar topic. Hilali, on the other hand, stated that the real
reason behind this refusal was Heffening’s personal hostility toward
him.59
According to Hilali’s memoirs, he left Bonn because of several
conflicts with Heffening and a Jewish student under the name Jakobi.
Hilali claimed that he had admitted Jakobi to his classes of Arabic and
Islamic studies, but the latter regularly showed an unsympathetic attitude toward his Arab teacher. Hilali reported that Heffening too had
a similar attitude toward him for two reasons: first, due to a conflict
regarding the sharing of teaching staff rooms; and second because of
his bias toward Jews as a German Catholic lecturer of Hebrew studies. Many years later, Hilali recalled that when he was studying at
the university library, Jakobi put a copy of the Qur’an on a table and
started to laugh by saying: “This is the word of God,” but none of the
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students paid him any attention. At the end, Hilali stood up and put a
copy of the Bible beside the Qur’an harshly rebuked Jakobi:
You Jew! If this [Bible] were the word of God, the [Qur’an] should
be as well. We are neither kids nor ignorant laymen, but university
students learning the methods of research and investigation. These
two scriptures [Torah and Gospel] were brought by two men as we
know. Why these two [holy] scriptures should be considered as the
word of God, while the other one [namely the Qur’an] should be a
lie upon God?60

Dissertation in Berlin
After Heffening’s refusal of Hilali’s thesis, the latter received an invitation to work in the Arabic program of the German shortwave radio
station established by the Ministry of Propaganda in Berlin-Zeesen
(see below).61 In 1940 Hilali therefore moved to Berlin for his new
job and to study at the Institut f ür Arabistik und Islamkunde at the
University of Berlin. One year later he defended his doctoral thesis,
which had previously been rejected by Heffening, under the supervision of Richard Hartmann (1881–1965).62 Shortly afterward, he
published a short article on the caste-like aspects of tribalism in the
Arabian Peninsula in the prominent German journal Die Welt des
Islams.63
Hilali’s doctoral defense did not go without problems. The committee consisted of ten scholars, including Carl Brockelmann (1868–
1956), who did not like Hilali’s dissertation at all.64 Brockelmann
did not agree with Hilali’s previous insistence that Biruni was a
devout Muslim rather than a free thinker. He found Hilali’s propositions inaccurate and defensive, as Biruni’s knowledge of science and
nature had made him too rational to believe in such a religion as
Islam. Other members of the committee did not completely agree
with Brockelmann, and Hilali passed the exam. In his comment on
this event many years later, Hilali wrote: “Truth, reason and freedom
of thought prevailed: the foreign Arab student triumphed over the
greatest Orientalist of his time.”65 In contrast, Kahle praised Hilali
and his dissertation as “a fine scholar who had obtained a real understanding of al-Biruni.”66
An Orientalist Vision of the Qur’an
Hilali had close contacts with other German Orientalists. Besides
his appreciation of Kahle, he lauded his Berlin supervisor Richard
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Hartmann for his support of academic freedom, intellectual standards, and lack of bias, unlike many other contemporary French,
British, and Scandinavian Orientalists.67
In the beginning, he believed that his study at the Oriental Seminar
in Bonn could now enable him to refute Orientalist claims that specific Qur’anic passages were rehashed from the Bible.68 However, his
interaction with Orientalist works made slight temporary changes in
his mind. In Berlin, for instance, Hilali had a chance to see the private
collection of Arabic manuscripts brought from the Muslim world by
the German Arabist Bernhard Moritz (1859–1939), then an employee
at the German Foreign Office.69 One of the manuscripts was a Greek
translation of the opening chapter of the Qur’an, al-Fatiha, on a papyrus from Egypt. Discussing the contents of manuscript, Moritz was
able to convince Hilali that some classical Muslim exegetes did not correctly explain the meanings of al-Rahim and al-Rahman (merciful)—
in contrast to some of the early Muslims at the time of the revelation
who understood these terms in different ways. In the traditional
Muslim exegesis, al-Rahim refers to God’s khass, that is, “specific,”
mercy, whereas al-Rahman points to His amm or “general” mercy. As
Hilali was learning Syriac at this time, Moritz explained to him that
the root of the two terms r.h.m, in Syriac, means “love.” And since
Arabic and Syriac were originally one language, this last meaning was
forgotten in Arabic during the process of writing down lexicons in the
classical period. Hilali enthusiastically defended Moritz’s new interpretation on the pages of Al-Fath.70
Hilali’s propagation of such views in the Salafi circles triggered
a reaction from a traditional Muslim scholar in Cairo. Soon, in the
same journal, ’Abd al-Latif Abu al-Samh, one of Hilali’s old Salafi
friends in Egypt, objected to Moritz’s Orientalist interpretation and
Hilali’s defense of it.71 In his answer, Hilali argued that anybody
who studied Syriac and Hebrew should be strongly convinced that
they are two “full sisters” or “daughters” of Arabic. He was in no
doubt that the three languages had the same origin. Hilali accepted
Moritz’s explanation as it better clarified the question of repetition
in the Qur’an than the interpretation of Muslim traditional commentators that focused on the specific and general connotation of
mercy. Understanding al-Rahim as “loving” was more convincing;
and he felt that Muslim researchers should not reject it just because of
their fear of opposing the early generations of Salaf. Hilali gave the
example of the Prophet’s companion Zayd Ibn Thabit, who had been
able to learn Hebrew in one month. His ability to read Jewish documents to the Prophet suggests that Hebrew as a language was very
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close to Arabic. It was also narrated that ’Umar Ibn al-Khattab could
read some Hebrew. In Hilali’s view, the reason why such research
and interpretations were not known among early Muslim exegetes
was their lack of knowledge of other languages, as learning foreign
languages decreased after the time of the Prophet.72

III. An Occidentalist Image from within
Hilali’s training in Orientalist scholarship made Hilali establish an
“Occidentalist” view of Europe from within. His stay in Germany
and his role in the Oriental Seminar in Bonn enabled him to create
specific images about European culture, society, and religion. His
choice of topics was probably deliberate. One should actually read
his ideas as implicit reactions to Western critique of Islam, the position of women in the Muslim world, Muslim values, and political
and racial issues. His “conservative” acclaim of the proper Muslim
behavior vis-à-vis his severe critical ideas about the West was also integrated in the German neoromantic völkisch tradition and its national
concepts toward the significant meanings of race and nation. Such
ideals offered all sorts of inspiration not only to indigenous European
nationalists and conservatives, but included Hilali and many Muslim
and Arab compatriots in Europe as well.
As we shall see, in explaining Islam to the Germans, Hilali relied
on anecdotes, which were often enlightening and characteristic for
both Hilali and his interlocutors. It is true that Hilali looked at Islam
through the lens of nationalism as a compelling modern term, while
the Salafi discourse was increasingly modeled after the concept of
nationalism in Europe. However such a unifying ideal would keep the
community strong in the face of colonialism.73
Western Women
The position of women in Muslim tradition was a thorny issue in
the Western debates about Islam. In response, Hilali made a counter-campaign by constructing specific images on the life and fate
of European women as based on his observations in Germany. His
sociological interpretations of the status of family and women in the
West reflect a certain feeling of frustration about the European and
Orientalist images of Islam and its social norms. They also carry an
undertone of the challenging Western questions about such Islamic
norms as polygamy and gender equality. These questions were already
echoing in Muslim reformist circles as well. But as he was living in the
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West, Hilali claimed to have a better authority of understanding the
European society and its social concerns from within.
Under the headline “Laysa ‘indi Harim’ ” (I have no harem), Hilali
made a straightforward value judgment that the position of Muslim
women in their indigenous lands was much better (though not ideal)
than their European counterparts. In Germany, he observed that people normally used the word “harem” as a word of offence to houses
of immoral character because of its connotation to Muslim houses
with many slave girls. His unnamed German landlady was unwilling
to rent a room to a German student, since he regularly had various
girlfriends. She did not tolerate his behavior, and severely rebuked
him: “Either you get one girlfriend only, or you leave my house . . . I
have no harem here.”74 She often complained to Hilali about the bad
reputation of another German female student, who was said to have
changed four boyfriends in a year, all of whom had promised to marry
with her, but later backed out. Hilali tried to explain to his landlady
that it was the man’s guilt, but she insisted that a woman should always
protect herself if she wanted that nobody should deceive her.75
Such anecdotes made Hilali believe that Europeans, particularly
the common people, had inherited unyielding and deeply rooted misconceptions about Muslim households. As per his harsh defense, “the
harem—even in the time when it contained more than one wife and
more than one slave-girl—was a thousand time purer than any of
their purest house.”76 After one and a half years in Germany, Hilali
had reached a conclusion that Western women, unlike what westernized easterners propagated about their dignified status, were the victims of “ill-treatment, pain, disrespect, and spinsterhood extreme.”
It was futile to hope that European men would one day change their
ill-treatment toward their women.77
Hilali compared four different stages of women’s upbringing in
the West with the situation in Muslim societies. In the first stage
of childhood, Western governments, unlike the Muslim ones, often
took care of health, perfect hygiene, and good nutrition for all young
girls of all social classes. During the second stage, young girls always
got obligatory primary schooling, but in the third stage everything
started to change. Girls usually left their parents’ house to study at
college or university. Rich and middle-class families continued to
support their daughters financially, either on campus or in a rented
place. Hilali denounced the moral life of many of European girls for
their habitual visits to nightclubs and dancing. Day and night they
wandered with men across the city and the forests, while their “poor”
parents continued to send them money. They were thus exposed to
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lose what “Arabs and Muslims would call ‘ird ’ (honour).”78 In that
stage, European girls, for Hilali, were like “feathers” flying in a heavy
storm. After finishing their studies, generally at the age of 25, the
lucky ones officially married their boyfriend. But most young men
and women feared the marriage bond at a young age, as it restricted
their freedom and pleasures, and in many cases, girls remained a burden on their families. Besides, European girls were usually obliged to
collect their own dowry to be paid to any potential bridegroom, but
in most cases they remained spinsters. Hilali assured that any Muslim
witnessing the situation of European women should acknowledge
God’s favor upon Muslim women and the significance of “strict” and
“just” Sharia regulations in protecting women.79 The only way for
poor European girls to get a decent life was to finish school and find
a suitable job. Even though, Hilali argued, women in Europe suffered
under tough work, let alone the forms of debasement in their jobs. In
many cases, they would take care of their disabled mothers and would
save money for their dowry. In their leisure time, many of them were
obliged to look for a suitable man for the future. As dancing was a
public custom in Europe, dancing clubs were common places where
men and women used to enter relationships that could result into
marriage or cohabitation. Hilali informed his readers that men of all
classes rarely danced with their own wives, and a wife often chose a
man other than her husband to dance with.80 As for the fourth stage
of middle age and old age, Hilali argued that married women usually became too fatigued because of the tedium of housekeeping and
looking after children with no support from their husbands. But some
good husbands shared the work with them, and their wives normally
passed their middle age in a comparatively better state. Alternatively,
unmarried middle-aged women continued working till they retired.
In old age, they would either depend on social welfare or on their
own savings. Hilali pitied elderly women on the streets in Germany
doing their shopping without any help from the society.81
Hilali used to discuss with some of his German fellows that the situation of Muslim women was better than that of women in Europe.
As a result a highly educated lady had even agreed with him on that
point although she did not like the idea of a second wife. But Hilali
asserted that he was able to convince her that polygamy might protect
the rights of women if it is applied properly.82 However, he admitted,
the status of Muslim women was not ideal in practice. Nevertheless,
Muslim women were happier, even if they lacked appropriate and useful education. In Hilali’s understanding, some Muslim men also displayed their jealousy by tightening the matter of veiling and depriving
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women of education in contrast to the “tolerant” and “moderate”
attitude of Islam and the Salaf in that regard.83
Another related issue was what Hilali saw as the suffering of women
under the bond of Catholic marriage. In Germany, he heard about a
Catholic lady who, despite her official divorce and that her husband
had abandoned their children, was neither able to get the church’s
recognition of her divorce, nor to remarry. Having a new unwedded
relation with another man, she felt guilty about her “sin.” The priest
advised her that it was better for her to come every week to confess for
her sin than remarry. Since another civil marriage meant, in her case,
excommunication from the church, the lady lived her life in a dilemma
between her feeling of guilt and being a sincere member of the church
community.84 Hilali considered this as a sign of the church’s “ruthless” attitude toward the people’s social life. Unlike Islam, he argued,
the Catholic Church, due to its corruption, was only concerned about
increasing its income by retaining as many members as it could.85
White “Race”
Racial policies and the Aryan/non-Aryan binary were specific characteristics of Nazi Germany. Hilali once witnessed a dialogue between
an “American lady” and a “German man” concerning the role of the
white man in modern history. The German man supported the idea
that Germany should retrieve its single “modest” colony as its legitimate possession in East Africa. His American counterpart denounced
colonialism and European “aggression” upon weak nations as unjust.
In her view, the European struggle on getting colonies resembled
two thieves attacking a house in order to steal its possessions, but
finally differing in dividing the plunder: both were essentially evil.
The German rejected her claim as an “empty” philosophy saying that
colonialism persists as long as human beings remain different in colors
and powers. Therefore, the white man should carry out his mission in
life by rescuing “barbarous” nations from their ignorance and chaos.
The American lady was not deluded into believing that France and
Great Britain had crossed the sea in order to save and civilize nations,
but believed that they, on the contrary, initiated “terrorism” and
destruction of weak peoples.86
Whether this debate is fictional or real, it perfectly suited Hilali’s
anticolonial sentiments. He mocked that the term “white man” had
become equal to “European” with no regard for one’s color. He
observed that many Europeans of his time were sometimes astonished when they knew that other non-Europeans were white-skinned,
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or that snow sometimes falls in north Africa. They even thought that
“the whole Africa is boiling because of its hot temperature and that
its entire people are black or look like milk mixed with coffee, and are
not in need of wearing wool clothes to get warmth.”87
Hilali himself knew of incidents of European racism in Germany.
He praised a Turkish man in Germany (probably his fellow Ahmed
Zeki Validov Togan), who severely reacted to some pejorative statements made by a German lady about the low nature of Oriental people.
By referring to the superiority of Japanese civilization and progress,
he also reproached the lady for her belittling views as if “European
heads were made of ‘light,’ whereas that of other nations was made
of ‘darkness.’ ”88
Despite Hilali’s opposition to racism, we did not come across
any writing in which he directly criticized the Aryan ideologies in
Nazi Germany in 1930s. Later in 1960s, he recalled his German
period by saying that the German idea of the “superiority” of the
white race affected all classes, including the German Orientalists
Carl Brockelmann and Martin Hartmann.89 Hilali now argued that
Brockelmann’s claim that al-Biruni was a Persian who hated the
Arabs was nothing but an echo of National Socialist racial theories
and superiority of the Aryan race as opposed to their contempt for
Semites, that is, Arabs.90
Religion and Religiosity in Europe
Before his arrival in Germany, Hilali shared the widespread view in
the Arab press regarding the undiminished role of religion in the
West in contrast to the increase of biblical critical works doubting
the authenticity of the Holy Scriptures. His stay in Europe made him
recognize that both facts were actually true. Democracy in Europe
means that all governments, including the Nazis, should respect the
public feelings of one’s traditions, beliefs, and visiting the church.
He was impressed by the policy of social nationalist regimes, except
Russia, for their “affectionate feelings of unity” as long as they did
not disturb internal politics.91
As for the sense of religious piety, Hilali observed that many
German students were devout Christians. A German student once
refused to accompany him to Cologne on Sunday because of his
attachment to the “divine law” obliging him to attend the weekly
morning sermons in the Church. He admired such a “polite, mature
and highly-educated” young man who, despite his good command
over Latin and many European languages and also studying Arabic,
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Turkish, Persian, Aramaic, and Sanskrit, was not ready to abandon his
faith.92 However, there were other German friends who used to go to
the church just out of respect for their parents and for fear due to a
certain degree of social control. As he now mixed with diverse social
classes in Germany, Hilali noted that people in Europe had a certain
degree of religious respect for each other; and nobody could utter
any antireligious words that might hurt the feelings of others. Even
scholars critical of religion were mostly obliged to preserve the public
order by not offending people’s beliefs.93
As for religiosity at the grassroots level, Hilali narrated a story of
two of his German neighbors, a butcher and a postman, who once
visited him in hospital. During their conversation, he insisted on discussing with them the invalidity of Christian doctrines, but they preferred to abandon the debate because keeping up one’s religion was
far better than looseness and immorality.94 However, Hilali noted
that superstitions did not disappear in modern Europe. One of his
visiting German neighbors, for example, did not take regular medicine for treating callosity. Rather, he requested any of his friends or
family members after the death of anybody in their circle to put water
on the callosity saying: “Die, just as he dies.” This was seen as a more
painless treatment than removing callosity from his body.95
This dichotomy between the Christian faith and some members of
the community is clearly illustrated in Hilali’s anecdotes in the Arab
press of Cairo. One of them was a story circulated among the local
people of Bonn about the compulsory church tax levied on all members of the church (introduced in Germany during the nineteenth
century as a state law).96 A church collector in Bonn went to collect
this tax from a non-practicing Christian shopkeeper, who was hesitant
to pay. When the collector warned that he would report him to the
municipality, he finally succumbed and paid the tax. Meanwhile, this
shopkeeper sent his assistant to the religious leader of the church with
an invoice for an unspecified number of wine bottles. Having been
told by the clergyman that they had never ordered those things, the
assistant conveyed his boss’ message: “And we have never observed
prayers or listened to any of your sermons in order to pay taxes.” 97
Hilali recalled that an unnamed German university lecturer once
invited him for a Christmas dinner at home. Among the guests there
were another Muslim student and a Jew, while the others were all
Christians.98 This lecturer was probably Paul Kahle, because it was
his habit to invite his staff group for Christmas. For example, his wife
Marie, who was a member of the Confessional Church, recorded in
her memoirs the Christmas of 1938 before their escape to Britain
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that there had been two (one Indian and one Arab) students present at their home on the Christmas Eve.99 While people were waiting for food, the host wife brought the Gospel and placed a copy
before all guests, and religious hymns were sung accompanied by
piano music. In the midnight everybody was ready to leave, and the
“devout” wife of Hilali’s teacher prepared herself to go to the church
for the Christmas service. She asked whether anybody was interested
in accompanying her, but everyone kept silent. Hilali cynically said to
her: “None would like to join you, because when you enter into the
Kingdom, you shall be alone and will not take anybody of us.” All
people, including her, laughed. But Hilali knew later that she did not
like his joke at all.100
The reason why Hilali brought forward such anecdotes was to
prove that there was a certain degree of “European fanaticism” in
religion not only at the grassroots level, but also at the level of university professors and highly educated youth. Muslims should not
be misled by the “camouflage of atheists” in the East, who strongly
called for a blind imitation of Europeans in all ways of life including
in abandoning religion and traditions.101
Debates on Muslim Values in Interwar Europe
As a Salafi student in interwar Germany, Hilali’s discussions of religiosity in Europe were integrated in his ideas on the uniformity of
reformist Islam and its needs for Muslims in the Muslim world and in
the West as well. He did not like the existence of “extreme” mystical
sects, as they were the direct reason for the degeneration of Muslim societies and creation of disharmony, especially under colonial powers.102
Hilali regularly lamented that lay and “ignorant” Europeans always
looked down at the practices of Oriental people living amongst them.
His Oriental fellows in Europe should be therefore well-prepared for
debates on such issues as polygamy, male inheritance, women veiling,
and segregation between sexes in Islam. Even some of his German
friends even saw the concept of dowry in Islam as a symbol for the
enslavement of women.103
Hilali gave a special reference of two of such typical debates with
Europeans. Fellow Muslims in Germany, unlike him, used to eat pork
in restaurants. On many occasions, Europeans urged him to taste
pork; saying he would never leave it again. A German colleague was
surprised he had one day ordered eggs with his meal at work instead
of pork. To this, Hilali sarcastically reacted that although the “ugliest
insulting” word in the German language is “Schweinehund” (Swine
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dog), Europeans still insist on eating the first part of the word while
avoiding the second. Many of the friends present laughed. Asked
by his German counterpart about the Muslim ruling regarding eating dogs, Hilali stated that Muslims do not eat dogs either, but that
pork is more strictly forbidden. Hilali added that pork was considered unclean in the Old Testament too; and that Jesus never ate it
because he did not come to abolish the laws of the Torah (Matthew
5:17–20).104
The life of people in paradise according to the Islamic tradition
was another central point of debate. In one of his gatherings with
German academic fellows, someone mockingly commented about the
beauty of the paradise of Muslims where they will eat, drink, and
marry as well. Another man asserted that the idea of marriage in the
Muslim picture of paradise was not rational. Hilali reacted that there
was no paradox in this notion because people remain human beings
with desires even in paradise:
The Muslim paradise is rational because it will be in accordance with
the human nature, unlike your paradise which will only contain playing flutes and harps and singing songs [referring to Revelation 5:8].
After a while, one gets tired and bored when he always plays harp or
sings, and will start to seek something else. If they all play, who will
listen to them?! To whom will they play?! Human nature and mind get
bored of eternal playing and singing.105

As for wine drinking among Muslim students in Europe, the wellknown Indonesian Muslim reformist writer Muhammad Basyuni b.
Muhammad ’Imran (1885–1953) of Sambas, West Borneo, asked
Hilali to spell out his views about the ruling about wine drinking in
Islam on the basis of his experience in Europe.106 Some Indonesian
students retained their Western teachers’ habits of wine drinking even
after their return from Europe where it was a custom because of the
cold weather. As the Sharia was merciful, it should not prohibit what
people in cold countries needed in that weather. ’Imran’s questions
focused on the following points: Does Islam prohibit useful things
that have no harm? Are those Indonesians right in their claim? Is
wine drinking useful or necessary for the people of Europe?107
In his answer, Hilali stressed that prohibitions in Islam are of two
types: (1) purely harmful, such as shirk (polytheism) and murder, and
(2) things having both benefit and harm, but whose harmful effects
are greater, such as wine (Qur’an, 2:219). In his view, not everybody
in the West agreed on the unconditional benefits of wine. In the
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United States there had been attempts to prohibit wine since 1874.
Hilali wrote:
All wise men and leaders in the United States were unanimous on the
prohibition of wine, [since] they became certain that it was a source of
corruption whose harm exceeded its probable usefulness; and that its
benefit was too small compared to its harmfulness. They exerted great
efforts to forbid umm al-khaba’ith (the mother of all filthiness). . . . They
had continued for years till Jewish merchants were triumphant in causing strife among them. They finally succumbed to legalize it because
of their judicial system.108

As for the second assertion that people in cold regions need
alcohol, Hilali severely reacted to that as “nonsense.” His answer
remained rhetoric that the Sharia guarantees happiness in all matters
of life. If God knew that wine was useful for the inhabitants of cold
areas, he would have never prohibited it. Hilali argued that all physicians agreed that wine drinking is not essential for the health of any
human being, but without it health improves and mental and physical
diseases decrease. In Germany he observed that wine drinkers usually
got headaches, swollen eyes, and uncomfortable sleep.109
Hilali found the claim of those “westernized” Indonesian students
in Europe as merely an allegation. University teachers in Europe were
generally moderate in their habit of drinking, since being excessively
drunk would badly affect their academic reputation. He concluded
that alcoholism was detested in Europe as well. Unlike wine drinkers
among Muslims, Europeans see wine as a superfluous matter, which
they drink during festivities without lavishly spoiling their health or
money. In contrast, Europeans also looked down on easterners who
heavily indulged in wine drinking.110

IV. Nazi Propaganda
Hilali’s role in the Nazi propaganda is one of the most intriguing
parts of his career in Germany. In his recent study on Nazi propaganda for the Arab world, Herf saw common grounds between radical
German anti-Semitism and radical anti-Semitism rooted in Qur’anic
verses and the traditional commentaries of Islam. Arabs and Nazis
were brought together in a shared project of radicalizing their own
past traditions.111 Critics of Herf’s arguments insist that his foremost
aim was to prove specific similarities of Jew hatred in both cultures at
this historical moment, without paying fair attention to the reality of
politics and memories specific to this era. Herf’s assertion of a joint
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German-Arab message of Jew hatred could be supported only if we
were able verify the role of Arab exiles in Germany in the choice of
thematic priorities and texts, and what were their contributions to the
strategic decisions made by the various offices in charge of the radio
policy of the German Foreign Ministry.112
Like many Arab nationalists, Hilali admired the Third Reich’s
economic policy, authoritarian and egalitarian ideology, and struggle
against the Allies, communism, and Jewry. His collaboration with
Nazi Germany was probably a notorious historical moment, but
Berlin Arabic Radio offered an unprecedented opportunity to him
and other Muslim and Arab nationalists to foster a certain sense of
communion in the Arab world. Although it was committed to propagate specific anti-Jewish sentiments, the shortwave played a good role
in “enlightening” Arab and Muslim peoples about the French and
British injustice in north Africa and Palestine.113
As we shall see, Hilali started his job in the radio as a proofreader
and linguistic corrector (musahhih wa murajiʿ lughawi). Soon he
joined the team as one of the main speakers on air.114 Hilali was
mostly in charge of the broadcasting of issues related to north Africa
and the French policies there. The French authorities were concerned
with the anti-French sentiments in German propaganda. Among the
subjects that Hilali broadcasted were the celebration of the anniversary of the Berber Dhahir (decree), the notion of jihad as a religious
obligation to combat colonialism, and apolitical matters such as the
month of Ramadan.115
Power of Radio
By studying the role of Arab nationalists in Nazi propaganda, one
should not ignore the fact that the invention of radio had its impact
on them just as it did on their Western peers. Hilali’s enthusiasm
about the radio was not in a vacuum. His Pan-Islamic ideas were
actually formed within the circle of great reformers such as Rida and
Arslan, who had greatly valued the role of the media in propagating
Islam.116 His later joining of Radio Berlin was also a result of admiration to this new technique and its anticolonial and religious power.
As the radio was a token of a nation’s progress, Hilali hoped that
Muslims could create a space for their anticolonial activities on air by
establishing national radio stations for Muslim propaganda.
Hilali had already felt the usefulness of radio as a significant mass
communication medium long before his arrival in Germany. In Iraq he
was regularly listening to the Italian radio and the English-speaking
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Radio Jerusalem.117 After his arrival in Germany, he bought a radio in
order to follow world news.118 After his daily work, he often avoided
public meetings, spending most of his time listening to the radio. The
voices of different broadcasters were competing on air in disseminating their countries’ political interests. In Nazi Germany, Hilali now
recognized the significance of radio propaganda in empowering the
state and its extension of diplomacy, since “ear is the messenger to
one’s heart.”119 He must have had the same feeling as many others in
interwar Europe that “listening to foreign stations was a symbol of
the right to think for oneself.”120
In February 1937, Hilali was admitted to a hospital for an eye
surgery. While he was listening to music and news, he heard, all of
a sudden the voice of an Egyptian reciter of the Qur’an, which was
immediately interrupted by a French shortwave. He got excited about
listening to the Qur’an on the radio in Europe. Another Muslim
patient in a neighboring room wished he would have been with Hilali
in his room. In Bonn, there were about 20–30 Muslims, who were,
like him, eager to listen to the Qur’an and other Arabic speeches on
air. Hilali believed that propagating Islam in Europe by using radio
waves was feasible because churches in Europe were already broadcasting the ringing of their bells, organ music, hymns, and prayers.
However, there was no single efficient Arab broadcasting wave, like
those in Germany, spreading its cultural and political views in different languages.121
Hilali was sometimes upset about Arab radio stations broadcasting
in foreign languages without using Arabic in their opening speeches.
While he was listening to a music concert (March 19, 1937) on the
Cairo-based English Nil-Channel, he noticed that the whole program was presented in English and French, except an Arabic greeting
phrase. European radio stations normally started their programs in
foreign languages with an introduction in their native language. He
found that even broadcasting national music could be used for propaganda, and felt that Arab radio stations should propagate Oriental
music above Western music, otherwise it would be like “selling a
product to its own producers.”122
Hilali lamented the “ignorance” and “laxity” of Arabs handling
radio propaganda. Egypt, which was supposed to take the lead in that
matter, was lagging behind, unlike the Japanese on Radio Tokyo or
other small European states, such as Luxembourg, on their radios.123
Although he usually enjoyed the Qur’anic recitation by the well-known
Egyptian reciter Muhammad Rif’at (1900–1950), he was not happy
about the “archaic” language of Egyptian broadcasters and the British
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propaganda on it.124 Hearing “Hello . . . Hello, this is Tokyo” on
the Japanese radio made Hilali believe that the upcoming Japanese
propaganda power would be the greatest challenge to the European
“obstinate” and “damned” idea that the Orient’s nature was intrinsically and unchangeably imperfect.125 Muslims should take Japan as
a model; and Europeans should now confess the greatness of Japan
despite its non-Aryan origin.126
As the radio had become the speaking “tongue” of nations, Hilali
had aspired that the Egyptian radio station would address Arabs and
Muslims in Europe by broadcasting Qur’anic recitation and Islamic
lectures. Muslim scholars and writers were encouraged to take the
example of the Vatican Radio (established in 1931) in its faithful proclaiming of the Catholic message on air.127
However, Hilali saw the European rivalry in radio wave techniques
as a struggle between the good and evil. In this competition, the
Germans were keen on spoiling Radio Moscow, as the Russians created shortwaves of higher quality that were well-received in remote
areas. Hilali was informed that Germany had 12 efficient broadcasts,
whereas Hitler kept another 12 stations in his “pocket” in order to
spoil the enemy’s radio broadcasting during the war. But Hilali was
aware that in their radio propaganda European governments sometimes exaggerated their minor achievements in order to manipulate
their people.128
Listening to the radio had changed many of Hilali’s views on world
politics and reinforced his antipathy toward colonialism. For example,
before his arrival in Germany he admired Abba Jofir, the last sultan of
the Kingdom of Jimma in Ethiopia. But Jofir’s excessive public praise
for Italy on Rome Arabic Radio made him change his mind.129 He
was shocked to hear Jofir demanding of Muslims in a radio speech
to obey Italy’s rule by citing the Qur’anic verse: “Obey God, the
Messenger and those in authority among you” (Qur’an 4:59). Hilali
found that Jofir committed a grave and evident kufr (disbelief), which
had already reached a countless number of people on the globe via the
radio. In order to erase his “sin” and retrieve his faith, the king had to
declare his repentance on air as well.130
Radio as an Anticolonial Weapon
During his stay in Nazi Germany, Hilali eagerly searched for French
colonial broadcasting stations on his radio device in order to keep
updated on the French propaganda in north Africa. He was thrilled
when many times a German station tried to disturb Radio Paris.131
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One day he was disappointed when a certain Ahmed Lihbib, the main
speaker on the French radio, Algeria, lauded France for its “motherly
tenderness” and “generosity” toward her Algerian “children.” In his
radio speeches, Hilali habitually attacked French colonialism as the
most “abominable” and “diabolic” oppression in the world.132
Hilali ridiculed such Arab propagandists as “barking dogs.” On
the French radio Paris Mondial, one Arab broadcaster even went
further in equating the role of the French radical Prime Minister
Édouard Daladier (1884–1970) and his British counterpart Neville
Chamberlain (1869–1940) with prophets in history. While prophets
had been sent down by God to preserve humanity, Hilali commented,
those two leaders were destined to destroy the world despite their
claim of democracy.133 In response, Hilali contrasted the “misdeeds”
of Daladier and Chamberlain in their colonies with the Nazi regime
and Hitler, who, in his view, was not an absolute tyrant or authoritarian as many people might have thought. Unlike these two leaders,
Hitler ruled as a native Catholic leader in his own country, not in
the country of others. Hilali also asserted that he also treated the
Germans equally with no distinction or bias. Unlike the French and
British colonizers, Hitler was keen on preserving his nation’s wealth.
He neither had a wife or any sons, nor did he appoint any of his family
members in office.134
Being aware of the notoriety of his defense to Nazism and Fascism,
Hilali remarked that Germany and Italy remained, for him, foreign
nations. Especially Italian and French authorities were alike in their
“brutality” against Muslims. In his view, Italian Fascism in Libya
resembled the French “Fascist” behavior in north Africa. For him,
neither France nor Italy was a good friend of Islam. For that reason, Islam should never exist under any foreign form of colonialism that explicitly rejects the Qur’an, the Sunna and the good Salaf
(ancestors).135
For Hilali, the emergence of authoritarian or democratic political
systems in Europe were the product of freedom. The people in the
East, on the contrary, were “dying of thirst” for a “drop of justice.”136
He argued that Germany’s political system, good or bad, would benefit or harm only its people. The same held true for France’s democracy,
which was beautiful only for the French themselves. The so-called
democratic regimes were sometimes even worse than authoritarian
political systems, as they remained democratic only within their borders, but were tyrant and suppressive in other lands. Hilali found that
what Daladier was saying on the radio was completely at variance with
the ethics Europeans taught their children at schools.137
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Hilali attacked Paris Mondial for its “pro-Jewish” tone against the
Palestinian cause. He harshly labeled it a “devilish Jewish Mondial,”
which deserved instead to be labeled as “Radio Tel Aviv” for its
unconditional defense of the Jewish question more than the Jews
themselves did.138 No less worse was Radio-Tunis PTT broadcasting
station, which was officially inaugurated by the French PTT minister M. Jules Julien in September 1938 during the celebration of the
month of Ramadan. Hilali doubted that such a colonial station was
set up as respect to Islam and Muslims.139 For him, the colonial stamp
was obvious on this station, as it regularly broadcasted its inauguration ceremonies in French, besides Arabic. Ironically, the Tunisian
station carried the French abbreviation “PTT,” and always ended its
programs with the French national anthem. He suspected its coverage for the simple reason that it labeled the mujahidin in Palestine
as “rebellious” and “thieves.”140 Due to his puritan understanding of
Islam, Hilali accused the French propagandists of pacifying Muslims
by broadcasting musical concerts and mystical gatherings, religious
hymns, and poems on radio as the “best” form of Islam in order
to entice its listeners against resistance.141 Also he saw that RadioTunis propagated the idea that the Berbers were superior to Arabs, as
proved by what had happened in Morocco during Berber Dhahir in
1931. They tried to convince people that the French introduced culture, democracy, and liberty to the Berbers, while the Arabs brought
them a religion only.142
Hilali was thrilled to hear about the establishment of any Muslim
or Arab anticolonial radio stations, such as Radio Ankara (October
1938). Also the establishment of “moderate” radio waves in Arabic by
other colonial states, such as Spain, was sometimes also welcomed.143
On browsing stations on his radio, Hilali came across the anti-French
radio station of Greater Syria, which was broadcasted from an anonymous place in order to escape any French interference. Now having
gained experience with the radio world, Hilali advised Syrian broadcasters to air their programs in English, French, Italian, and German.
In order to escape any foreign interference, they were advised to
change the wave from time to time, and to put their radio wave
beside Paris Mondial in order to guarantee that the French could not
interfere with it without spoiling their own station. In Al-Fath, Hilali
made an announcement for his Arab readers about its broadcasting
times; and urged other Arabs and Muslims in Europe to follow its
programs.144 To his mind, the radio of Greater Syria was the only
anticolonial Arabic Muslim station that the French authorities were
trying to spoil.145 When it returned back on air after a short period
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of disappearance, Hilali welcomed its return by equaling it with the
adhan (call of prayer), that drove the “Satan” [referring to colonialism] away.146
Due to the lack of Arab anticolonial radios, Hilali was ready to
accept Nazi propaganda in serving the Muslim Arab cause in Palestine.
Thanks to the Nazi radio propaganda, he believed, Germans from all
classes became well-informed about the British disproportionate policies in the Muslim world. The Germans had therefore started to show
a certain degree of sympathy toward the people of Palestine.147 Hilali
was sometimes rejoiced by Hitler’s challenge to the British imperial
policies in Palestine. For example, he talked of the well-known assault
of Hitler in his Reichstag speech (February 22, 1938) in the British
House of Commons for its critique to the German racial policy, in which
he said: “I advise the members of the House of Commons to concern
themselves with the judgments of British military courts in Jerusalem,
and not with the judgments of German courts of justice.”148
Hilali broadcasted his dismay about the news of the partition of
British mandatory Palestine on the Nazi radio.149 He was impressed
by the voices of German masses, men and women, broadcasted on the
radio while they were shouting “Heil Hitler” on the streets of Berlin
for his annexation of Sudetenland in 1938. This scene on German
streets reminded Hilali of the suffering of Muslim prisoners in colonial jails. He bemoaned that Muslims had no Hitler, no nation, and
no hope to rescue them from the colonial oppression like Hitler did
with Sudetenland.150
Also the call of German authorities for the Winter relief campaign
(Winterhilfswerk) in October 1938 for the sake of Sudetenland was of
great importance in Hilali’s admiration of the German Reich.151 His
landlady in Bonn doubled her contribution that year because of her
strong faith in her government’s sincerity in helping German fellows in
Sudetenland. Had a quarter of the number of Arabs had been like this
old German lady in her national faith and work, he wrote, the Arab
situation would have drastically changed. Hilali was certain that this
German mass charity demonstration (clothes, toys, and huge amounts
of money) should improve the status of those annexed fellow Germans
by reconstructing their roads, buildings, schools, and public parks.152
Political Convictions
As for his political convictions, Hilali shared the Nazi propaganda
campaign against communism and Bolshevism as evil for the world.153
Particularly in 1937, immediately after Hilali’s arrival in Germany and
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before joining the radio, Reichspropagandaleitung organized a major
anti-Bolshevist exhibit that traveled to big cities. Joseph Goebbels
(1897–1945), the Reich Minister of Propaganda in Nazi Germany,
promoted a severe anti-Bolshevik campaign by delivering inflammatory speeches, blaming the entire Spanish Civil War on “Jewish
Bolshevism.”154 Against this background, Hilali jumped to warn his
fellow Moroccan nationalists against the Spanish Bolshevik Party as
more hostile to the Islam and the Moroccan people due its blind loyalty to Paris and Moscow.155 Although Muslims should never expect
any good from a European, he wrote, one should try to diminish any
French or Russian influence in Spain.156
As a Pan-Islamic thinker, Hilali argued that the Islamic state is the
most ideal political system. In his view, the social nationalist state system was closer to Islam than democratic, communist, autocratic forms.
The social nationalist system, such as the German case, was keen on
the unification of a nation under the leadership of a “sincere” and
“fair-minded” group cooperating for the sake of the nation’s reform,
happiness, and welfare in all aspects and for the struggle against anarchists. Following the line of Nazi propaganda, Hilali stressed that the
National Socialist regime had saved Germany from disastrous crisis,
burglary, corruption, hunger, chaos, enemies of the nation abroad, and
the “corrupting” Jews who “inflamed the fire” inside the country.157
For him, the Germans had borrowed the welfare system from Islam.
He was impressed by the charitable work of the Winterhilfswerk des
Deutschen Volkes (the National Socialist People’s Welfare Organization)
and its winter-help collection drive for the sake of needy people.158
He considered taxation and the social welfare and pension system in
Germany as primarily instituted to serve the people with no intention
of any propaganda. It was only aimed at supporting poor families,
fighting against monopoly and usury, and keeping the social balance
in contrast to the “bloody” Bolshevism.159
Hilali shared with his Pan-Islamic peers an ambition of liberating
all Muslims and Arabs from colonial powers under one nation. But
it is noteworthy that he did not agree with the mainstream reformist
Muslim political thinking that stressed an Islamic appeal for democracy by comparing it with Shura, and gave instead his preference for
national socialist regimes as closer to Islam. He argued that democratic
systems are based on “beautiful” elections in the first place. However,
when a democratic government comes to power, it tries to manipulate votes of weak and naïve people for the following elections. Strikes
within democratic systems easily lead to chaos and wasting of national
money. In conclusion, democracy is, in his view, contradictory to Islam
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because of its “chaos and corruption,” and the absence of a proper
imam leadership in the community.160 Hilali remarked that communist and autocratic systems, especially the communist Bolshevik
model, were the worst type of governments for their “enslaving” of
people and depriving them of their religion and money. Hilali seems
to agree with the German organized anti-Bolshevik propaganda that
Bolshevists lavishly spent their national income on propaganda, while
their people were dying of hunger. He also added that the Jews were
the force behind the communist system.161
Arabic Radio Berlin
Many of Hilali’s above-mentioned reflections were later more clearly
crystallized during his work in the Berlin Arabic Radio. The proofs
for his qualification criteria for the job as a translator at this radio were
beforehand examined by his German teachers, namely the above-mentioned Bernhard Moritz, Richard Hartmann, and the Swedish Arabist
Walther Björkman, the editor of Mitteilungen der Auslands-Hochschule
an der Universität Berlin. Together with three other Arab employees, Hilali accepted the position in mid-April 1939 after Kahle had
fled to Great Britain due to the Nazi harassment to him and to his
family. In the meantime, the propaganda department applied at the
Reichserziehungsministerium (Reich Ministry of Education) for leave
from his post at the University of Bonn.162 According to his employment dossier in the Bundesarchiv, the monthly salary for this new function in the Wireless Service (Der Drahtlose Dienst) as a “translator and
language specialist and advisor” was 550Reichsmark (RM). On May 9,
1939, Hilali signed a statement subjecting himself to the regulations of
scrupulous performance of duties and commitment to obligations.163
In the summer of 1939, the Secret State Police (Geheime Staatpolizei)
screened him and reported that nothing negative was known about his
political detriment (politisch Nachteiliges).164 Finally, Hilali received a
permit from the Reich Ministry of Education to move to Berlin.165
Later he became a broadcaster on the radio. In Al-Fath, now as a
professional broadcaster in Europe, he continued to tell his readers
about the usefulness of the radio power in modern times. He published a few of his speeches that he read on air in Berlin. Some of them
were apolitical dealing with such topics as the Prophet’s birthday (May
1939) and the significance of Prophet’s traditions and ethics in the
progress of Muslim life.166
Besides his anti-French speeches, Hilali sharply criticized Muslims
for their laxity in defending Palestine. In those speeches he made use
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of Qur’anic citations related to the duty of jihad in Islam. His projection of such passages on the modern political state of Muslims was
sometimes mixed with anti-Jewish sentiments, which fitted perfectly
well in Nazi propaganda campaigns.167 In one speech, he announced
that Muslim collaborators with the French in north Africa were as
bad as those who collaborated with the British and Jews in Palestine.
“If the Jews had ‘murdered’ some of their Prophets in the past,” he
said, “those Muslim ‘traitors’ murder the divine laws by their acts.”168
Meanwhile, it should be emphasized that Radio Berlin had given Hilali
a chance to fulfill his anti-imperial aspirations, due to its strategy of
stigmatizing the interests of the Allies in the Middle East as “greedy
imperialism,” and “robbing the Arabs from their wealth and enslaving them.” Allied leaders were mostly presented as “untrustworthy”
and “decadent individuals” who were “controlled by the Jews.”169
In a severely polemical series of speeches in July 1939 under the
title “Prophetic Guidance Which Muslims Had Abandoned,” Hilali
launched a harsh attack on the increasing French, British, and Jewish
power in the world. In his words, “the horn of the devil” had grown
again, whereas the Prophetic traditions had disappeared in the Muslim
life. The state of Jahiliyya (pre-Islamic ignorance) had replaced those
traditions. Because of their negligence of jihad, Muslims had acquired
a more miserable life than death. His harsh anti-Jewish words reflect
his frustration of Arab and Muslim efforts in defending the Palestinian
cause. He found that the Arabs in Palestine supporting the British
and the Jews against their brethren by helping Jewish commissioners
to sell Muslim lands and houses were as evil as the Jews themselves.
In contrast, a contemporary Jew would neither kill his fellow Jew, nor
confiscate his land.170 In another radio speech, Hilali repeated that
the Jews were able to confiscate a great part of the Holy Land not
because of their military power, but due to their expenditure of huge
amounts money in support of their common cause. If Muslims “had
spent half of the money amounts they often lavishly spent on smoking
and . . . own pleasures, the Jews would have never been able to buy a
span of land in Palestine.”171
Regretting or Justifying?
Hilali worked for Radio Berlin for almost three years. In early 1942,
he left Germany and arrived in Spanish Morocco in March. Based
on Hilali’s published autobiography, Henri Lauzière maintained that
his departure to his fatherland was rather secretive. For reasons that
are not entirely clear, life in Berlin became more difficult for him
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after the outbreak of the war. Hilali admitted that he was on a mission at a request of Hajj Amin al-Husayni, who requested him to
deliver an “oral message” to the Moroccan nationalist and leader of
the National Reform Party ’Abd al-Khalik al-Turrays regarding their
common anticolonial cause.172 As Hilali was an Iraqi by nationality, and had no Moroccan passport at that time, Turrays provided
him with a doctored document that had enabled him to enter his
fatherland again. The Spanish authorities were alarmed by his arrival
and put him under surveillance fearing his role in any secret contacts
between the Germans and Moroccan nationalists.173
Hilali did not reveal what kind of message it was. However, a
German political document suggested that this “message” had something to do with Husayni’s plan to establish a center for Arab legions
by establishing a German-Arab Lehrabteilung in north Africa after
any German march to the region.174 Turrays had been in contact with
Husayni before Hilali’s departure to Morocco. In a letter (November
14, 1941), Turrays assured the mufti that his National Reform Party
and all nationalist organizations would be under Husayni’s command
and were “ready for any sacrifice.”175
After his departure from Germany, Hilali had been keeping contact with Husayni, who was still active in Berlin during the war,
through the German consul in Tetuán Herbert Georg Richter, who
channeled money and propaganda to Moroccan nationalists in the
French zone.176 Hilali was said to have given information to German
officials about the size of American and British propaganda in the
Spanish zone.177 It is also interesting to add that after the outbreak
of the war, Richter tried to convince the Spanish authorities to adopt
anti-Jewish measures in Tetuán. He also tried to entice Muslims
against the Jews. But all his efforts failed, as the governor of the city
and other Makhzan officials assisted the Jews against any attempt by
Muslims and Germans to harm them.178
Many years later, Hilali recalled his memories about the German
period in many places of his writing. He tried to justify his collaboration with the Nazis by confirming that he was never a “German
agent,” but a “defending agent” to the Moroccan cause.179 In a discussion with the vice-consul of the British Consulate in Morocco
(who was of Jewish Greek origin, according to Hilali), Hilali did
not regret his anticolonial attacks that he had broadcasted on Radio
Berlin, as he believed he should defend the rights of his country, just
as the Britons tried to defend their country by collaborating with the
French. Hilali was convinced that he did the right thing, since the
enemy of the enemy was a friend.180
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Hilali explained that due to his sincere commitment to that cause,
he was sometimes obliged to face the danger of war and bombardment in Berlin on his way to the radio building outside Berlin in the
metro at night and under the snow. He asserted that he was even
obliged to pay the costs of translation and typewriting because the
director of the station did not allow the broadcasting of any program
before its authorization from four government offices, which he had
to pay for himself.181
Germany was a fruitful station in Hilali’s career, but he was sometimes obliged to justify his collaboration with the “notorious” side
after the war. In an unpublished diary document, which he wrote in
reaction to the trial of Nazi leaders in Nuremberg (October 22, 1946),
Hilali supported the views of some of Nuremberg’s critics that it was
an invalid trial because it was a form of “victors’ justice.” Hilali wrote
this document as a journal article in Arabic, but failed to publish it in
any journal at that time. In his view, the trial was “unprincipled” and
“partial,” because the claimant was a witness and judge at the same
time. It would have been fair if the British and French leaders also had
been convicted for their crimes besides their German counterparts, he
said.182
Hilali did not change his mind after the war regarding the perceived paradoxes of democracy, which the United States, Britain, and
France started to propagate after the end of World War II. Freedom
of religion and thought, which those nations boasted, was merely an
illusion because Muslims under their rule were deprived of them. His
intention of documenting his judgment was neither due to his feeling of loyalty nor any commitment to the Nazi ihsan (beneficence)
to him during his stay in interwar Germany. What he saw from them
was merely isaʾah (misdeed). Hilali was unfortunately silent about
this kind of isaʾah that he encountered during his sojourn among
the Nazis. As he did not completely trust Hitler’s promises to the
Arabs, Hilali now said that he wished Germany neither a total victory,
nor a complete defeat. Even in his Nazi time, he was always worried
that Germany would have tyrannized Muslims, if it had won the war.
“[Fearing the German] defeat,” he wrote, “was meant to strike a specific balance by which we [Muslims] could hit . . . [Europeans] with
one other; and could therefore resist their injustice.”183

Conclusion
In the above-mentioned analysis, we have tried to reconstruct the academic, intellectual, and propagandist political activities of a unique
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Muslim reformist figure functioning during a changing course of
actions in Nazi Germany. It is the study of a man in a world of a PanIslamic transnational collective action in interwar Europe. It has been
clear that Hilali had a uniform anticolonial aim during his stay in the
Third Reich.
After the war, Hilali turned to a more conservative Salafi trend.
However, he did not disconnect himself from the Western academic
life in the late 1940s and 1950s. His relationship with his German
mentor Kahle remained solid. Hilali used to send Kahle his newly
established journal Lisan al-Din from Tetuán. From his side, Kahle
used to inform his old student about his sick wife, children, and his
plan of publishing his book about the Nazification of University of
Bonn. In 1948, Kahle had requested Hilali to help him find a publisher for one of his works in Morocco, Egypt, or Syria.184 In the same
year, Hilali published an edition of Ibn Daniyal’s plays with an Arabic
translation of Kahle’s introduction in Baghdad in 1948.185 In 1953–
1954, Hilali was even invited as a guest lecturer at the University of
Bonn. In his address to the Pakistan History Conference in Karachi
(1956), Kahle still boasted about his Oriental Seminar and praised
the contribution of Eastern scholars to it. “They were,” he said, “of
the greatest value and gave the atmosphere of the Institute a distinctive character, and I have remained on the best terms with them.
I may mention here my friend Dr. Takieddin al-Hilali, from Morocco,
a great Arabic scholar. . . . We worked together for some years on very
difficult Arabic texts with the greatest profit to both of us.”186 After
many years, Kahle remained thankful to Curt Pr üfer for having made
it possible for him to make use of Hilali’s knowledge.187
It is plausible to argue that due to his training in Germany, Hilali
laid his emphasis on philology, and that his positivistic approach to
history bolstered his scriptualist and linguistic approach to Islam and
made it more persuasive.188 We have seen, however, that Kahle on his
part boasted about the new “excellent” knowledge introduced to him
by his Moroccan disciple, which distinguished his work from that of
his Orientalist colleague. Hilali’s acceptance and defense of Moritz’s
“revisionist” exegesis of the Quranic Opening Sura in an Egyptian
Salafi journal in Cairo was remarkable.
Nevertheless, other German Orientalists, such as Brockelmann,
were not very enthusiastic about his academic qualities. The disagreement of German Orientalists regarding Hilali’s scholarly quality
should not be surprising. Kahle and Brockelmann responded differently to his works due to the simple fact that Kahle had for many years
worked with non-Europeans (including many Jews) on the Cairo
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Genizah project, as well as other projects. Brockelmann on the other
hand was trained in a Eurocentric tradition of pure philology.
Reconsidering his role (together with other Arab nationalists) in
the Arabic propaganda of Nazi Germany, one could venture to say that
their collaboration was a product of its times. It was a continuation of
the advent of Pan-Islamic anticolonial movements inside Europe with
their self-proclaimed goals of liberating their colonized lands in the
wider world politics. His polemical and pragmatic messages were produced in a period of highly charged and acute ideological nationalist
divisions. This may be due to his “Occidentalist” point of view that
did not inhibit him from talking about his work in the German Arab
broadcasting service, and his views of Hitler and National Socialism.
On the one hand, Hilali opposed racism, but he was not happy with
at least one Jewish colleague.
Hilali’s ideological consideration was noticeable. His main contributions to the Arab press and German broadcasts should not be dismissed from the project of the internationalization of the Pan-Islamic
struggle against colonialism and the increasing Zionist movements
in Palestine. In his pre-German period, Hilali aspired that the Arabs
and Muslims should have their own radio waves in their anticolonial
struggle. As he did not have any chance to participate in the radio in
his early stay in Germany, he opted for the printing press as a medium
for spreading the message among his readers regarding radio power.
But when he got the chance to take part in it, he regularly articulated
heavy opposition to the French colonialism in north Africa, and the
“British Jewish” complot to destroy the Arab existence in Palestine.
In many places, Hilali stressed the idea of nationality and its racial
resonances as he perceived them in the Nazi context. As a propagandist, he knew the needs of the latent and actual public opinion and
the degree of intensity of the subjects he dealt with in his press articles
and on radio. His pro-Axis sentiments were therefore reflections of a
complex international political situation. However, his contributions
to Berlin Arabic Radio expressed his religious beliefs and political
ideals; the German propaganda machine had exploited his anti-Jewish
sentiments to its maximum because it was in entire harmony with the
German international interests.189
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Iranian Journals in Berlin during
the Interwar Period
Mohammed Alsulami

I. Introduction
In many countries across the globe, people have been recurrently
forced to leave their homes for religious, ethnic, and sociopolitical
reasons. Some others have chosen to leave their homeland and native
society without being forced to do so, their voluntary exile being
facilitated by a general feeling of estrangement, foreignness, or dissatisfaction with the home culture and ruling system. Yet, such exiles
sometimes find it impossible or hard to go back to their homeland
because no political and/or cultural change occurs in the country.
Furthermore, exile has become a social experience due to the increasing number of emigrants, and exiles have a tendency to develop the
formation of national associations in the host country, and they,
accordingly, establish a readership that makes it possible for them to
publish newspapers, journals, and books.1
Exiles played an important role in enriching the varied disciplines
of literature in different languages. Yet, most of the available critical
writings dealing with the subject of exile literature mostly focus on
the works of exiles produced in the language of the host country,
rather than studying the works written in the exile’s mother tongue.
The writings of Iranian activists and intellectuals in interwar Berlin
are an example of this genre. As they were mostly produced in the
Persian language, their readership was not restricted to a small exile
group in Germany or Europe; their works reached the native readers
they left behind in the homeland as well.
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The Iranians in Berlin during World War I and in the interwar
period did not try to make a new “home” in the adopted country, but
rather focused mostly on reconstructing their sense of Iranianness
and the social and political course their homeland should take on
the basis of their long and rich history and traditions. Their experiences in Berlin and their encounters with local intellectual debates
profoundly impacted on their own intellectual outlook and related
political visions.
Germany was not the first choice of exile for most of Iranian writers in Berlin during this period. On the contrary, it was the German
government, as will be shown below, which made a lot of efforts to
attract them to Berlin during the Great War. Furthermore, it would
not be wrong to emphasize that it was not the intention of those writers to establish journals and newspapers or even to write about political and cultural issues of the homeland before World War I. During
World War I, they were serving the interest of the German government. After that, the Iranian exiles were able to disseminate their
ideas on issues dealing with their homeland and Persian language
and literature in Berlin because they found such activities as their
best option before most of them went back to Iran when the political
system changed and the Pahlavi dynasty was established.

II. Historical Background
Despite its formal neutrality in World War I, Iran became a battlefield for the competing powers and enjoyed no more than nominal
independence. As the Russians in the northwest, the British in the
southwest and the Turks and Germans in the west were competing to
expand their control, parts of western Iran changed hands a number
of times. On the other hand, Germany and its allies aimed to take
the war to other parts of the world where the British had colonies.
The German political aim in the region was twofold: first, to support
Indian nationalists and to benefit from Iran’s longstanding conflict
with Russia and Great Britain by encouraging Iranians to join the
Ottoman Empire in its war against the “enemy”; and second, to redirect British and Russian forces from the main battlefield in Europe
by increasing anti-entente feelings and activities in Egypt, Iran,
Afghanistan, and India.2 For these strategic reasons, the German
government first founded a department in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs called “The Intelligence Bureau for the East,” with the prime
task of promoting and sustaining subversive and nationalist agitations in British India as well as in Egypt and Iran.3 In August 1914,
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a junior German official, Otto Günter von Wesendonck (1885–1933),
established the Indian Independence Committee in Berlin, embracing several Indian revolutionary politicians and students in Europe.
This committee was directed by Virendranath Chattopadhyaya
(1880–1937), who had previously been engaged in activities aimed at
weakening Indian revolutionary groups in England and France.4
As for Iran, the central government was too weak to defend its subjects. Most Iranians, therefore, were sympathetic toward the Germans
and Ottomans, who were fighting Iran’s enemies, Great Britain and
Russia. The general attitude of the Iranian public toward the war
was different from that of the authorities. Many Iranians were sympathetic toward Germany, and several deputies from the Democratic
Party in the Third National Consultative Assembly believed that
Iran should go to war against Russia and Britain at the side of the
Ottoman Empire. Many Iranians placed much hope on German support to counter these countries’ interests in their country.
While Iran was not a top priority for Germany, she had another
crucial strategic reason for cultivating Iranian support in the war.
Germany sought to encourage the people of India to rise against
the British colonial government, but had only limited access to its
territories, which was needed to agitate the local population. As the
Ottoman Empire had sided with Germany and its allies in this war,
there was no problem in using the Ottoman territories as a stepping
stone toward India, but the Germans would need to cross the Iranian
territory too. Therefore, the suggestion of cooperation with Iranian
exiles was made by Indian nationalists in Berlin, some of whom
were familiar with Iranian political and geographical conditions, as
they had lived in Iran earlier. These Indian nationalists considered
cooperation with the Iranian side as necessary, without which they
would not be able to achieve their goals.5 In this context, the Indian
nationalists asked the German government to arrange contacts with
Iranians—particularly the Democratic Party, which was known for its
anti-Russian and anti-British tendencies.6
Seyed Hasan Taqizadeh, a reformist politician, played a key role
in building these relations. Taqizadeh was born in Tabriz in about
1880 as the son of a local preacher. He was educated in his native
town and graduated from Tabriz Government College. During the
early days of the Constitutional Revolution (1906–1911), Taqizadeh
was elected to the first Iranian parliament (Majlis) as representative of
the region of Tabriz, but was soon asked to leave the country because
of his political activities in the Democratic Party in his hometown.
Taqizadeh sought refuge in the British legation when Mohammad Ali
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Shah bombarded the Majlis in 1908. He then left for London, where
he became involved in the formation of a nationalist organization,
the Persia Committee.7 In June 1909, following the deposition of the
Shah, Taqizadeh returned to Tehran where he was received by his followers with great enthusiasm and became a member of “Temporary
Board of Directors” and was elected as a member of the second
Majlis.8 In 1910, Taqizadeh was one of the radical democratic leaders
implicated in the assassination of Seyed Abdullah Bihbahani (1840–
1910), a highly influential cleric and veteran of the Constitutional
Revolution.9 For that reason, he left to Istanbul, where he stayed for
two years, working as coeditor of the Iran-i now newspaper with the
Azerbaijani Mohammad Amen Rasulzadeh (1885–1955),10 and began
to associate himself with the reformers of the Unity Committee. From
there he traveled to Great Britain and France and met the British
Orientalist Edward G. Browne (1862–1926). On another occasion,
he spent six months in Britain, doing research in the British Museum
library in London. During this time, despite being abroad, he was
elected to the Majlis, but preferred not to take his seat. On May 31,
1913, Taqizadeh traveled to the United States of America, where he
stayed for two years, working at the New York Public Library, categorizing Arabic, Turkish, and Persian books.11
During this period, the German Consul in New York contacted
Taqizadeh, informing him of the German interest to establish contacts to Iranian nationalist circles. Taqizadeh accepted an invitation
to Berlin and arrived in Germany on January 15, 1915, and soon
started to explore ways of cooperation.12 On March 7, he handed
to von Wesendonck an untitled document in French, consisting of
eighteen pages and an eight-page index, suggesting the formation of
an Iranian revolutionary movement. In this document, he argued for
financial support to implement the program and raised the option
of harming the interests of the enemy. According to this plan, Iran
would receive the supplies necessary to defend itself against the British
and Russian colonial powers.13

III. The Establishment of Iranian
Activities in Interwar Berlin
The community of Iranian intellectuals and authors in Berlin during
the interwar years consisted of three groups: first, political activists,
particularly those who were involved in the Constitutional Revolution
of Iran (1906), and who had been invited to come to Germany
from different European countries during the War; second, Iranian
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students in Germany; and third, a limited number of Iranians who had
settled in Germany before the war, but who had not previously been
engaged in relevant political or cultural activities.
The political and cultural activities of the Iranian nationalist group
in Berlin started in 1915 with the founding of the Committee of
Iranian Nationalists (cumiti-yi miliyun-i iran). As its leader in Berlin,
Taqizadeh gathered around him some of his old friends and colleagues
from the Democratic Party during the Constitutional Revolution
period as well as other Iranian nationalists and students who had
settled in Europe. In addition to German activities in Iran, particularly in the south of the country,14 the committee sent a number of
Iranians from Berlin to Iran with certain political objects.15 In addition to their cooperation with Indian nationalists, the members of the
Committee of Iranian Nationalists in Berlin also forged strong contacts with their counterparts in places such as Istanbul and Baghdad.
They established links with Rastakhiz (Resurrection), a Persian
newspaper published in Baghdad and Kirmanshah in 1915–1916, as
well as with the Istanbul-based Persian newspaper Khavar (the East),
edited by Seyed Mohammad Tawfiq, one of Taqizadeh’s main foes
in Istanbul. The dispute between the two men, however, was soon
conciliated.16 Some committee members, such as Mohammad Ali
Jamalzadeh, Isma’il Amir Khan, and Ibrahim Purdavoud, traveled to
the region to promote German foreign policy across Iran, but more
intensively in Tehran and western regions of the country. Iranian
nationalists did not limit themselves to the Committee’s activities
or their contacts with their colleagues in the region. Rather, they
aimed at enlarging their audience, particularly at home, by publishing Kaveh, one of the most influential journals in the history of the
Iranian press by the diaspora.17
In addition to the Committee of Iranian Nationalists, one should
mention another association established in Berlin during the war
period: the German Persian Society (Deutsch-Persische Gesellschaft),
which was sponsored by the German government. According to the
Kaveh journal (January 30, 1918), about 50 Iranian and German persons came together with the aim of strengthening the relationship
between the two countries on both political and social levels. In the
meantime, the German minister of state (formerly a German attaché
to Tehran), Werner Otto von Hentig (1886–1984) was elected as the
first secretary general and Taqizadeh as the second secretary general
of the society. In addition, the German Baron Von Richthofen, the
former German chargé d’affaires in Tehran, served as the deputy of
Hentig, while the Iranian Vahid al-Mulk Shaybani was named deputy
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of Taqizadeh on the Iranian side. The society organized occasional
conferences and lectures, promoting knowledge about Germany and
Iran among the respective audiences. The society counted some 350
members; and every month a paper was published under the title
“Information of the German-Iranian Society,” which was posted to
all its members. The society continued its work until late 1933.18
Iranian writers and activists in Berlin had a only limited contact
with other Muslim counterparts in Berlin. While few contacts existed,
the activities of Iranians in Berlin remained largely confined to issues
related to Iran and to German-Iranian relations. This also holds true
for the Persian journals that were published in the German capital.

IV. K AV EH and the War
The journal Kaveh, named after a legendary blacksmith who had
launched a national uprising to liberate Iran from the evil foreigner
Zahhak, was founded and directed by Taqizadeh.19 Its first issue
appeared on January 24, 1916, and the journal ran for about six
years. In total, Kaveh published 114 numbers: 35 during the war and
79 after it. The journal was distributed among Iranians in Iran, the
Ottoman Empire, India, and the Caucasus, as well as in cities such
as Stockholm, Zurich, Geneva, Budapest, and other places. During
the war, the journal also focused on distributing its issues in certain
cities in Iran such as Tabriz, Isfahan, and Kirmanshah, and had good
sales agents in those places as well. In addition to Taqizadeh, who
at times wrote under the pen name Mohasil, many Iranian authors
and scholars as well as European Orientialists contributed to the
journal.
The Iranian émigrés who wrote in this journal came from different social and political backgrounds, some belonging to the courtly
and trading (bazari) families, others to religious families; among them
were a poet, an intellectual, a politician, a student, and a trader. Kaveh
attracted several Iranians, some of whom came to Berlin soon after the
Committee of Iranian Nationalists was established, while others joined
the group at a later stage. Among them were Nasir al-Mulk’s grandson Ghulam Reza Khan who arrived from Brussels, Nasrullah Khan,
Mirza Mahmud Ashrafzadeh and Seyed Mohammad Ali Jamalzadeh
(1892–1997) from Switzerland, Bozorg Alavi (1904–1997) who came
from Iran to study, Mohammad Qazvini (1874–1949) and Ibrahim
Purdavoud (1885–1968) from France, and Hussein Kazimzadeh from
England. This small community included several intellectuals who—
although full of enthusiasm—promoted reforms based on European
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experiences, to advance Iranian society. Among the non-Iranian contributors to the journal were well-known scholars in the field of Iranian
studies, such as the above-mentioned E. G. Browne, Henri Massé, and
Arthur Christiansen.
The message of the journal was enforced by the interaction of its
authors. The Kaviyani Printing House, which published the journal
for a few months during 1921, served as a meeting place of the community. During the weekends, Iranian intellectuals in Berlin used to
come together here to discuss cultural, historical, social, and political
issues on Iran and read and discuss the essays and articles that were
written during that week.20
The first issue of the journal consisted of eight large pages. Kaveh
was intended to be published fortnightly, but in reality it appeared at
irregular intervals. In terms of circulation, the first issues of Kaveh
reached a nominal 3,000 copies, 1,500 of which were distributed by
the editorial staff, 1,000 copies were available to the German foreign office, and 500 copies would be sent to the News Agency of
the Orient. The number of copies that were distributed abroad is not
clear, however.21
During World War I, Taqizadeh saw the world as consisting of nation
states participating in a global rivalry of national self-affirmation and
political autonomy. In the first issue, Taqizadeh wrote:
In the midst of this day of resurrection for the nation, several individuals from a poor and unfortunate nation—that is Iran—have gathered
in Berlin, the seat of war, to consider the fate of their nation. . . . Our
intention is not to sit idle but to awaken our compatriots . . . This is the
intention of this little journal, to project its weak voice from Berlin
to reach the ears of Iranians . . . Our destiny is tied to the outcome of
this war; and our duty is to fight our enemies with all our strength to
secure our independence . . . Our hope is that Iranians will show that
the spirit of the nation has not died; and that a wise movement will
emerge which will again raise the flag of Kaveh.22

Such statements explain the motivation for establishing the journal.
During the war it strongly urged the Iranian government to abandon
its neutral position by joining the Germans, Austrians, and Ottomans
in order to save Iran from what was seen as a shameful and humiliating
position that tarnished its illustrious history. In addition, the journal
called on the Iranian government to openly challenge Russian and
British interests in the country.23
During the first period of the journal, Kaveh took advantage of
the Ottoman Empire’s standing as a Muslim state, urging the Iranian
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government to help their coreligionists against the enemies. Kaveh
wrote:
We Muslims see the victory of Germany and its allies as a great benefit
for the present and the future, and we pray for his Majesty, William II,
the emperor of Germany, and for German troops to obtain victory,
since this is considered a victory for the first independent Islamic
state, by which we mean the great Ottoman state, for its alliance with
Germany is a glory for Islam and a dignity for Muslims.24

The journal stressed the importance of unity between Iran and the
Ottoman Empire, highlighting what was shared by these neighboring
states. In this regard, the journal also emphasized the role of PanIslamic activists, such as Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani (1838–1897),
the main Pan-Islamic agitator in the nineteenth century.25 The journal saw in Islamic unity a step toward protecting the Islamic world
from imperialist domination and gaining its political and economic
independence.26 In early August 1916, Ottoman troops advanced into
Iran and occupied Hamadan and Kirmanshah, although the aim was
to reach Tehran.27 Despite the dispute between Iran and the Ottoman
Empire, the negative attitude toward the Ottoman Empire changed
dramatically during the war, at least in the eyes of Iranian nationalists in Berlin. Commenting on the advance of the Ottoman army, the
journal asserted that Iranians should know that advancing Ottoman
troops represented a divine intervention on behalf of the oppressed
Iranian nation. Under the title “Ittihad-i manafa’-i iran va Osmani”
(The Union of Iranian-Ottoman Interests), the journal imagined that
an army dispatched by heaven had come to help its eastern coreligionists. Furthermore, Ottoman blood that had been shed on Iranian
soil was seen as “pure blood, shed in the sacred duty of liberating its
brother from the devil and from impure chains.” Ottoman troops,
the journal asserted, were the true saviors of Iran.28
The representative of the Iranian interim government to Berlin,
Vahid al-Mulk Shaybani, nevertheless, revealed his concerns regarding Ottoman objectives in Iran, asking whether a definitive German
victory over the Allies would be beneficial for Iran. The victory of the
central powers would not be good for the country, he argued, because
there remained the possibility of a hidden agreement about Iran
between Germany and the Ottoman Empire, whereby the Ottomans
might seize at least a part of Azerbaijan.29 In response to such fears,
Kaveh explicitly emphasized the concept of Islamic brotherhood and
the good intentions of the Ottomans toward Iran. According to the
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journal, liberating Iran from its Russian warden and granting it full
independence through its Ottoman “elder brother” for the sake of
sincere brotherhood and without any self-interest, would remain forever in the Iranian national memory.30 Kaveh saw the Ottoman government as the best and the heir of great Muslim caliphs and sultans that
was fighting not only to rescue the people under its rule, but also to
liberate and rescue Islam and the East as a whole. The victory of the
Ottomans would grant new life to the East and resurrect Islam. Their
defeat, on the other hand, would be a defeat for the entire Orient and
a serious danger for Islam as such. The journal even went further to
compare Enver Pasha (1881–1922), the former Turkish war minister
and Ottoman commander-in-chief during World War I and nationalist exile in Berlin, to Khalid Ibn al-Walid (592–642), a hero from
the early history of Islam who is reputed as a defender of the rights
of Muslims.31
In that sense, the journal fulfilled the aim of the German propaganda. Its tone in fighting for Islamic unity, particularly between Iran
and the Ottoman Empire, implied a call to their Muslim co-emigrants
to support Germany and to fight British and Russian imperialism. As
soon as the war was over, however, this strategy was abandoned.

V. K AV EH in the Postwar Period
After the war, Kaveh had to change its direction completely. It was
more organized, since it used to be published monthly and now discussed critical social and political issues that concerned intellectuals of
the time. At the same time, Kaveh could establish an ideological basis
for nationalism and modernization of Iran in the twentieth century.
In its first issue after the war (January 22, 1920), the editor wrote:
Kaveh was born as a result of the prevailing conditions—the war—and
therefore it was delivered in a way that suited the period. Now [since]
the war is ended and an international peace agreement is signed, Kaveh
ends this period and adopts a completely new approach and line of
conduct from the beginning of 1920, corresponding with the 9th of
Rabi’ II 1338 A.H. The main focus has become scientific, historical
and literary articles. Its ultimate goal is propagating the European culture in Iran, a Jihad against fanaticism, preserving Iranian nationality
and unity as well as the purification of the Persian language and literature from the dangers and disorders that threaten them.32

Kaveh summarized its new strategy in three main points: The first
was the acceptance and propagation of Western culture, with the
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exception of language, by adopting a Western customs and culture,
education, science, and lifestyles, while abandoning any kind of selfadmiration and the meaningless objections that were the result of a
mistaken patriotism. Second, it should make a serious effort to preserve, develop, and spread the Persian language and literature. Third,
Kaveh sought to propagate Western learning and to promote the public interest in establishing schools.
The journal emphasized that Iran had never been in such a condition before. Ancient Iran was strong and powerful, but had declined
because its people had abandoned almost all of the good features of
their predecessors, including “knowing the language and the script
of Avesta or old Persian.”33 Furthermore, throughout the pages of
Kaveh, Taqizadeh and his friends in Berlin employed the device of
engaging the deep reservoirs of Persian myths, legends, and symbols,
in their perceptions of a modern national guise. In this regard, one of
Kaveh ’s goals was to teach Iranians their forgotten glorious ancient
history, an idea that was seen as an important intellectual support for
the people of Iran and a vital step toward the reform of their country.
Thus, Kaveh raised the question of why the national spirit of Iranians
had been filled with insecurity and doubt. It proposed two essential
reasons: (1) the contemporary political situation of Iran, and (2) the
people’s ignorance of the glorious and illustrious civilization of the
country. For the writers of the journal, both factors played a role
in what they called Iran’s “identity crisis.” According to this argument, “the Iranian, who knows his past well, would never be weak
or pessimistic, because the best way to educate the nation politically,
spiritually and morally is through teaching it the history of its ancient
civilization, particularly a nation like Iran.”34 The aim of Kaveh was
to strengthen the nationalist foundations of Iran during the era of
state-building, thus contributing to the foundation of a new Iran.
Kaveh strove to revive ancient Iranian culture and customs, introducing a new way of thinking for society in order to build a new
Iran upon the old foundations. In addition, the editor of the journal
was familiar with contemporary European historical and philological
scholarship, which greatly helped him to learn more about the past of
his country as represented in Western scholarship. Taqizadeh began
a series of articles in his journal under the title: “The Best Western
Scholarship about Iran,” in which he introduced to his readers some
German, French, and English scholarly works dealing with the preIslamic religious, geographical, literary, linguistic, and historical
affairs of Persia.35 Furthermore, of central importance to this undertaking was Kaveh ’s encounter with European Oriental scholarship.
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In this context, a long article was devoted to the contents of the
two-volume Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie (1896–1904), edited
by Wilhelm Geiger and Ernst Kuhn. This book can be considered as
one of the best works dealing with Western discoveries concerning
Persia.36
Taqizadeh published the journal at his own expense for one and
a half years, but he could not afford it anymore. He complained of
people in Persia who never sent him the money collected as subscriptions. Hence, lacking financial support, Taqizadeh sought help from
“wise people or those who prefer knowledge and literature,” and not
from the “political elite.” However, he was obliged to stop publishing
the journal on March 30, 1922 because he did not succeed in obtaining any financial help.37
Kaveh, during the second period in particular, provided Iranian
nationalists and reformists in Berlin and other European cities with
a suitable vehicle through which they could express their ideas and
thoughts. At the same time, it paved the way for the political and
mostly cultural and social activists who would later try to elaborate
their ideas more explicitly in Iranshahr, another journal which was
published in Berlin following the closure of Kaveh.

VI. I R ANSH AHR
The second Iranian journal published in Berlin was Iranshahr,
founded by the Iranian nationalist Hussein Kazimzadeh, who later
became known as Iranshahr, after the journal’s name. He was born
to a religious family in Tabriz in 1884. In 1904, he had traveled
to Istanbul to study medicine, but as a result of the Constitutional
Revolution, the formation of the parliament, law became an attractive
subject, therefore he decided to study law instead, while working at the
Iranian Consulate in Istanbul. In 1911, Iranshahr went to Belgium,
receiving his bachelor degree in political and social sciences from a
college in Louvain in 1912. He then spent a year in Paris, following classes at the Sorbonne and the École des hautes études sociales,
before traveling to Cambridge, England, where he taught Persian and
worked as an assistant to Edward G. Browne. In 1915, on Taqizadeh’s
invitation, Kazimzadeh joined Taqizadeh and his Iranian nationalist colleagues in Berlin. Kazimzadeh was one of Kaveh ’s writers and
played a vital role in spreading German propaganda during World
War I. in 1915, Kazimzadeh took on the task of traveling to Iran to
meet the leaders of democratic parties and to encourage them to join
the gendarmerie forces and to defend the country against the colonial
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powers.38 He carried out this mission and met some of these leaders
in Tehran and other cities before being arrested in Kirmanshah and
imprisoned for a few months. After his release, Kazimzadeh returned
to Berlin and started to write articles for Kaveh, before he decided to
publish his own journal, Iranshahr, from 1922 to 1927.
The first edition of Iranshahr was published on June 26, 1922; the
journal had an explicit secular nationalist program, favoring universal secular education, women’s rights, and centralization as against
local languages and customs. Issues such as public education, sport,
translation, equality between men and women, a strong central government, and the need to control tribes, as well as historical investigations, were among the topics that were discussed.39
Iranshahr journal was printed in Iranshahr Printing House in
Berlin. In addition to the journal, Iranshahr Printing House published some 21 books on Persian literature, Islamic philosophy, the
history of Iran, and many other topics.40 The journal itself was distributed in Europe as well as in Iran, Afghanistan, India, the Ottoman
Empire, Egypt, and the Far East (Philippine). From 1922 until 1927
when the journal ceased publication, about 140 writers from different
countries had contributed to the journal. Many of the Iranian students and activists in Berlin were among them.41 Due to the journal’s
criticism of political and social issues in Iran at the time, the Iranian
government banned its distribution in the country soon after its first
appearance. However, copies of the journal were sent illegally to Iran
and secretly circulated.42
A key argument of the journal held the Islamic Arab invasion in
the seventh century responsible for the backward state of the country; only a liberation from Islam would allow the country to progress
and prosper.43 In addition, the journal paid close attention to social
problems. It criticized Iranian society for sinking in “corruption”
and “bad habits,” such as lying, cheating, hypocrisy, violence, selfinterest, drug taking, and bribery, as well as betraying its homeland,
religion, and children. The editor called for a revolt against such bad
and dangerous habits, otherwise all the efforts at rescuing Iran from
its backwardness would be useless and ineffective.44
In the second issue of the journal, the editor set out its aims and
the topics that would be at the heart of its philosophy and spirit. He
declared that it would publish writing with a focus on three important aims: The first would be to present a conscious and fair description of the current Iranian social status in order to inform the nation
of the unfortunate situation of its life and stimulating thoughts for
the sake of its remediation. The second would be to impart historical
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information about ancient Iranian civilization and its people’s achievements, comparing the glorious Iranian past with the contemporary
situation. According to Iranshahr, the Iranian people should be
informed about what their ancestors had done and what kind of tasks
now faced them, since a nation that does not know its past cannot build
up its future. The third aim was to publish useful information on the
different technological and scientific developments of European and
Eastern states in the last few centuries to provide encouragement and
edification as a basis for progress and development.45 It can be added
that the journal voiced anti-clericalism, a hostility toward the Muslim
Arab conquest of Iran, and a glorification of pre-Islamic Iran, which
became common among Iranian intellectuals.46
Taking into consideration the above framework that the journal had drawn for itself, it is not surprising that Iranshahr devoted
much space to exploring the language and culture of ancient Iran
and conveyed a strong belief in strengthening the nationalistic spirit.
Nevertheless, at the same time it tried to unify ideas of declaring a
national culture and joint identity by using a democratic language in
order to reach a broader audience. It aimed at educating the Iranian
population, to familiarize Iranians with their history, and to make
them proud of their forefathers who were at one time the rulers of
the world, as the journal claimed.47 Echoing the racial terminology of
the time, Kazimzadeh emphasized what he and many other Iranian
nationalists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw as a connection between Iran and the West,48 affirming that “the Iranian
spirit is the best example of Aryan spirit. . . . It is true that contemporary Iran has fallen behind its Aryan sisters and that it cannot
demonstrate today the genius, breadth of talent and capability which
it displayed during previous periods. But this does not mean that its
eternal spirit has died.”49
Thus, the people of Iran, in his opinion, were obliged to remember
not only their ancient greatness and strength, but also “the noble
race to which they belong.”50 Furthermore, Kazimzadeh praised the
Iranian Aryan race by describing it as having an intelligent, extraordinary way of thinking, the capability for progress, and self-confidence;
yet he warned that Iranians had not yet used these features properly.
He ironically noted that they had instead used “their superior talents
in cheating, lying, sedition and corruption.”51
The point to be taken from all of this is that the journal was strongly
devoted to reconstructing the Iranian national identity and national
awareness as the only tool for awakening the nation. Articles published in Iranshahr included “Stone Cuttings of the Sassanid Period,”
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“Education in Ancient Iran,” “Khaqani and the Ruins of Madaen,”
“Cuneiform in Iranian Tablets,” “The War Committee of Darius II,”
“Ancient Industries of Iran,” and “A Look at the Ancient Era of Iran,”
giving a clear sense of the authors’ fascination with Iran’s pre-Islamic
glories and their endeavors to construct an Iranian identity founded
on ancient history and the pre-Islamic model.52 Emphasizing the
notion of “Iranianness” and its importance for Iranians and their
nationhood, the editor of the journal wrote in 1923:
Our nationality is Iranian and it is all that we have: our pride, honor,
greatness, sacredness, principle and life. If we put nationality in the position of the heart (centre) of our wishes and deeds, we will get rid of the
status of “having nothing” and will have everything. Before everything,
we must be Iranians, be called Iranians and remain Iranians. Iranian is a
holy and collective word which embodies all the members of the Iranian
nation under the wings of magnanimity, without any differentiation in
terms of religion or language. Every member has Aryan blood running
in his/her veins and considers the Iranian soil his homeland, and s/he
should be called and considered an Iranian whether s/he is Kurdish or
Baluchi, Zoroastrian or Armenian. . . . Every Iranian ought to be a good
example of the nation and face other people with a forehead shining
with Iranian honor and nobility. Iranian mothers should raise their children with zealotry’s milk of Iranian and occupy their sensitive minds
with national pride and pure nationalist emotions.53

In this context, one can understand Iranshahr ’s interest in the
Parsi (Zoroastrian) community in India, praising their relative wellbeing and their supremacy over Iranians in the fields of economy,
education, and politics. Furthermore, it encouraged Iranians to ask
them for help in order to put Iran on the path of progress and modernity. Such a focus on Indian Parsis forced Habl al-Matin, a weekly
Persian newspaper based in Calcutta, to accuse Iranshahr of obtaining a sum of money annually from the Parsi community in India in
order to propagate its faith, a charge that was strongly rejected by the
journal’s editorship.54
This attitude matched with Iranshahr ’s fascination with German
romantic nationalism. In its definition of the “nation,” German
nationalism of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century had
emphasized shared ethnic and cultural features. It is in this context
that Iranshahr favorably referred to German philosopher and writer
Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803), as he considered the nation
to be “a group of related people who share one culture, race, religion
and language; these elements shape the spirit of the nation.”55 Similar
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to Kaveh, Iranshahr was short-lived. After about four years of its publication, Iranshahr decided to stop his journal for two reasons: financial problems making it difficult to bear the costs of publication, and
what he called “the lack of ambition or spirit in Iranians.” Therefore,
he sold the printing machines and left for Swaziland in 1936, where
he spent the rest of his life, writing several books and essays in Persian
and German. During these final years of his life, he detached himself
from thinking about the political and social affairs of the homeland,
devoting his life to spiritual and mystical matters.56

Conclusion
The end of World War I had left a strong impact on the journalistic and cultural activities of the Iranian nationalists in Berlin. While
the war years were marked by great expectations of German support
for Iranian independence, the interwar period saw a much stronger
focus on local conditions and the requirements of social and political
reform in Iran itself. While Germany remained a point of reference
with regard to culture and thought, it had lost its reputation as a
possible political ally. Even more importantly, while the political context of the war years fostered hope in Islamic unity, the defeat of the
Ottoman Empire and the end of the caliphate frustrated the belief in
an Islamic vision. For the editors and writers of Kaveh and Iranshahr,
Iran’s pre-Islamic history was increasingly identified as the golden age
of the country that contemporary society had to revive. The decline
of contemporary Iranian society was due to its ignorance of its own
past. As long as Iranians were ignorant of their pre-Islamic national
identity, political reforms were bound to fail. For Iranshahr, belief
in Islamic unity was replaced by a notion of Iranianness, with a fully
romantic assessment of ancient Iran. Hence, it is not surprising that
Kazimzadeh saw the land (the Empire of Iran) and the blood (the
Aryan race) as the two elements from which one could construct the
nation; and, therefore, Iranianness was more important than Islam.
For him, such identity was not bound by time, but was “the manifestation of the Iranian soul through history (tajaliyat-i ruh-i irani
dar advar tarikh),” an expression of the “Aryan race” and “Aryan
intelligence.”57 This attitude, which ignored the diverse factors that
had shaped Iranian identity over time, stood for an ethnic chauvinism
that had gained currency in other regions of the world—not least in
Germany. The names of the two journals and the symbols that were
chosen (the blacksmith in the case of Kaveh and a picture of ancient
Iranian ruins) reveal much about nationalistic and romantic attitudes
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toward ancient Iran. This was in fact accompanied, particularly during the postwar period, by calls for westernization and the adoption
of Western models. Both journals adopted Western academic and
research methodologies, which had already been rigorously applied
by Western scholars to ancient Iranian history and to Persian language and literature. The two journals exerted a dominant influence
on the construction and propagation of nationalist themes during
the Pahlavi dynasty. In fact, the policies of Reza Shah during his
reign, such as westernization, secularization, the reform of Iran on
the ancient Iranian model, and the purification of the Persian language from foreign elements, were in effect an adaptation of what
these two journals had called for. The return of many of the Iranian
exiles in Berlin to Iran further added to the dissemination of these
thoughts. While Kazimzadeh, Iranshahr, and Jamalzadeh stayed in
Europe for the rest of their lives, most other Iranian intellectuals over
the next few years traveled back to Iran where some of them occupied
influential positions close to the ruling elite.
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“Republic of Iran and Iranians in Berlin,” “Republic and the Social
Revolution,” “Republic and Our Sciences,” and “Congratulation for
the Republic and Spring.” The journal also reported that on March
31, 1924, Iranian residents of Berlin held a meeting in which they
conveyed their hatred of the Qajar government and insisted on the
need to change the constitution and establish a republican system in
Iran. Iranshahr 2.1 (September 18, 1923): iv; Ibid., 5–6 (February
15, 1924): 257; Ibid., 7 (March 22, 1924): 369–374. The republican
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movement, however, faced serious resistance from the followers of
Bazar religious leaders and some members of the Majlis. Firoozeh
Kashani-Sabet, Frontier Fictions: Shaping the Iranian Nation 1804 –
1946 (London: IB Tauris, 2000), 168–174; and ’Abd al-Hadi Hairi,
Shi ’ism and Constitutionalism in Iran: A Study of the Role Played by
the Persian Residents of Iraq in Iranian Politics (Leiden, Netherlands:
E. J. Brill, 1977), 140–141.
Iranshahr 2.2 (October 18, 1923): 74–76. In addition, the writer
stresses what it is to be an Iranian and greatly emphasizes the meaning of being a part of this nation and holding its nationality.
“We say that the Iranian nation has not lost its racial talent (ist’dadi nizhadi) and Aryan intelligence, and it is still able to build a brilliant
civilization from its own. [This civilization] can do great deeds in
science, reality and industry, because Iranian natural intelligence and
cleverness are still alive, and the sapling of sagacity and knowledge
has not yet dried entirely from the country of Iran. It only needs to
be irrigated from the profuse spring of civility and the shining sun of
encouragement. Spring and sun are nothing other than knowledge
and freedom. [When they obtain these two], you will see the jewels
of grace and knowledge that will flow from the mine of Aryan intelligence, and at that time will see what symbols of civilization and
knowledge come from the hands of the national masses. At that time
you will [also] believe that the soul of this nation has not died, but it
was dejected. At that time you will understand that reviving ancient
Iran and restoring its civilization is not impossible, bringing forth a
‘young and free Iran’ in which our utmost desire must be in our own
hands.” Iranshahr 2.4 (December 17, 1923): 194–198.
Iranshahr 4.5, July 23, 1926, 319; and Nassereddin Parvin, “habl
al-matin.” in Encyclopedia Iranica, ed. Ehsan Yarshater (New York:
The Encyclopedia Iranica Foundation, 2003), vol. XI, 431–434.
Bihnam, Barlini-ha, 178.
Vahdat, God and Juggernaut, 84–85.
Iranshahr 1.4 (September 23, 1922): 58–60; Iranshahr 2.2 (October
18, 1923): 74; and Iranshahr 2.9 (May 21, 1924): 495–507.
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CH A P T ER

7

Maulana Barkatullah Bhopali’s
Transnationalism: Pan-Islamism,
Colonialism, and Radical Politics
Humayun Ansari

Muslim challenges to Western hegemony over the past two centuries
have received much scholarly attention in recent years. This, in turn,
has generated growing interest in their role as a marker of resistance
to imperialism, stretching from the middle of the nineteenth century to the beginning of decolonization following World War II. In
many parts of the so-called Muslim world, this defiance assumed the
guise of Pan-Islamism, which burst onto the political scene in the
form of mass mobilizations such as that associated with the Khilafat
Movement in India (1919–1924) during the early interwar period.
Such developments raised the question of the significance of this PanIslamic movement. Not surprisingly, contrasting perspectives have
emerged, some arguing that the movement posed a serious threat to
the West, while others have judged this insistence by contemporary
agents of political surveillance on its severity to be largely an attack
of the nerves. Indeed, as far as this second response is concerned,
it would seem that target populations often took the writings and
programs of Pan-Islamic leaders with a proverbial “grain of salt” and
were skeptical of their radicalism, while colonial authorities tended to
overinflate their impact.
The focus of this chapter is to explore the significance of PanIslamism as a political force by unpicking an important, but largely
overlooked, aspect of Muslim involvement in anticolonial, sometimes
anti-Western, networks that developed in Europe in the 1920s and
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1930s—namely the activities and contribution of Maulana Barkatullah
Bhopali (1859–1927), a leading Muslim radical of his time who
was based in Moscow and Berlin between 1919 and 1927 (when he
died). Barkatullah’s political journey is worth studying because of its
direct historical relevance for unfolding discourses among and about
Muslims in the early twenty-first century; but also more specifically
because, located in the context of European imperial developments of
one hundred years ago, such an exploration can shed valuable insights
and understandings into “Muslim” sensibilities, the contours of more
contemporary militant Islamic political movements, and the ways in
which Muslims opposed colonial rule. Of particular interest is the
way Barkatullah tried to synthesize the various religious and secular
strands within his thinking and his attempts to translate them into
relatively coherent actions.
In order to evaluate the significance of his contribution to PanIslamism after World War I, however, it will first be necessary to
examine Barkatullah’s three decades of earlier interaction with various
radical—Pan-Islamist and revolutionary nationalist—groups working
across three continents—Asia, Europe, and North America. Only
by contextualizing his activities in the pre-1919 period—his role in
earlier networks that themselves formed the basis of later complex
interwar connections—will it be possible to assess his involvement
and role.
In the late nineteenth century, Muslims in India as elsewhere
became acutely aware of how the expansion of European power was
increasingly subjecting their coreligionists to Christian rule. Among
those who articulated their concern was Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani
(1837–1897) who saw the reasons for the decline of Islamic power
in its military, technological, and political weakness. What caused
particular anxiety was the intense attack mounted on the Ottoman
Empire, the last substantial power in a position to defend the integrity of Islam against European powers such as Britain and Russia.
Feelings of Muslim defensive solidarity were aroused.
Maulana Barkatullah was one of those Indian Muslims who met
al-Afghani, who, having been expelled from Egypt at the time of the
Urabi rebellion, had arrived in the subcontinent in 1881. He was part
of a group of Muslims who were dubbed by contemporaries as “professional agitators,” “extremists,” and “militant Indian Muslim nationalists.” The majority of these Muslims came from the lower ranks of
the service class and their experience of the collapse of Islamic power
became a major factor in radicalizing ideological and political outlook. They suffered a crisis of conscience as Western powers tightened
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their grip on Muslims. Retrieving lost self-esteem and restoring the
past glories of Islam became a burning quest for them. Influenced by
al-Afghani’s proto-nationalist ideas, many of the younger ones chose
to eschew constitutional approaches to achieving political freedom
and favored a more openly revolutionary anti-British struggle. They
pursued al-Afghani’s vision with intense passion. Barkatullah had
been immediately persuaded by his brand of radical Pan-Islamism,
which advocated mobilizing Muslims to fight against Western control and conquest of the Islamic world. Of particular appeal were
al-Afghani’s call for Muslim unity, his stress on jihad against western
expansion, and his insistence that the Qur’an enjoined the acquisition
of the most modern military methods with which to wage this fight.1
However, while al-Afghani considered the solidarity of the Muslim
community a prerequisite for its defense, the more immediate task for
him was to resist foreign aggression; hence, he also stressed national
unity (in India, Hindu-Muslim unity) as part of his anti-imperialist
and anti-British strategy. Al-Afghani’s greatest merit, in our context,
was to have shown that, in his days at least, Pan-Islamism and nationalism could be mutually complementary.
What appealed to Barkatullah (who was himself trained as an alim
at the Madrasa-i-Sulaimanya in Bhopal) in al-Afghani’s approach was
that, in contrast to the traditionalist ulama, his Islam was compatible
with reason, freedom of thought, and other modern virtues; indeed
al-Afghani recognized that Muslim freedom was possible only if the
secrets of European intellectual, military, technological, and political
superiority had been mastered. Barkatullah agreed and soon left India
in quest of Western verities. As he observed on his arrival in England,
“Education of the masses was neglected and superstition prevailed all
over the Islamic countries. Democracy was crushed down under the
feet of despotism . . . it is time now for the sun of Islam to rise from the
West,” because “Muslims in the West are Muslims by reason, not by
birth, they promise to be the pioneers of future civilisation.”2
Yet, Barkatullah experience of England at the end of the nineteenth century became increasingly disillusioning. As Islam and the
Ottoman Caliph were subjected to unrestrained popular and official
ridicule and insults, from pulpits and platforms no less than in the
press, he quickly became disenchanted and his interactions with the
British at the institutional and popular levels became increasingly toxic.
The more he defended Islam and Muslims, the more he came under
surveillance from the British state. His discussions with a growing
circle of radical Indian revolutionaries convinced him that freedom
from British rule could be achieved not by constitutional but only
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by revolutionary means. From then onward, Barkatullah immersed
himself into the task of yoking his Pan-Islamism to nationalist goals,
pursuing them through propaganda and organization. His vision and
strategies, in particular in a variety of transnational, predominantly
secular networks in which he was involved in London, Paris, Berlin,
New York, San Francisco, Tokyo, Kabul, and Moscow, were predicated upon the expediency of achieving the freedom of colonized
people, Muslim and non-Muslim, from British imperial rule primarily by revolutionary means. Hence his part in the foundation of the
“terrorist” Ghadr (Revolutionary) Party, his collaboration with the
German Foreign Ministry seeking military support against the British
in India, his role as prime minister of the provisional Government of
India in Kabul, and his efforts to gain political and financial help
from the Bolsheviks and, with their blessings, Mussolini after the
defeat of Germany and its ally, Turkey, in World War I.
This chapter explores Barkatullah’s political journey by locating
it in the context of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries’
European imperial developments. What is particularly fascinating is
how he synthesized the religious and secular strands within his thinking and sought to translate them into relatively coherent actions. More
importantly, it permits not only valuable insights and understandings
into wider Muslim sensibilities, contours of Islamic political movements, and engagement of Muslim opposition to colonial rule in the
interwar period, but also their relevance in the new millennium.

I. The Pre-1919 Period
By the time Barkatullah arrived in England, a number of Pan-Islamic
networks had begun to surface. The Liverpool Muslim Institute
(LMI)—he became its first imam and muezzin3 —represented the
pivot of one such network. Founded by Abdullah Quilliam after
his conversion to Islam in 1887, it served until 1908 not just as a
place of worship, but also as a meeting place “for thousands of
Mahommedans, merchants, sailors, travellers, who pass[ed] through
the port.”4 Among the objectives of the LMI was the promotion of
worldwide Muslim unity. In pursuance of this vision, it vociferously
proclaimed its support for the Ottoman caliphate. While its resident
membership reached about two hundred, thanks to Quilliam’s travels
and connections it became a genuinely global Muslim network. For
instance, he met the Qajar Shah of Persia when he visited Liverpool
in 1889, who later appointed him his consul. In 1894, the Ottoman
ruler conferred on him the title of Sheikh al-Islam of the British Isles.
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Further recognition came when Nasrullah Khan, the brother of the
Amir of Afghanistan, visited him in 1895 bestowing upon him a gift
of £2,500 and the Koola-Izzat (hat of honour).
Pan-Islamist Muslims living in Britain at this time had mixed feelings. While they recognized the technological and military superiority
of the European powers, they were also dismayed by the subordination of the Muslim world from which they themselves hailed. When
Barkatullah arrived in England in the late 1880s, he must have immediately become aware of the rising hostility toward Islam and more
specifically toward the Ottoman Empire. In Liverpool, for instance,
Islam was being condemned “as an exotic . . . un-English religion.”5
Anti-Muslim popular sentiment was fuelled by the depiction of
Muslims as tyrannical, brutal, and morally decadent in cartoons,
music-hall songs, novels, and religious journals. At a time when
Gladstone, four-time British prime minister, fulminated against the
sultan as “the unspeakable Turk,” denouncing him for his tyranny,
his moral decrepitude, and his alleged brutality against its Christian
populations in the Balkans, the LMI became the target of the local
population as well as the press, attracting insult, ridicule, and violent
protest. The personal experience of these violent outbursts accompanied by jeers and abuse as he called the faithful to prayers, would
have reminded Barkatullah of the antipathy toward Muslims in wider
society, confirming his own negative view of the British.
As attacks on Islam and Muslims became more vitriolic, responses
from the institute too became increasingly strident. Barkatullah also
made speeches and wrote pieces strongly critical of British imperial campaigns and policy vis-à-vis Turkey, increasingly causing the
British authorities concern. He was put under surveillance; while
British intelligence regarded him as “a highly educated man . . . an
excellent scholar of Arabic,” they also suspected him to be “a man of
strong revolutionary tendencies,”6 and acting as “a secret agent of the
Ameer of Afghanistan.”7 This experience of the popular and official
targeting of Islam and Muslims in all likelihood further reinforced
Barkatullah’s acceptance of al-Afghani’s ideas, especially those that
favored a more openly anti-British Pan-Islamic struggle to secure the
freedom of the Muslim world from Western dominance.
By the time Barkatullah shifted to London, there had emerged
a significant cluster of Muslim activists in Britain who constituted
a network that favored such a struggle. Among them were law
students—Mushir Husain Kidwai and the “untrustworthy adventurer” Rafiuddin Ahmad, a friend of Queen Victoria’s Indian secretary, Munshi Abdul Karim. The former had also been vice president
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of Quilliam’s Liverpool Moslem Association.8 The Anjuman-i Islam
(a society set up in 1886 ostensibly for “the protection of the political interests of Moslem community at large” and to act as “a powerful lever for the regeneration of the Moslem nations”9), had already
robustly begun to respond to the rising tide of anti-Muslim feeling. Barkatullah had become involved in the two diasporic Muslims
bodies—the Anjuman-i-Islam and the Moslem Patriotic League—as
well as congregations organized at the temporary mosque in Albert
Street. Representing “Indian Mohamedans in London,” he played a
leading role in refuting the “monstrous calumnies” printed in British
newspapers about the sultan of Turkey, protesting “against the gross
misrepresentation of the Moslem law and religion.”10 He remained
in contact with Quilliam11 and continued to contribute to the latter’s
somewhat confrontational Pan-Islamism especially as propagated
through his weekly and monthly periodicals, The Crescent and The
Islamic World respectively.
In London, Barkatullah’s ideas began to converge with those of the
more radical strands of anticolonial nationalism. He was particularly
impressed by the strategies of Irish nationalist agitators for home rule.
He also came into contact with non-Muslim Indian nationalists, who
had increasingly become impatient with the constitutional progress
toward home rule in India. But with little wriggle room to pursue
his anti-British politics in London, Barkatullah, at the invitation of
Muhammad Alexander Russell Webb, a convert to Islam in a similar
mould to Abdullah Quilliam, set sail for New York in 1903; he felt
that he would have greater opportunity to mobilize Indian nationalists for revolutionary action in a country that itself had won independence from Britain through armed struggle and where there seemed
to be visible sympathy for colonial people’s aspirations of freedom.
With the United States viewed as an organizational haven for other
anticolonial groups, in particular Irish nationalists, he was more optimistic about the chances of pursuing his radical Pan-Islamist activities there. The expression of support in periodicals such as Gaelic
American for “all the countries held in subjection by the British”
further encouraged his move to New York.12
For the following six years he immersed himself in anti-imperial
networks, establishing contacts with Indians who were supportive
of similar political activities in other parts of North America and
Canada. He wrote numerous articles on Islam and India in Webb’s
The Muslim World as well as in mainstream newspapers such as the
Forum, exhorting revolutionary action. Here he “tried to organise
various disloyal societies.”13 With the support of “Irish-American
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extremists,” especially George Freeman and John Davey, Barkatullah,
together with S. L. Joshi, founded the Pan-Aryan Association in
October 1906. Its purpose was to disseminate anti-British propaganda among Indians immigrants and students. By now Barkatullah
had developed an incisive socioeconomic critique and views on the
damaging political impact of British rule in India and the broader
Muslim world. In May 1907, in a letter to the Indian journal Urdu-i
Mualla, he argued:
Indian crafts and industry had been destroyed by high tariffs on Indian
manufacture and the import of cheap English goods . . . [consequently]
India was transformed into an agrarian country. . . . Unequal terms of
trade, primitive methods of cultivation and the burden of imperial
expenditure had bankrupted India.14

On the other hand, he claimed, it was by India’s wealth that the
English maintained their military strength, and by India’s wealth
that they brought into subjection Egypt, the Soudan, Persia, the
Persian Gulf, and the Muslim countries lying to the north and east
of Africa.
He further contended that “it is the Mohamedans of India who, by
their loyalty to the British Government, are laying the axe at the root
of the stability of the independent Islamic countries.” He concluded
that “in order to get rid of this corrupt organisation and absurd form
of Government (meaning the British) it is necessary that Hindus and
Muslims should unite and claim equal rights and privileges.”15
While he was in New York, Barkatullah maintained his transatlantic contacts with those Indian exiles in Britain and Europe whose
policies were rapidly moving toward revolution. However, conditions
for these radicals were becoming increasingly hazardous, especially in
England. Hence the reluctant shifting of their operations to Europe:
Madame Cama brought out her monthly journal, Bande Mataram,
from Geneva; Talwar (Sword) appeared in Berlin—“The capital of
the country which is at present most hostile in spirit to England.”16
Krishnavarma, one of Barkatullah’s close friends, who, in 1905, had
set up a radical hub “India House” in London, and started publishing his radical nationalist monthly Indian Sociologist (“An Organ
of Freedom, of Political, Social and Religious Reform”) had moved
to Paris. The knot was also tightening around Bepin Chandra Pal,
Virendranath Chattopadhyaya, and V. D. Savarkar who were seen as
the leaders of the movement promoting violent methods to achieve
nationalist ends. They likewise moved to Europe.
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In New York, Barkatullah remained actively involved in the antiBritish circles. At the end of 1908, joint Indian-Irish meetings were
held “twice a week at Barkatullah’s house to discuss the situation.”17
Though he had moved to the United States, his ideas continued to
evolve under the influence of the Indian radicals in Europe. His
close association with revolutionary nationalists and his intellectual
engagement with their vision, their political strategies, objectives,
and programs of activities helped him to develop a reasoned reconciliation between his radical brand of Pan-Islamism and revolutionary
nationalism.
In achieving this convergence, Barkatullah was undoubtedly helped
by political developments in India and elsewhere. Between 1908 and
the outbreak of World War I, Pan-Islamism in India erupted into
active opposition to the British. Italy’s assault on Ottoman Libya in
1911–1912, and European support for Balkan Christians from 1911 to
1913, came as painful blows to any illusions that Indian Muslims might
still have had regarding the goodwill of European powers toward the
Ottomans. Having concluded that the British were bent upon destroying the worldwide Muslim community, they formulated strategies to
resist the perceived British onslaught, and even advocated organizing
a jihad, from abroad if necessary.18 The leaders of this radical strand
of Pan-Islamism—Mahmud al-Hasan, the principle of the Islamic
seminary at Deoband, and Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi, a Deobanditrained Sikh convert—planned to leave India for the Hijas and Kabul
respectively, the latter to persuade Amir Habibullah of Afghanistan
to withdraw his neutrality and declare war against the British in India
with the help of Germany and Turkey, while simultaneously instigating a Muslim insurrection from the tribal belt in India.
In the Pacific region, similar efforts were being initiated, with the
help of a growing body of Indian revolutionaries among mainly Sikh
and Hindu immigrants in California and British Columbia, to produce propaganda for dissemination among the troops of the British
Indian Army as well as for circulation in India. Japan, where because
of its strategic location in the Far East sizeable groups of Indians had
become established, was seen as holding some promise for anti-British
operations. Accordingly, Barkatullah was encouraged by Freeman and
Joshi to go there. Through Krishnavarma and Madame Cama’s connections, he obtained an appointment as Professor of Hindustani at
the School of Foreign Languages in Tokyo, where he arrived in early
1909. From his home he began disseminating revolutionary journals
from other parts of the world. In early 1910, he took on the editorship of the weekly periodical Islamic Fraternity, whose front cover
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had the following caption: “An organ devoted to providing fraternal
feeling among the followers of Islam and those of other religions,”19
but which was viewed by British intelligence as one that propagated
“a rather militant form of Pan-Islamism.”20 As the situation in the
Balkans deteriorated, its anti-British tone grew sharper; in the March
1912 number, quoting a Roman poet’s description of the AngloSaxons of his time as “the seawolves . . . who lived on the pillage of
the world,” Barkatullah bemoaned that “the predatory instinct of the
race is not softened. If anything at all has been added to it, it is the
refinement of hypocrisy which sharpens the edge of brutality.”21 In
October, the paper was banned from India (as was its successor El
Islam) and, on British representations, “suppressed by the Japanese
Government.”22
Undeterred, Barkatullah turned to writing anti-British pamphlets.
In June 1913, The Sword is the Last Resort blamed the atrocities in the
Balkan war and misfortunes of Islam on England, exhorting Muslims
“to form secret societies and endeavour to annihilate the oppressive
English who are robbing and plundering India. They should destroy
the feeling of fear of the English which is a ‘spider’s web of deceit.’ ”
It went on:
Those Indian spies [i.e., the mullahs in mosques, pujaris in temples,
prostitutes, street hawkers, shop-keepers, teachers connected with the
Criminal Investigation Department] who are faithful to the English
should be picked out and killed. . . . [In anticipation] of a war between
England and Germany, Indians should make preparations for an
armed rising.23

The British saw Barkatullah as “a sort of connecting link between
three different movements, namely, the Pan-Islamic, Asia for Asiatics,
and Indian sedition. The common aim of all those movements was,
of course, the release of Asia, in which was included Turkey, from
European domination.”24 His travel movements in 1911—under
British surveillance—which took him to his contacts in Constantinople,
Cairo, and St Petersburg, before returning to Tokyo in October,
revealed his linking role in these widely dispersed networks. With
intelligence reports indicating worldwide circulation of Barkatullah’s,
in their view, dangerously subversive papers and pamphlets, the British
authorities took steps to suppress him. They furnished the Japanese
with information that proved sufficiently persuasive for them to act:
“He was dismissed from his post, at the instance [sic] of the British
Ambassador in Tokio”; on May 6, 1914, accompanied by a rising star
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in the Indian revolutionary movement Bhagwan Singh, he left for
the United States, where he became “an active member of the Ghadr
Party.”25 He also took over and ran the publication Ghadr (after Har
Dayal was compelled to leave by the US authorities) in which he articulated an uncompromising revolutionary strategy. For the success of
the “war” he advocated the necessity of starting newspapers, publishing books, learning military exercises; he called for the formation of
secret societies and made passionate appeals for collection of funds
and to foreign nations for help. The Ghadr advocated that Indians
should return to India with the express objective of creating a rising
in conjunction with the enemies of the Empire, murder all Europeans
and loyal Indian subjects, overthrow the existing government, and
lay the foundation of a republic.26 At a meeting reported in Ghadr on
August 4, 1914, the day Britain declared war, Barkatullah declared that
the time for the rebellion had come; the British were to be expelled
from India as war in Europe commenced; it was a splendid opportunity to go to India, seduce troops, and start the rebellion there.27
As the war began, Germany’s strategy converged with Barkatullah’s
own thoughts: along with many of his compatriots he had concluded some time ago that “England’s difficulty would be India’s
opportunity.”28 Germany, he believed, could help in creating such an
opportunity. Already, in 1912, he saw Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany as
“really one man who holds the peace of the world in the hollow of his
hand.” So, “in case of a European war,” he declared, “it is the duty
of the Muslims to be united to stand by the [Ottoman] Khalif . . . and
to side with Germany.” Ghadr, on July 21, 1914, likewise reiterated,
“Germany being the enemy of England, which is also our enemy, we
should regard the former country as our friend.”29
The German government too was persuaded by Max von Oppenheim, a diplomat with specialist knowledge and experience of the
Middle East that its enemies could be weakened from within by
“fomenting rebellion in the Islamic territories” by mobilizing the
Pan-Islamist potential of discontented Muslims under their imperial
control.30 A key element in this strategy, once he took over responsibility for the Islamic regions at the German Foreign Office, was to
cajole the Turkish sultan to declare a jihad against the British, the
French, and the Russians. The targets were Muslims in India, north
Africa, and Asia, who were to be incited to rise up against their imperial masters. On November 9, 1914, the Sheikh al-Islam in Istanbul
duly proclaimed that it was “the duty of all Mahomedans” to do so.31
In Berlin, Oppenheim embarked upon recruiting groups of men
outside India and other colonized regions whom he thought to be
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in search of a powerful ally for their anti-imperialist cause. In the
United States, Barkatullah was one such Indian recognized as suitable
material.32 Har Dayal, the founder of the Ghadr Party in the United
States, introduced Barkatullah “as a person of confidence . . . and as
the most important leader of the Muslim nationalists of India.” His
credentials were, “A friend of the leading men in Kabul,” including
“the brother of the Emir and the editor of the only newspaper of
Afghanistan, Serajul Akhbar,” speaker and writer in English, Arabic,
Persian, and Hindi, and “well known in Constantinople,” which
clearly impressed the Germans. He arrived in Berlin in early 1915
on a German passport where he was given “lessons in order to learn
about the production and use of hand grenades and explosives”33 in
preparation for revolutionary work in Afghanistan among the frontier tribes on the Indo-Afghan border.
Working closely with Oppenheim’s unit in the German Foreign
Office, he, in conjunction with other anti-imperialist exiles, produced
news of the war and their ideas on insurrection in conjunction. He
helped to produce pamphlets and journals that called for jihad, for
systematic assassination and extermination of Christian neighbors
within Islamic lands.34 He was involved in preparing similar literature
exhorting Muslim soldiers and prisoners of war either to desert or to
join the Central Powers in the conflict against their enemies or to promote the anticolonial struggles after returning to their homelands. An
influential member of the Indian Committee, he visited the prisoners
of war (POW) camp at Wünsdorf near Berlin,35 delivering lectures
and holding informal discussions along with his colleagues such as
Dr. Mansur Ahmed and Mahendra Pratap, with the purpose of persuading them to fight the British and their allies.36 He repeatedly traveled to Hamburg in 1915 and 1916 in order to recruit new members
for the Indian Independence Committee among Indian sailors.37
While Pan-Islamism was the preferred propagandistic strategy of
von Oppenheim and the Foreign Office, it was conceded with some
reluctance that giving nationalism precedence over Pan-Islamism
(without fully giving up the latter) was the more promising strategy
in the Indian case.38 Indeed, as the war progressed, doubts regarding
the efficacy of the jihad propaganda were voiced in the German diplomatic establishment with increasing frequency.39 While an uneasiness to fight for the British against Muslims or on what they regarded
as holy land was quoted repeatedly as a prevalent attitude among the
Indian Muslim POWs,40 and some Muslim soldiers did indeed not only
refuse “to take up arms against their brother Muslims” (when they
reached Basra in Mesopotamia) 41 but also deserted in order “to take
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part in Jehad against the English,”42 by and large the efforts whether
of the German authorities or the Indian revolutionaries at mobilizing large numbers of POWs or persuading soldiers to abscond were
not particularly successful, even though there was some evidence of
the existence not only of “a vague panislamism [sic]” among Muslim
soldiers but also among “Punjabi soldiers . . . of resentment against
deployment in Muslim lands.”43 Nevertheless, Barkatullah remained
optimistic about the potential for an anti-British Pan-Islamist rebellion being ignited in Afghanistan.44 Germans too felt that their jihad
strategy was winning them support among a significant number of
Indian Muslims, especially the pro-Turkish tribes in the Afghan–India
border regions. In early 1915, Raja Mahendra Pratap (1886–1979),
a revolutionary nationalist from a Hindu background with “decisive sympathy for the Germans who were fighting this dirty British
Empire”45 arrived in Berlin. He was able to convince the Germans
to send a mission to Afghanistan and seek Amir Habibullah’s assistance in operations against Britain, for “if Afghanistan should enter
the war, this would greatly enhance the chances of an Indian uprising against England.”46 Barkatullah, who knew Mahendra Pratap
well, was asked to join the Indo-German-Turkish Mission because
of his cordial relations and influence with the Afghan amir’s brother,
Nasrullah Khan, the prime minister; he shared Barkatullah’s PanIslamic vision.47 While the mission on arrival in Kabul received an
enthusiastic welcome from an increasingly Pan-Islamist public, the
astute amir, sensitive to the British anxieties and reluctant to “break
his alliance with the Government of Great Britain,”48 kept them waiting for several weeks before meeting them. In early 1916, while members of the German mission signed a treaty of friendship recognizing
Afghan independence, they left Kabul without persuading the amir
to join the war.
Even so, Barkatullah, like Mahendra Pratap, saw considerable revolutionary potential, and both decided to stay on in Kabul, where they
received encouragement from the Pan-Islamist Mahmud Tarzi, editor
of the influential journal Siraj al-Akhbar, and other members of the
“war party.” In the journal, they were allowed to write anti-British
and pro–central powers articles. In April 1916 when Barkatullah temporarily took over its editorship, he reproduced from a newspaper
in Constantinople a speech by Taraknath Das, one of Barkatullah’s
associates in the United States, in which he applauded the Ottoman’s
alliance with Germany “to save the unfortunate inhabitants of India,
Egypt, Persia, Morocco and Africa from the English, French and
Russians who had forcibly seized and reduced them to slavery.”49
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Under Barkatullah’s “seditionist” editorship, the journal’s tone became
so “dangerously anti-British” and “objectionable” that the alarmed
viceroy in India ordered its interception to avoid giving any publicity
to the revolutionary views expressed therein.50 Coinciding with the
German mission, Ubaidullah Sindhi’s arrival from India in October
1915 with plans to initiate a jihad against the British provided a further fillip. Together they set about establishing “The Provisional
Government of India” (PGI) or Hukumat-i- Moogita-i-Hind. With
Mahendra Pratap as president, Barkatullah was appointed prime minister and Ubaidullah as minister for India. Its aim was to create alliances with countries opposed to the British and, with their help, to
liberate India. It issued a “general proclamation to the Indian Army,”
“inciting” Indian troops to mutiny. It invited, in particular, the tsar
of Russia to renounce his alliance with Great Britain, and “assist
in the overthrow of British rule in India.” Messengers were sent to
China to seek support from the Republican regime.51 The creation of
Al Janud-a-Rabbania (The Army of God), with the Ottoman sultan,
the shah of Persia and the amir of Afghanistan as its patrons, was also
announced.
This so-called Pan-Islamist conspiracy did not succeed, for several
reasons. It suffered from lack of unity of purpose among Muslims
themselves. The Arabs, assisted by the British, revolted against the
Ottomans. Afghanistan’s ruling group was also divided about the
PGI: while Nasrullah supported it, Habibullah disapproved of its
subversive activities. Moreover, the promised military and financial help from Germany and Turkey, without which Habibullah was
certainly not prepared to enter the war, had not materialized. When
Barkatullah requested the German Foreign Office for money “and at
least ten thousand troops . . . to Afghanistan for Indian work,”52 he was
ignored. Nevertheless, even under these unpropitious circumstances,
the PGI persisted, through diplomatic channels, in soliciting support
from various foreign governments for its activities against the British.
But while the war, with the central powers facing defeat, certainly
represented a major setback for Barkatullah and his associates’ plans,
the exiled Indian revolutionaries were given fresh impetus by the
success of the Russian revolution in October 1917. Their fortunes
were further boosted by the assassination of Habibullah and the
enthronement in April 1919 of his considerably more anti-British son,
Amanullah. Amanullah, no less keen than the Bolsheviks to reduce
British influence, declared war against the British in May 1919, invading the Frontier districts in India. While he was compelled to agree a
truce after just 11 days, in the ensuing negotiations he secured British
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recognition of Afghanistan’s independence. The Indians assembled
in Kabul also benefited from the friendly relations that developed
between him and Lenin.
From his base in Kabul, Barkatullah increasingly involved himself in
developing the relationship with the Bolsheviks. He was undoubtedly
attracted by the methods that they had recently deployed to demolish
the tsarist regime. Russia’s annulment of all secret treaties imposed
by the imperialist governments, agreeing “to Tsarist annexation of
Constantinople, partition of Persia and the dismemberment of Turkey,”
and its proclamation of “the right of all peoples, no matter how small
they be, to determine their own destiny” had impressed him greatly.53
He was particularly drawn toward them for their moral and material
support to Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan in their resistance to foreign
domination. Indeed, it is arguable that on most political matters and in
his socioeconomic analysis there seems to be considerable congruence
between them, though he continued to hold fast to his theological
position. In a speech published in Ishtraquiun (Tashkent) he openly
called for the abolition of private property.54 So the question remained,
to what extent did he consider it expedient to view the Bolsheviks as
allies in order to secure his Pan-Islamic goals? Did he join them only
because, for him, they were “the enemies of their enemies”?55 After all,
Barkatullah categorically stated that he was an “irreconcilable enemy of
European capitalism in Asia whose main representative is the English.”
He believed that “the ideas of the Bolsheviks [had] caught on among
the Indian masses” and that “in India have matured the same prerequisites of revolution which existed in Russia in October 1917.”56 In a
proclamation addressed to “All the Moslems of Asia,” he declared that
“all democracies of the world are enthusiastically embracing the idea of
Bolshevism.” He called on them to “unite around Soviet Power and to
take up arms against the British, the universal oppressors of the rights
of humanity and autonomy of peoples and especially the perpetual and
avowed enemies of Islam.”57 However, in an interview with Petrograd
Pravda in 1919 he elaborated his position: “I am neither a Communist
nor a Socialist, but my political programme is the expulsion of the
English from Asia . . . In this I concur with the communists and in this
respect we are genuine allies.”
So, while he did not consider himself a Bolshevik, Barkatullah did
believe that the Bolshevik movement was in essence consistent with the
principles of Islam. In Bolshevism and the Islamic Body Politick, which
was printed in several languages and circulated among his networks
in central Asia and India, he appealed to Muslims of the world “to
understand the noble principles of Russian socialism and to embrace
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it seriously and enthusiastically.” “Oh, Muhammedans,” he wrote,
“listen to this divine cry. Respond to this call of liberty, equality and
brotherhood which Comrade Lenin and the Soviet Government of
Russia are offering to you.”58

II. Barkatullah in Russia and
Germany from 1919 Onward
Thus, after Germany’s and Turkey’s defeat in the war, the centre of
gravity of the Indian revolutionaries’ activities shifted to the Soviet
Union for quite obvious reasons. Some of the key members of the
now-dissolved Berlin Committee likewise saw Britain and France, the
victors, dismembering the Ottoman Empire, and carving out mandates for themselves and sought allies in resistance to them. Soviet
Union, which had “annulled and torn up . . . the secret treaties made
between the deposed Emperor [the Tsar] and other states as regards
the occupation of Constantinople as well as treaties ratified by the
dismissed Kerensky” seemed a promising prospect in this regard.59
Groups of Indian revolutionaries began to gravitate around Moscow.
In March 1919, Barkatullah, together with Abdul Rab, whom he
knew from Kabul, went to Moscow via Tashkent on a German passport as Amanullah’s “ambassador extraordinary,” tasked with establishing “permanent relations with Soviet Russia.” His interview with
Lenin, Chicherin, Karakhan, and other Bolsheviks suggested that the
Soviet Government, which was keen to establish cordial relations with
neighboring Muslim peoples and, moreover, for strategic and ideological reasons, committed to give moral and material support to those
who were fighting to free themselves, saw Barkatullah as a significant
political figure. He too was enthusiastic about playing a major role in
helping the Soviet Union in its attempts to mobilize Muslims against
their imperial masters. To this end, in June 1919, a leaflet signed by
him and addressed “To all Muslims of Asia” stated that the British and
their allies by stratagem and treachery had taken possession of Mecca,
Medina, Baghdad, Syria, Jerusalem, Najaf, Kerbala, and Meshad, the
holy places of Islam. The English and the Americans, contrary to
all promises, had advanced on Constantinople and Anatolia and had
reduced to shreds the Turkish dominions, because, as Barkatullah saw
it, they wished to drive Turkey out of Europe.
The defeat of the Ottoman Empire threatened its dismemberment
by the victorious entente powers.60 For Indian Muslims, whether at
home or abroad, the outcome of the war was little short of a catastrophe. The British authorities in India were well aware of the intensity
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of Muslim sentiment.61 The caliphate was the symbol of Islam’s world
power and of the unity of Islamic people. With the caliphate on the
verge of being destroyed, their minority situation meant that they were
left feeling extremely vulnerable. Few concessions were made at the
Versailles Peace Conference in 1919. The Treaty of Sevres in August
1920 confirmed their worst fears. What was left of Turkey after the
imperial carve up through this treaty was an independent state only
in name.
Muslims in India were up in arms. Powerfully supported by the
Indian nationalist movement, within a few months of its initiation,
the Khilafat agitation, with its objective “to secure a just and honourable peace for Turkey,” reached mass proportions.62 In the spring of
1920, the Khilafat leaders escalated the protests further by proclaiming British India Dar al-Harb (House of War) and enjoined Muslim
emigration, in the first instance to Afghanistan, a Muslim state from
where, with Amir Amanullah’s help, an armed challenge against the
British could be mounted. Of the 30,000 or so who left India as a
result, some arrived in Moscow, where, together with Barkatullah
and other Indian revolutionaries, they became energetically involved
in attacking the British rule.
In London too there were some Indian Muslims who became active
in defense of the caliphate. These were all men who were convinced
that the true interests of Muslims, in India as elsewhere, could only be
secured through total political independence from Britain, forging of
greater unity among Muslim nations, and not entirely or necessarily
by constitutional means. Moreover, Mushir Husain Kidwai, a barrister based in London, together with a small group of Indian radicals,
was particularly influenced by Bolshevik ideas. Like Barkatullah, he
believed that revolutionary socialism was wholly compatible with the
achievement of Muslim aims and even before the outbreak of the
war, in 1913, published Islam and Socialism setting out his argument. Consequently, similar to Barkatullah, he worked hard to bring
about a closer relationship between the Bolsheviks and the Ottoman
Caliphate, Afghanistan, and Persia, the only independent Muslim
states left with some hope of withstanding the power of the West.
These Pan-Islamists had been especially encouraged by Bolsheviks’
signing of the Peace Treaty at Brest-Litovsk with the central powers
in March 1918, their annulment of the secret treaties with the entente
powers, and their promises to provide financial and military support
to anticolonial and national liberation struggles.
This network of Pan-Islamist activists established a range of political pressure groups centered on London, which shared the broad aim
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of stemming the decline of the umma. They became active in highprofile initiatives such as the visit of the Indian Mohamed Ali–led
Khilafat deputation to Europe from India in March 1920, making the
necessary financial and logistical arrangements in Britain and Paris,
organizing public meetings chaired by some of the leading lights of
Britain’s political elite, handling its correspondence and interviews
and articulating and disseminating its views and demands through
various media channels. The stream of telegrams from India regarding the caliphate, disseminated through Kidwai’s London newssheet
Muslim Outlook, as well as news from different parts of the Muslim
world, highlighted the transnational reach of this Pan-Islamic network, as well as the breadth of its connections and its capacity to
mobilize international opinion and action around Islamic issues. All
were underpinned by a coherent principle that opposition to imperialism and domination of the African and Asian people, the struggle for
freedom, required solidarity with the remaining few non-European
independent powers. Among these, the Ottoman Empire remained
the most prominent, but its defense, they felt, could only be mounted
under the guise of Pan-Islamism, and so their efforts were geared
toward sharpening this solidarity.
Barkatullah, during this postwar period, continued to work with
Muslim and non-Muslim Indian revolutionaries in Europe and the
Soviet Union. With the defeat of Germany, the Berlin Committee was
dissolved in December 1918.63 While some Indian nationalists residing in Germany continued to be supported by the Government,64 a
number moved to Petrograd and joined the activists at the Russian
Propaganda Centre.65 Barkatullah had maintained contacts with
them and others who had dispersed to various parts of Europe, promising to help them financially and otherwise from Moscow. Between
1920 and 1922, he was in touch with the groups of anticolonial
radicals still based in Berlin. A large number among them thought
that the Soviet strategy of rendering assistance to the Pan-Islamic
movement, which Barkatullah was presumed to have supported,
was “highly detrimental to the interest of Indian Independence.”66
Indeed, British intelligence at the time reported that “considerable
friction exists between the Hindu and Muhammadan members.”67
These discussions were beset by wrangling over the nature of political
program—Barkatullah and the PGI were in favor of a political revolution, while M. N. Roy (who had announced the foundation of the
Communist Party of India, albeit in Tashkent in 1920) and his associates wanted to do purely Communistic work.68 While M. N. Roy,
whose views on Indian affairs were perhaps regarded more highly
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by the Soviet high command than those of any other Indian revolutionary, disagreed with Barkatullah ideologically and had conveyed
a poor opinion of his political capabilities,69 as late as March 1923,
prominent Russian Bolshevik leaders, regarded him, as “one of their
most trusted agents.”70 This was reflected in the Soviet leader’s support for Barkatullah and his group through the supply of funds and
publication and dissemination of its organ, Indian Independence.
After the Genoa Pan-European Conference in April 1922, Georgy
Chicherin, the Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs, encouraged
Barkatullah to go to Berlin and bring the Indian revolutionaries
there together. Accordingly, upon arrival in Berlin, Barkatullah set
about forming a new party called the Indian Independence Party;
he was appointed president and B. N. Dutt, general secretary. Other
“prominent seditionists”—Acharya, Dr. Mansur and Muhammad
Ali—joined it.71 Dr. Abdul Hafiz agreed to become a member of the
Central Executive Committee. In June 1923, Ubaidullah, stationed
in Petrograd, also accepted its membership, agreeing to work in its
interest in the Soviet Union.
Barkatullah wrote to Chicherin in Moscow in October 1922, outlining clearly the scope of the work—organizing the Mujahiddin in
India’s North West Frontier, disseminating revolutionary propaganda—
which the Indian Independence Party intended to follow72 with modest financial assistance from Soviet Russia.73 This work was actually
started—a number of schools were set up, and a newspaper Al-Mujahid
was printed with more or less regularity—but the revolt against the
British never really got off the ground.74
With the abolition of the Ottoman Sultanate on November 1,
1922, while still concerned about the threat to Turkish sovereignty
and independence, Barkatullah’s gaze shifted to anti-imperialist and
national liberation struggles. At the Lausanne Conference, held to
revise the Treaty of Sevres (against its imposition by the victorious
imperial powers, Mustafa Kemal Pasha [1881–1938] had waged a
successful Turkish nationalist armed struggle, and which his government in Ankara no longer recognized), Barkatullah in his capacity as
its representative circulated a manifesto of the Indian Independence
Party, headed “The Perfidious Albion,” among the peace delegates.
This pamphlet denounced the British ambition “to monopolise the
whole planet”:
There was no strategic position on the face of the earth [he said] where
they had not established their effective control and reduced thereby
all the nations, great and small, to be at their mercy and sweet will.
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In the chain of their selfish designs there remained only one link, the
straits of Dardanelles and the Bosphorus, to complete their domination over all nations of Europe. Hence they came to the Lausanne
Conference with their mouths professing peace and good will to all
men, while their heads are full of designs of world subjugation. The
Indian Independence Party has a message to all oppressed nations of
Europe, Asia and Africa . . . that all should adopt an economic policy
based on common interests against Great Britain.75

Undeterred by the German Government’s “suppression” of Indian
Independence, on representation from Britain76 at the beginning of
December 1922, Barkatullah published another anti-British circular
for distribution to the delegates at the Lausanne Conference. This presented the program of the Indian Independence Party that included
the attainment of “complete and absolute independence by all possible
means” and the establishment of “the Federated Democratic Republic
[of India] in which the sovereignty must rest with the people”; it
included the formation of “friendly alliances with the peoples and
nations of the world” and the extension of “co-operation and affiliation with all organisations in or outside India having similar objects
and those having socio-economic revolutionary programmes.”77 In
respect of its constitution and general aims, this new party embraced
members of the old “Indian Revolutionary Council.” Chicherin had,
at Lausanne, already informed Barkatullah that he accepted this program and had asked Moscow to provide funds.78 So Barkatullah and
his network in Europe were able to continue their operations, advising
Indians to follow the epoch-making revolution in Russia.
In 1923 and 1924, however, Barkatullah’s Pan-Islamist aspirations
suffered further setbacks. The Soviet Union had become increasingly
supportive of the Turkish national movement. Then Mustapha Kemal
established the secular Grand National Assembly in Ankara, stripping
the caliphate of all sovereign authority. Tired of the caliph’s political
meddling, Mustapha Kemal abolished the office of the caliphate in
March 1924, and banished him to Switzerland. The broad reaction
among Indian Muslims was a mixture of disbelief, shock, and grief.
The anger against Mustapha Kemal was intense. His actions were seen
as threatening the worldwide Muslim polity. But Pan-Islamism as a
viable political philosophy had suffered a major defeat. Indian Muslims
abroad too protested. From Berlin, Abdul Jabbar Kheri, the president of
the pro-caliphate “Islamische Gemeinde,” “condemned what he called
the utterly ‘anti-Islamic’ and ‘mischievous’ action of the Kemalists.”79
Barkatullah, however, was more measured in his assessment. Having
left Rome, where he had been busy seeking, albeit unsuccessfully,
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Mussolini’s help, he settled in St. Gallen, Switzerland, where, in the
autumn of 1924, he wrote an Urdu-English pamphlet, The Khilafet,
in which he explored the reasons for the end of the caliphate. For
him, “Khilafet had been an engine for the aggrandisement of Islamic
despotism.”80 The Ottoman dynasty was ruthlessly tyrannical.81 For
Barkatullah, if the Khilafat was to be restored, it was imperative that
the power of the Sultan be limited by law. A striking illustration of
this contention was “the king of England, who presided over the government of a unique empire . . . but [who] owing to limitation of his
powers was unable to harm anybody.”82
Barkatullah believed that mischief proceeded not just from the
sultan, but “rather the very existence of the spiritual and temporal
authority in one person puts the premium upon despotism, tyranny
and abuse.”83 For this reason “THE KHALIF MUST BE THE
SPIRITUAL LEADER ONLY”:84
The spiritual head of the Islamic world must religiously eschew every,
and any, kind of interference in political affairs of the Faithful the
world over. He must shun politics as poison . . . and ensure that the religion of God is not affected by political prejudices, racial limitations,
selfish motives and fetishistic superstitions, but it is broad enough to
include the whole of humanity under its spiritual care.85

In his view, “no Moslem king today can fulfil the conditions of a
Khalif of Islam,” and “none of the Moslem countries is in a position
to discharge its obligations.”86
But Barkatullah found it too painful to give up on Pan-Islamism
completely. In early 1925, he was on the move again, traveling on a
Turkish passport, his destination Germany. Having spent some time
with old Muslim friends, such as Abdul Jabbar Kheri in Berlin, he
went to Paris in July 1925, where he began to bring out a paper in
Arabic titled El-Islah, which once again dealt with the Khilafat question. In a declaration on September 28 that year, he reiterated his call
for representatives of Muslims from all over the world to gather “in the
near future in Mecca, Medina or some other place and elect a Caliph,
with a Council, as their spiritual head who would offer leadership and
guidance on religious affairs”; and he suggested Cairo as an appropriate venue for such a conference.87 The General Islamic Congress
for the Caliphate did indeed take place at a facility of the historically
famous Al-Azhar Seminary in Cairo from May 13, 1926,88 with delegates from many parts of the so-called Muslim world attending its
proceedings, but, given the continuing divisions within the Muslim
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umma, in its purpose of setting up a caliphate it failed miserably, as
the record of its proceedings in Rashid Rida’s periodical, Al-Manar,
reveals. Barkatullah himself did not attend.
After the publication of only one edition, El-Islah was suppressed
by the French government. In November, at the instigation of the
British, French police arrested Barkatullah, alleging that he was provoking Arabs against the French Republic and spreading Bolshevik
ideas. This was tantamount to subversion at a delicate moment. PanEuropean negotiations were about to start at Locarno and conflicts
were taking place in Morocco and other French protectorates and
colonies. Within a few hours, he was expelled to Germany.
Dismayed by the lack of progress with regard to the caliphate,
Barkatullah’s focus now shifted sharply to looking at strategies for the
liberation of all the people of India. Back in Berlin, he published an
article titled “Hindu—Sikh—Mussalman Unity” that was reproduced
in the Urdu weekly Suchch (January 29–February 5, 1926) in India,
containing a detailed analysis of the causes of India’s subjugation and
poverty under colonial rule. In it, he suggested that workers and peasants in India should follow the struggles of the workers in England,
elect their own leaders and give political and economic issues priority
above all else. Moving away from traditional Pan-Islamist ideas and
in line with his secularist approach, he suggested that Indians should
keep political matters completely separate from temples, mosques,
and gurudwaras, which should be used solely for spiritual purposes.
To become a powerful group they, the ordinary people, needed to
form a political organization—an Indian Independence League with
a democratic political and socialist economic program would, he
argued, have a strong appeal for the masses.89
Thus, by June 1926, Barkatullah seemed to have moved decidedly
away from Pan-Islamism. That he had drawn closer to the Comintern
was evident in his letters of May 1926 and February 1927.90 He was
reported to have reinvigorated his association with activists in the
Indian nationalist networks, such as Iqbal Shaidai (who had acted as
a channel between Kabul, American Ghadarites, and Moscow) and
Dr. M. A. Ansari (one of the main leaders of the Khilafat agitation in
India, but now a key member of the Indian National Congress [INC]).
On receiving a request from Ansari, he had met Jawaharlal Nehru, a
rising star of the INC, in Switzerland. Interestingly, while Barkatullah
quickly grasped Nehru’s criticisms of Comintern’s anti-imperialist
strategy in India and was keen to arrange mutually beneficial discussions, Nehru’s impression of Barkatullah on meeting him was somewhat patronizing: “He was a delightful old man, very enthusiastic and
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very likeable. He was rather simple, not very intelligent, but still trying to imbibe new ideas and to understand the present-day world.” 91
Nehru again met Barkatullah at the International Congress Against
Colonial Oppression and Imperialism held in Brussels in February
1927. Supported by all manner of left-wing nationalists, socialists
and communists, its rather diffuse aim was to “deter imperialist governments from oppressing weak nations.” It was broad enough to
comfortably accommodate, on the one hand, Nehru, the sole representative of the secular INC, and, on the other hand, someone like
Shakib Arsalan (1869–1946), a well-connected Pan-Islamist from
Lebanon and a prime mover in Berlin’s émigré circles. Barkatullah
was participating as the official delegate of the San Francisco-based
Ghadr Party. Reflecting back, Nehru was more respectful in acknowledging Barkatullah’s political stature describing their tryst in Brussels
as the “first and last meeting” of the first prime ministers of the governments of India, Barkatullah of the one established in parallel to
the colonial government (the PGI in Kabul in 1915), and Nehru, of
the postindependence one in 1947.92
After returning from Brussels, Barkatullah was invited by the
Ghadr Party to attend its annual general meeting in San Francisco
in November 1927. At the end of August, Barkatullah and his old
companion Mahendra Pratap together sailed for the United States
from Bremen in Germany.93 On his arrival in New York, however,
his chronic diabetes returned with a vengeance. All the same, he was
determined to attend the Ghadr Party meeting. That he was still an
inspirational figure was evident in the rousing welcome he received
from hundreds of supporters in Detroit and Chicago, crowds chanting
Bande Mataram (Hail to the motherland) as he made his way from
New York to San Francisco. By the time he reached his destination
he was on his last legs—at a large meeting of Indians in Marysville,
California, he got up to speak but weakness overtook him; he sat
down without uttering a word, tears rolling down his cheeks; he died
soon after on September 20 on his way to San Francisco and was buried in Sacramento. The headstone on his grave reads: “World famous
scholar and patriot, great leader of Indian nationalism and reformer
of modern Islam.” 94 As this epitaph made clear, Barkatullah remained
a passionate Muslim revolutionary nationalist to the last.

Conclusion
So what was/is Barkatullah’s legacy? He began his exile as a radical
Pan-Islamist and ended it as a cosmopolitan revolutionary still actively
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engaged in global anticolonial networks. As a political activist, he had
pursued his radical anti-imperialist and anti-British strategy in indefatigable fashion and largely in a Muslim idiom. While some have
found his retrieval of support from such politically diverse regimes
as the German Reich, the Bolsheviks, and the Italian Fascists to be
intriguing, when considered closely the consistency of his strategy
can be clearly understood within the context of his priorities, which
themselves evolved over time.
In Barkatullah’s militant anticolonial Pan-Islamism, the key enemies were imperial England and France. His writings in 1913 regarding the Balkan war unequivocally laid the blame for all the “evils”
on England, especially denouncing its “robbing and plundering
of India.” 95 As the war began, Germany’s strategy converged with
Barkatullah’s own program: along with many of his compatriots he
had concluded a while before that “England’s difficulty would be
India’s opportunity.”96 With the Germans and the Ottomans defeated,
Barkatullah then turned to the Bolsheviks. The methods that they
had recently deployed to demolish the tsarist regime, their annulment
of all secret treaties imposed by the imperialist governments, and
their proclamation of “the right of all peoples, no matter how small
they be, to determine their own destiny,” had impressed him greatly.
Nevertheless, he was explicit that he was “neither a Communist nor
a Socialist, but [his] political programme [was] the expulsion of the
English from Asia. . . . In this [he] concurred with the communists
and in this respect [they were] genuine allies.” 97 Likewise, his brief
sojourn to Rome, undertaken with Chicherin’s blessing, for the purpose of mobilizing financial resources on behalf of the Berlin-based
Indian revolutionaries cannot be construed as Barkatullah’s condoning of Italian Fascism’s oppression.
The abolition of the Ottoman Caliphate in 1924 had left him
grappling with the reality of Muslim political fragmentation along
national lines as Muslims increasingly identified themselves as Turks
and Arabs—the citizens of emerging nation-states. Not that PanIslam, contrary to the popular view, had ever historically been a
unitary movement. In the past it had served different political objectives for different Muslim collectivities: the Ottomans emphasized
fraternal ties to bind their diverse Muslim populations; the Sharifians
reclaimed caliphal entitlement invoking its Arab authenticity; and,
beyond these polities, Muslim populations sought support for their
resistance to imperialist control. Nevertheless, like al-Afghani, Rashid
Rida, and Shakib Arsalan, Barkatullah’s first priority had been to
secure the political independence of Islam—and, though dismayed
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by the caliphate’s abolition by Ataturk’s Turkish nationalists, he must
have taken heart from their success at repelling the attempts by “the
British Crusader [to eradicate] all independent Muslim power in the
world.” 98
But, as we have seen, Pan-Islam’s emancipatory beat—a struggle
for justice and dignity against foreign oppression that used a religious
idiom—continued to pulsate within Barkatullah for the remainder
of his life. Despite having concluded that “no Muslim king to-day
can fulfil the conditions of a Khalif of Islam,” 99 he believed that a
caliphate reformed along democratic lines, with a permanent secretariat charged with organizing representative gatherings where political priorities could be defined and disputes resolved, might indeed
be able to unify the Islamic world and become a formidable force
in resisting and challenging its enemies. That Barkatullah’s vision
maintained a considerable appeal especially among Muslim cosmopolitans can be gauged from the many congresses that were called in
the interwar period (Mecca 1924 and 1926; Cairo 1926, Jerusalem
1931). Particularly notable was the European Muslim Congress held
in Geneva in September 1935 under the leadership of Shakib Arslan,
the doyen of Pan-Islamist exiles based in Europe.100 While these congresses failed in their central purpose of establishing a caliphate-like
structure, the reconciliation of a supposedly medieval political system
with the requirements of “modernity” that Barkatullah pursued is
still seeking resolution today.
And in the period since World War II, Barkatullah’s thinking has
continued to resonate, albeit with two forms of Pan-Islamism: radical
(which would eliminate borders and create a single Muslim state) and
moderate (which only seeks harmony between Muslim states). As a
transnational militant, he can be viewed, in some ways, as a precursor
of those present-day would-be Islamist revolutionaries who find in
their religion the ways and means to mount challenges to the postimperial order as well as the basis for opposition to regimes in Muslim
countries. But the seeds of the moderate approach can also be found
in Barkatullah’s post-caliphate writings. A transnational Muslim subjectivity (the desire to relate internationally; and an imagined community, not a separate nation, nor a unified economic market, nor a
distinct civilization, but a reconfigured globalised cultural formation),
though unable to fully articulate itself politically, continues to resonate powerfully around the world. For some, this might be symbolized by the Organisation of Islamic Co-operation established in 1969,
a project that is arguably very distant from the kind of post-caliphate
purely spiritual polity envisaged by Barkatullah. His was also a very
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different vision from the program of some twenty-first-century transnational radical Islamist groups, which, though also committed to
armed struggle against the perceived Western/“crusader” onslaught
and to reestablishing the caliphate, endow it with a global political
mission, something that, in the end, he rejected.
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Victims, Wives, and Concubines:
The Spanish Civil War and Relations
between Moroccan Troops and
Spanish Women*
Ali Al Tuma

It has generally been argued that during and after the Spanish Civil
War the issue of Moroccan troops interacting with Spanish women
was both a difficult and highly charged matter for the Spanish
Nationalists. One scene in a Spanish film Libertarias sums up the
standard perception of this interaction. Toward the end of the film, a
contingent of Moroccan soldiers takes a group of milicianas by surprise and slaughters them with knives. At the same time, a nun, who
had accompanied the militia-women, is forcefully undressed by two
Moroccans while others are seen expressing sadistic enjoyment at the
sight. Fortunately for the nun, a Spanish officer intervenes in time to
save her from rape and possible death.1 This film represents the typical view of relations between Moroccan soldiers and Spanish women
during the Civil War—a relationship of sexual aggressors and sexual
victims. Given this common viewpoint, it would be difficult to imagine that there were in fact voluntary carnal encounters, love stories,
and marriages between the two groups. However, these existed—
even to an extent that suggests that they were more than incidental.
The intent of this essay is to furnish an overview of the interracial
and intercultural relations between Moroccan soldiers who fought in
Spain during the Civil War and the Spanish women of that time, and
how the Spanish Nationalist authorities viewed and regulated these
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relations. The focus will be on the voluntary relations between these
two groups. These relationships were an important indicator of how
officials, and especially military authorities, in a European country,
regarded the interaction with what were effectively temporary Muslim
immigrants in a European civilian society. In this regard, the reader
will notice that the prevalent attitude in contemporary Spain—even
among those who sympathized with Muslim immigrants—that
romantic relationships between Muslim men and Spanish women are
doomed to failure, 2 was also reflected in the outlook of the Spanish
military authorities who brought Moroccan soldiers to Spain during the Civil War, despite their generally sympathetic attitude toward
these soldiers and their culture.

I. The Victims
When segments of the Spanish military (Nationalists) rose up against
the Popular Front Government (Loyalists) on July 17, 1936, it very
quickly became apparent that their victory would not be a swift one.
It also became clear that the Nationalists would need the army of
Africa, composed in its majority of Moroccan Regulares and mehallas from the Spain’s Moroccan Protectorate,3 as well as the Tercio
(the Spanish version of the Foreign Legion), to secure their base in
Andalusia against the Loyalist counterattacks. The Army of Africa’s
intervention proved decisive and its military efficacy, as attested by
the unit decorations it received, far exceeded its numbers.4 As growing numbers of Moroccan soldiers were either airlifted or shipped to
southern Spain, they came increasingly in contact with Spanish civilians in the areas they occupied.5 Soon stories of Moroccan atrocities
and the wholesale rape of Spanish women started to spread among
the Loyalist populace and their proponents. These were generally
reinforced by the traditional Spanish image of the “Moor” as a lustful
irrational being. There are a small number of testimonies of people
who claimed to have actual firsthand information of these charges.
These will be the starting point in the discussion of this first and
most controversial aspect of the interaction of Moroccan males and
Spanish females during the Civil War.
At some point in October 1936, at the crossroads outside
Navalcarnero (to the west of Madrid), the American journalist John
Whitaker wrote, in a classic and frequently cited account, how he
met a Moroccan officer, Mohamed El Mizzian, who would eventually
rise to the rank of general in Franco’s army. El Mizzian, according
to Whitaker, had brought two young girls (presumably Republican
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militia-women) for interrogation and then taken them to a schoolhouse where 40 “Moorish” soldiers were resting. When Whitaker
asked what would happen to them, El Mizzian responded, “Oh,
they’ll not live more than four hours.”6 Of course the reason that
this anecdote is frequently quoted is that it probably is the only one
that reported a rape in progress. Moreover, it cogently highlighted
the reputation of Moroccan soldiers as the Civil War’s prime rapists.
For propaganda purposes this reputation was also strongly promoted
by General Queipo de Llano, the man who almost single-handedly
took control of Seville in July 1936. During one of his infamous and
terrifying evening radio speeches of that year, Queipo luridly noted:
“Our brave Legionnaires and Regulares have shown to the reds what
it means to be a man. Also to the red women, who now have finally
come to know real men.”7 While Queipo frequently mixed truth and
lies in his speeches, his propaganda chief Antonio Bahamonde, who
later defected to the Loyalists, is, along with Whitaker, one of the
authorities cited concerning accusations of Moroccan troops raping
Spanish women. For instance, he mentioned in his memoirs that in
a number of Andalusian villages “the Moors raped the women they
found on their way and killed them later.”8 Though there is some
truth in his claims, he might have exaggerated the scale of the rapes.9
The question then is how extensive and frequent were those cases of
Moroccan soldiers raping Spanish women during the Civil War?
First, there is evidence that during the first weeks of the Civil War
there were sexual assaults committed against suspected Loyalist women
by Nationalist males (and one would assume that Loyalist males committed similar acts against Nationalist women). These would seem to
have been the work mostly of Spaniards. Carlota O’Neill, the Mexican
wife of a Loyalist pilot executed early in the war, for instance, tells of
females with Loyalist sympathies being raped in Melilla during 1936.
The perpetrators were always Spanish Falangists.10 Consequently, perpetrators of such acts, if they occurred on a wide scale, were not solely
Moroccans. Nor is there any evidence to suggest that Moroccans constituted the majority of the offenders. Second, unlike those quantitative studies of rapes committed by Allied troops, both Western and
Soviet, in post–World War II Germany and Eastern Europe,11 there
are no comparable studies concerning similar behavior of Nationalist
troops, including Moroccan troops, during the Spanish Civil War.
While there can be little doubt that such acts did take place, it is
not known whether the numbers were in thousands, hundreds, or
dozens. Historians have never managed to translate these probabilities into bottom-line figures. Francisco Sánchez Ruano is unique in
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attempting to quantify rape cases that Moroccan troops committed,
or might have committed, though in the end he does not produce
solid numbers. Based on his research of mainly municipal archives,
he concludes that large-scale cases of rape committed by Moroccan
troops were confined to the initial stage of the war in a few villages
of Andalusia, Extremadura, and in the zone of Toledo (in Castilla la
Mancha) as well as during the last phase of the war in Catalonia.12
Third, except in cases where it was the deliberate policy of the
regional commander (Queipo de Llano, for instance) to use sexual
violence or the threat of it as a weapon, it seems that Moroccan troops
generally, as the testimonies of individual Moroccan veterans assert,
did not overstep discipline. When individual soldiers did, punishment
would many times follow quickly and harshly.
Charges of rape committed by Moroccan soldiers cannot be dismissed, but the assessment of this phenomenon at times lacks a clear
basis in documents and testimonies. For example, Gustau Nerín
claims, in his otherwise valuable work, that “many of the Moroccans
who were convicted during the war, were accused of sexual abuses,
but the sentences were very light (months, including days of imprisonment).” However, the archival sources, which he uses to support
this claim, contradict his conclusion.13 Among hundreds of offences
ranging from drunkenness to murder, seven cases are related to rape
(violación). In three of these, the offenders received life sentences,
while the military courts handed out two other Moroccans 30 years
of imprisonment each. There is also one case of sexual assault (abusos
deshonestos) for which a sentence of 14 years, 4 months, and 1 day was
given. The lightest sentence, mentioned in this source, for an offender
convicted of rape was 6 years, 1 month, and 16 days. These judgments hardly validate Ner ín’s claim of “light” sentences.14
Western historians have usually neglected the Moroccan side of
the rape issue that has been elicited in the recent past through interviews of aging veterans. Despite the necessary caution that one should
take while considering these interviews, they cannot be ignored given
the pejorative historical legacy and reputation that has been associated with the actions of Moroccan troops during the Spanish Civil
War. This legacy and reputation continues to this day to be linked in
Spanish public discourse to the “Moor.”
In these interviews, the majority of Moroccan veterans indicated
that they had not witnessed, participated in, or had any knowledge
of cases of Moroccan troops raping Spanish women. All agreed that
their superiors forbade them, on the pain of death, from attacking
civilians or hurting women.15 At the same time, some admitted that
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looting was permissible upon first entering an enemy village or town.
One of the veterans noted that “there never was aggression against
civilians. It was the finest army. It was forbidden to touch women or
any house. The major, San Martin, told the Tabor [a battalion sized
unit]: ‘no touching of women, no touching of anything.’ ”16
Still there were a few Moroccan veterans who did confirm that
some soldiers were involved in cases of rape. One veteran even confirmed more than one instance. He noted that when the army entered
a city the soldiers were free to loot as they liked, but that civilians
were, according to him, off-limits. Failing to respect that order
entailed a consejo de guerra (i.e. court martial). He witnessed the trials of two cases of rape that Moroccan soldiers had committed—one
had occurred in Seville, where the perpetrator received the death sentence; The other took place in Catalonia, when three soldiers raped
two girls of one family. Two soldiers were subsequently executed after
interrogation while the third fled to the “rojos ” (the reds).17 This last
incident is suspiciously similar to one recounted by another veteran,
in whose version three Moroccans raped girls from one family and
killed the parents. Two of the perpetrators were caught and executed,
while the third managed to flee and eventually find his way back to
Morocco.18 Both accounts could be of the same incident. But in the
second version, General Muñoz Grandes played a part as he spoke to
one Moroccan caïd (native officer), asking him: “We were at war in
Morocco. Did we do such things?” The caïd answered in the negative, whereupon the general asked “Then why did they kill [these]
people?”19 The native officers of the unit then put their signatures
on the execution order. Another veteran relayed how on one occasion a girl was raped. After dismissing the first two groups of soldiers
that were brought to her, she identified the supposed perpetrator in
the third group, and thereupon he was executed by his own unit “so
that others would not be able to do it. Therefore when we entered an
inhabited place we could not do anything.” The chief of his unit had
told its members that Spain was not like Morocco. In Morocco, “the
women do as you want from them,” but in Spain if a woman “wants
to, then it does not matter to anyone. But if she does not want to, then
there is nothing [that can happen] by force.”20 In fact the Moroccan
veterans who expressed their views on this issue always approved of
the shooting of a rapist, whether they witnessed an actual rape or not.
But punishment was not always taken for granted, as rape charges
were sometimes disputed by fellow soldiers. One death sentence for
two Moroccans accused of rape and killing, for instance, prompted a
Tabor of the Mehalla—who thought the soldiers were innocent—to
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refuse to follow orders and to start marching toward Salamanca with
the intention of protesting to Franco that they were “dying in times
of war and in times of peace.”21
In conclusion, the testimonies of the Moroccan veterans concerning the issue of rape leave one with the impression that Moroccan
troops were strongly discouraged by their Spanish officers from committing rape. Further, if they did in fact commit the act and were
caught, they generally suffered harsh penalties ranging from extended
incarceration to execution.

II. The Wives
For all the horror of individual and gang rape, relations between
Moroccan soldiers and Spanish women during and after the Spanish
Civil War were in fact much more nuanced and complex. Despite
their propaganda-inspired reputation as lustful aggressors, a number of Moroccan soldiers had romantic relationships with Spanish
women. In fact, there were a sufficient number of these relationships
to alarm the Nationalist military and to motivate it to take measures
to impede them.
The following anecdote, by a veteran of Regulares Ceuta, El
Hussein ben Abdesselam, is illustrative of the general attitude of
Spanish society and the military toward Moroccan-Spanish romantic
relations ending in marriage. El Hussein’s Tabor arrived one day at
the Extremaduran village of Puebla de la Calzada, and the soldiers
were quartered on the opposite side of a workshop where several girls
worked sewing clothes. The owner, a wealthy Spanish woman, used
to invite a number of soldiers to sit with them. During these gatherings, the Spanish owner fell in love with a corporal from Larache
named Abdesselam, who apparently was well-versed in Spanish, and
in the end they decided to marry. Upon hearing of the marital intentions of this Spanish woman, indignation arose among the people
of the village, and a number of them went to complain to the commanding officer of the Tabor who promised to prevent the intended
marriage. He summoned the Moroccan corporal and assigned him
fixed office duty, and prevented him from leaving his quarters, until
the unit left the village. When the Spanish lady realized what had
happened, she took her car and drove south, crossed into Morocco
and headed toward Tetouan where she met the Khalifa, Mulay El
Hassan ben El Mehdi, to seek his intercession. Commenting that he
had no problem with a Spanish woman marrying a Moroccan subject, the Khalifa reassured her that he would intercede with Franco
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in the matter. Whatever the Khalifa might have written or said, it
seems that it had the intended effect. Sometime later the Tabor commander summoned the people who had complained to him about
the Spanish-Moroccan marriage, and told them that he had received
instructions from Franco not to hinder the marriage of the corporal
and the Spanish lady. Within a matter of months the marriage documents were ready and the corporal stayed in Spain with his Spanish
wife.22
The happy ending to the story of the Moroccan corporal and
his wealthy Spanish wife was not representative of the majority of
the cases of romantic relationships between Moroccan soldiers and
Spanish women. The difficulties that these couples faced were extensive. As one veteran pointed out: “It was not easy to marry a Spanish
woman. Not like today. They [the military superiors] would forbid
it.”23 Indeed, this was the policy that the Spanish military, and the
Protectorate authorities through their controllers of native affairs
(interventores), sought to implement. Franco’s positive attitude in the
aforementioned anecdote was the exception to the rule.
It is important to note that in the majority of documented cases
of mixed marriages, intended marriages, or other romantic relationships, the soldiers in question could be divided into two groups.
The first consisted of wounded men who obviously had enough free
time to stroll outside the hospitals and make contact with girls of the
cities where the military hospitals were located. “The nurses loved
the Moroccans,” asserts one veteran, “the correspondence between
the soldier and the nurse continued even after he returned to the
front.”24 The other group, a smaller one, consisted of those who
were assigned duties that left them behind the front lines, like the
Moroccan military police, the mejasnia, or those performing guard
duties for high Spanish figures, such as General Franco. It was these
circumstances that facilitated the relationships that started to worry
the Spanish military authorities.
In May 1937, the Delegation for Native Affairs of the High
Commissariat reported the case of a young Spanish girl form
Saragossa, where a Muslim hospital existed, who tried to accompany
an injured Moroccan back to Morocco so that they would contract a
civil marriage. The report expressed relief that the lack of necessary
documentation kept the girl from crossing the border at Castillejos
into the Protectorate.25 However, it expressed concern that such
instances might take place in the future and that such unions not only
produced insurmountable problems but also impeded the protecting
mission, though it does not state how. The report asked for adequate
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measures to impede such journeys, preferably cutting them short in
the places of origin, usually cities where Muslim hospitals existed.26
Another case of intended Moroccan-Spanish marriage that illustrates one of the justifications the Nationalist authorities used to
oppose this type of relationships was that of the military policeman,
or mejasni, also a member of Franco’s Moroccan Guard, Ben Brahim
Susi. In March 1938, the Delegation of Native Affairs was informed
that Susi had divorced his Moroccan wife and intended to marry a
Spanish woman from Salamanca. The interventor in north Spain (the
Spanish military controller of native affairs), who was charged with
investigating the matter, noted that the Spanish woman had a limp
and judging from “her physical look,” concluded that the Moroccan
mejasni intended to benefit materially from marrying this much older
woman. The interventor visited the Spanish lady and ascertaining that
she was not pregnant, tried to convince her of her mistaken choice.
His argument was interesting. The Spanish officer told her that “the
Moors in a European environment are only useful for military service.” He also argued that Moors are “such friends of fantasy” that
he must have created grand stories about his personal attributes and
great possessions.27
The “problem” of interreligious marriages emerged with such
frequency that it eventually became a matter for ministerial consideration. In July 1938 the Nationalist minister of national defense
issued an order prohibiting “illegal marriages” between “Muslim
soldiers” and Spanish women. The order came as a result of a lengthy
complaint concerning these marriages, which the Legal Department
of the Ministry of Defense had previously formulated. The specific
incident that prompted this complaint and the subsequent order
was a marriage in Melilla between a Moroccan corporal of the
Regulares and a Spanish woman who had come from the peninsula.
What was even more egregious and reflected a “lack in morality”
was that her father even gave “authorization” to the marriage. The
Legal Department outlined in its report the possible consequences of
such marriages. One negative effect mentioned, citing the opinions
of military authorities in the Protectorate’s eastern region, was that
these unions would enrage native women. As the report noted, the
differences in tradition would “degenerate into quarrels that would
cause continuous bitterness between women of both religions.”28 In
addition, the report expressed a concern for the well-being of “our
[female] compatriots” who would gain neither spiritual nor material
advantage from these marriages. The ministry’s Legal Department
urged civilian authorities in the peninsula to do their utmost to
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legally hinder interreligious relationships, and noted that the Church’s
cooperation should not be a problem, as it can, within its functions,
work to encumber such marriages. The report also lamented the fact
that the civil code on marriage contained no prohibition regarding
differences of faith. On the other hand, it noted that the defense
minister could use the current law to insist on prior authorization
for any soldier wishing to contract marriage, and thus could legally
require civilian authorities in Spain and Spanish Morocco to refuse
to register such marriages without this authorization. Finally, the
report recommended that all sectors and commanders of Moroccan
units be informed of this policy, but that it be done as discreetly as
possible, given the “delicate” nature of the matter. Further, the units
should be ordered to keep authorizations to a minimum.
The defense minister’s instructions did ultimately achieve the
desired result. It prohibited the Muslim religious personnel attached
to military units from actually sealing marital contracts, which was
easy to do since many of them held the rank of officer. In March
1938, the director of the Muslim hospital in Saragossa informed the
interventor of Moroccan affairs in northern Spain that he learned
about an intended marriage between a Spanish woman and one of
the Moroccan patients who had asked the hospital’s imam and the
catib (notary) to arrange the marital union. The director managed,
in time, to instruct his two subordinates to stop the arrangements.
Additionally, the interventor ordered the hospital’s religious staff to
refrain from effectuating any further marriages without the authorization of his office and without first providing the interventor with
information on the “Moor” and the “Christian” woman and the circumstances of their relationship.29
In the light of the efforts of the Spanish military authorities to
forestall, as much as possible, marriages between Spanish women
and Moroccan soldiers, due to religious and cultural differences, one
might imagine that conversion to Christianity would have raised fewer
objections to such unions. In 1938, there was just such an instance.
The military Muslim hospital of Medina del Campo reported that
a member of the mejasnia intended to marry a Spanish woman and
would convert to Christianity to do so. This, however, presented the
Spanish military with a more explosive issue since the intended conversion might give the appearance that the hospital administrators
were condoning proselytizing activities that were strictly forbidden in
Muslim hospitals. The hospital’s director was eager to communicate
that no such forbidden conversions were taking place.30 This sensitive
issue was very important to Franco and his followers who presented
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themselves as “men of God,” whether Christians or Muslims, fighting
the “Godless Reds.” As Carmen Franco, the daughter of the generalissimo, stated, her father “had much respect for Islam.” For instance,
he never advocated that the members of his Moorish Guard, who had
married Spanish women, convert to Christianity. He thought that the
Moroccans should not change their religion because they were “very
impervious and it was a complication to mix both religions.”31 While
it probably can be concluded that Franco was not a supporter of these
types of marriages, at least in the case of the Moorish Guard he did
not actively oppose them.
In the 1940s when a sizable numbers of Moroccan soldiers were
still stationed in Spain and conducted operations against anti-Franco
guerillas, the issue of Moroccan-Spanish marriages continued to concern the Franco government. As in the past, the same uncomfortable
questions of religious and cultural differences dominated these alliances. As one veteran remembered during this period:
The captain would be informed about the marriage. They will call the
woman and ask her if she agrees to marry with him. She says yes, he
says yes. Then they [the military superiors] would say: “he is a Moro
and you are Spanish, how will you marry? If you agree to marry him
according to his religion, then fine. If no, then you stay with your
religion and he the same, but without marriage.” But when the children are born, that is a problem. When the child is born, they come
and say: “what name will you give it?” Many times, they went to the
priest, and the priest talks with the soldier: “the children must have
the same religion, they cannot be parted, you have the Moorish religion, the Muslim one, and she has the Spanish religion. It must be
given a careful thought.” One of them must fall in the trap, the man or
the woman. If the man loves her and wants to marry her then he must
become a Spanish subject. They go to the priest and he baptizes him.
And if not, they remain like this [in un-marital relationship].32

As such, the end of the Civil War in April 1939 did not end the troubling issue of Moroccan-Spanish marriages. Though large numbers of
Moroccan troops returned to Morocco, others remained for garrison
duty and to mop up remnants of Loyalist resistance. This meant the
continued presence of some Moroccan troops in the Spanish peninsula’s population centers led to continued romantic attachments leading to marriages, despite the restrictions imposed by the Spanish state,
which grew stronger in 1941 when it forbade municipal judges from
authorizing civil marriages, except for those who were not Catholic
and those who could prove that they were not baptized.
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A July 1939 report highlighted yet another aspect of this issue:
the question of the nationality of the Spanish female who contracted
marriage with a Moroccan. The report noted an increase in the frequency with which Spanish women were entering into civil marriages
with Moroccans in front of either Spanish municipal judges or justices
of peace in Spanish Morocco.33 A problem arising from these unions
was the question of the woman’s nationality. According to Article 22
of the Spanish Civil Code at the time, a Spanish woman who married
a foreigner lost her Spanish nationality and automatically assumed
the nationality of her husband. At the same time, Moroccan law did
not automatically grant Moroccan nationality to a foreigner marrying a Moroccan subject.34 The report also indicated that the local
Moroccan authorities were too inflexible in providing these Spanish
women, who decided to move with their husbands to Morocco, with
the necessary Moroccan documentation. On the other hand, some
Spanish women found it difficult to obtain the necessary Spanish
documentation to travel with their Moroccan husbands in the first
place, since they were now considered noncitizens by the Spanish
authorities. As noted in both, the documents of the Protectorate
authorities and of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, there were
also concerns for the political and legal well-being of these Spanish
women. They were losing the protection of Spanish laws, and while
these were not the most liberal during this era, the Spanish most
certainly considered them more “progressive” than those that existed
in Morocco. This was yet another reason for the Spanish Nationalist
authorities to feel uncomfortable with Moroccan soldiers having lasting relationships with Spanish women. In legal terms, this concern
was solved in March 1941 by prohibiting Catholics from contracting
civil matrimonies.
During the Civil War, the Nationalist policy with regard to romantic relationships was still taking its nascent steps. The policy was not
yet well-defined. It was not until the mid-1940s that the Spanish
Protectorate authorities, especially the Delegation of Native Affairs,
developed a “doctrine” with regard to impeding relations between
Moroccan men (who now included, in addition to soldiers and
ex-soldiers, also many students) and Spanish women.35 The delegation deemed such relationships damaging for the prestige of the protecting power, and resolved to cooperate with the Spanish “National
Board for the Protection of Women” to avoid their continuation. The
delegation found that Spanish women who consorted with Moroccan
men did so out of “pretentiousness, ignorance, vice or greediness,”
and considered the cultivated and suave “Moor” the most dangerous
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type. But by this time the delegation had a well-established practice
in place, starting with intercepting letters between Spanish women
and Moroccan men, gathering information to establish the nature
of the relationship (is it merely friendly or is it romantic?) and taking steps to prevent the Spanish woman in question from moving to
Morocco and the Moroccan man from coming to Spain,36 as well as
informing Spanish family members so that they would take action.37
The mere interception of letters that never reached their destination was probably enough in some cases to end the relationships as
it gave the impression to lovers that their partners neglected or had
abandoned them.
The Spanish military and the Protectorate’s Spanish authorities
generally tried to prevent Moroccan soldiers from marrying Spanish
women. In their “protective mission,” the Spanish proclaimed their
desire to prevent their Moroccan subjects from lapsing out of their
religion, to preserve the harmony of family and village life in the
Protectorate and to placate the sensitivities of the native women.38 But
the Nationalist policy toward interreligious marriages also stemmed
from the decided viewpoint that romantic and marital relationships
between people of two different cultures and faiths were incompatible and thus ultimately doomed to failure. The Spanish military
officers and officials who considered themselves to have the closest
cultural and personal ties to Morocco and its people, given their years
of military service in the Protectorate, and who had no issue with the
Moroccan military presence in Spain, were the ones who probably
had the greatest concerns about their Moroccan brothers-in-arms
establishing personal liaisons with Spanish women.
Despite the policy of obstructing interreligious marriages between
Moroccans soldiers and Spanish women, the Spanish Army never
actually resorted to penalize, during the Civil War in any case, those
soldiers who had relationships with Spanish women, nor did they
resort to physically preventing Spanish women (by imprisonment,
for example) from consorting with Moroccan soldiers. And the law
did not, until the end of the Civil War, prohibit such marriages.
In practice, interreligious marriages or romantic relationships continued to take place during and immediately after the war, giving
the obviously mistaken impression to some Moroccan veterans that
the Spanish Army not only tolerated but also looked positively upon
mixed marriages.39 Yet, the majority of Moroccan veterans conceded
that such unions were either difficult or totally forbidden.
There are no estimates as to how many Moroccan soldiers serving in Spain married Spanish women or had a relationship with the
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intention of marriage. But fragmentary and anecdotal evidence gives
an insight into the contexts of these marriages. All of the Moroccan
veterans who personally knew other Moroccan soldiers who had married Spanish women and brought them back home, confirmed that
these women had left Morocco in the wake of Moroccan independence either with their husbands or alone (often after the demise of
the husband) and moved to the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla
or returned to their original pueblos. Those Moroccans who married Spanish women and lived in Ceuta and Melilla or in the Spanish
peninsula, remained in place, acquiring the Spanish nationality.40 In
hindsight, this would seem to have vindicated official Spanish skepticism that Spanish women could make a life in a country so alien to
their culture and religion.41
Now that we have seen how the Spanish Nationalists viewed mixed
marriages, the final issue is how they approached and dealt with
another kind of relations between Moroccan soldiers and Spanish
women.

III. The Concubines
The Spanish Civil War witnessed a significant growth in the number
of women turning to prostitution. Many of these were the wives and
daughters of Republicans who had either died, were imprisoned, or
had fled Nationalist repression. In turn, the Nationalist camp experienced a relaxation of sexual morality that saw an increase in regulated
or tolerated prostitution.42 Even the Spanish religious hierarchy, that
supported the Nationalists, does not seem to have protested—in the
name of Catholic morals—against the tolerance of prostitution.43
The tendency of the Spanish military authorities to limit relationships between Moroccan soldiers and Spanish women also echoed in
its policy toward prostitution. The term “policy,” however, must be
used in this case with extreme caution. For, in contrast to the instructions with regard to Moroccan-Spanish marriages, no documentary
material has so far come to light that explicitly prohibited Moroccan
soldiers from using the services of Spanish prostitutes. Still, there are
some indications that seem to confirm the aforementioned tendency.
Moreover, as a rule, Moroccan troops were generally serviced by
Moroccan prostitutes.
In the early days of the war, the presence of Moroccan troops in
southern Spain contributed to an increase in prostitution. In Seville,
for instance, prostitutes frequented the gardens where the Regulares
camped.44 To control this, the Spanish Nationalist military, in the
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tradition of older armies, expended some effort to facilitate prostitution for their Moroccan troops by establishing special brothels for them.45 These brothels were generally staffed with women
from Morocco; military authorities took care to facilitate the movement of Moroccan prostitutes to the Spanish peninsula. There was,
for example, a request sent by the commander of the Army of the
North to Franco in April 1938, asking for permission to establish
a “Concubines Centre” in the neighborhood of the city of Fraga to
service the needs of 11 Moroccan units belonging to the Moroccan
Army Corps. Franco agreed to the proposal.46
There were earlier efforts to accommodate this need. In December
1936, General Orgaz, the Spanish high commissioner in Morocco at
the time, planned to organize an effort to move dozens of “Chejas”
and musicians whom he intended to use to build a Moorish quarter in
Spain that would serve to entertain the troops.47 In a December 1937
report, a Republican spy also noted the transport of “Arab” women to
Spain. He stated that after trouble arose among the Moroccan soldiers
who had been isolated in “special camps,” the military administration
felt compelled to bring these women and settle them in farmhouses
near these camps. The reason for this “isolation” of the soldiers, this
Republican report claimed, was that the Regulares continued raping
even after conquered territory was organized.48
In Morocco itself, the sending of Moroccan prostitutes to Spain had
provoked, early in the war, the outrage of the wives of the Moroccan
soldiers fighting in Spain. According to Rosalinda Powell Fox, the
British mistress of Colonel Juan Beigbeder (high commissioner of
Morocco from 1937 to 1939), a group of Moroccan wives stormed
the Larache train station where a train of female “camp followers”
was ready to follow the troops. The wives attacked the prostitutes in
a battle where “hair was pulled out by the roots,” “earrings wrenched
from a delicate ear,” and “dresses were torn and bosoms exposed,”
managing to prevent the departure of the prostitutes that day. Only
under the cover of the early hours of the next morning did the train
with “its fallen human cargo” leave the city.49
There is no hard evidence to indicate the total number of Moroccan
women who traveled to Spain to provide sexual services to the members of the Moroccan units or how long they remained. Only shreds
of information are available. For example, in September 1938, 21
women were en route to a brothel in the village of Valmanya (in
L érida, and not far from the already mentioned Fraga), where a little
less than 50 women were already stationed. However, in a report
from the commander of the Aragon Army Corps, these women were
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no longer needed since there were no more Moroccan units in the
sector.50 This again demonstrated that Moroccan women had the
task of servicing exclusively Moroccan troops.
Why did the Spanish military take the trouble of importing prostitutes from Morocco for its Moroccan soldiers? Certainly there should
have been, in a time of war and devastation, no shortage of available
prostitutes in Spain itself.51 One answer may be that Moroccan prostitutes doubled as dancers and singers and thus created an overall
entertainment environment that was more familiar to and in accordance with Moroccan culture. It is not clear from the source materials whether the Moroccan soldiers preferred Moroccan “concubines”
over local Spanish women. However, the obvious objective was to
discourage Moroccan soldiers from having sex with Spanish women.
In some cases, the Moroccan troops were forbidden from going into
cities during their free time but not explicitly forbidden from soliciting Spanish prostitutes. One veteran specifically noted this prohibition but then indicated that he and his comrades would “go secretly
to the places of vice” during the night only to return to their positions in the morning.52
The Nationalist military policy concerning the use of prostitutes
was to separate, as best possible, Spanish and Moroccan troops. This
separation was based on a very practical rationale. Some Spanish prostitutes simply did not want the Moroccans. One such veteran prostitute recalled that “nobody wanted the Moors, because they came
accustomed to the carte blanche that they gave them and they wanted
to do whatever they desired. In one village in Asturias they left the
majority of the women there pregnant.”53 But the separation in the
prostitution sphere also reduced the instances of friction that might
have arisen in the brothels between Moroccan and Spanish soldiers,54
especially had some Spanish soldiers objected to a Moroccan having
sexual contact with a Spanish woman even if it was consensual. It
would also reduce tensions with other European soldiers such as the
substantial number of Italians in Nationalist Spain. In Seville, for
instance, during the early phases of war, the “Moors” were forbidden from visiting night clubs so as to avoid contact with the Italians
who called them “Abyssinians” and had frequent and violent clashes
with them.55 Since efforts by the Spanish military authorities existed
to prevent marital relations between Moroccans soldiers and Spanish
women, it is safe to assume that the Spanish military sought to apply
this policy to prostitution as well. The difference being that the
Moroccan troops were offered an alternative in the form of imported
Moroccan prostitutes.56
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Conclusion
The Spanish Nationalist military felt uncomfortable with the issue of
Moroccan soldiers interacting with Spanish women. The Nationalists
faced a fundamental dilemma. They had brought Muslim Moroccans
to Christian Spain and expended considerable effort to justify their
presence as true allies in the crusade against the godless “reds.” At
the same time, the Nationalists portrayed themselves as fighting for
traditional Catholic Spain: the same Spain that had put to an end the
Moorish political presence at the end of the fifteenth century and its
demographic presence in the early seventeenth century. These were also
the same individuals who did everything they could to impede interactions and marriages between Moroccan soldiers and Spanish women.
The interracial and interreligious relations between Moroccan
soldiers and Spanish women are a good example of the ambivalence
with which the Spanish Nationalists looked upon their Protectorate
in Morocco. Contrary to what colonial France was doing in its colonies, the Spanish tried to strengthen the Arab and Muslim identity of
Spanish Morocco, while at the same time clinging to it desperately as
a part of a grand Spanish empire. Their policy toward the MoroccanSpanish male-female relationships echoed this approach. As much as
the Nationalists deemed the Moroccan soldiers an essential part of
the Spanish Nationalist Army and their “crusade,” their policy was to
ensure that these “Moors” retained their Muslim identity and space
and were kept, as much as possible, separate from the Spanish population, particularly its female inhabitants. Interracial marriages were
deemed destructive to this aim.
In her work on the cultural Spanish responses to modern Moroccan
immigration in Spain, Daniela Flesler discusses today’s public opinion about romantic relationships between Muslim men in general
and Moroccan men in particular, and Spanish women. She notes that
contemporary Spanish literary works as well as feature movies that
have dealt frankly with this issue, and have generally criticized racist
attitudes toward such relationships, have nevertheless tended in the
end to judge these intercultural and interreligious romantic bonds as
almost always doomed to failure. In this regard, and if one can cautiously speak of continuities in attitudes, it probably should be noted
that Spanish society, civilian and military alike, whether Francoist or
democratic, sympathetic or not to the “Moor,” whether in the 1930s,
1940s or in the twenty-first century, has displayed a relative consistency in its attitude toward romance between the Muslim Moroccan
male and the Spanish female.
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ben Omar el Hashmi, Abdullah El Omari, El Massari, El Boubekra,
as well as other testimonies in the personal archive of El Merroun, and
those of most of the veterans interviewed for this study.
Interview with Ahmed Mohamed Ahmed, Alqazarquivir, February
21, 2011.
Testimony of El Bekkouri Mohamed El Ayashi who served in the headquarters of his unit working on legal and native affairs. El Merroun
archive.
Testimony of El Bubakra. El Merroun archive.
Testimony of El Bubakra. El Merroun archive. However, the reference with regard to the Rif war, though it might be the experience
of Mu ñoz Grandes himself, does not apply to the Rif war in general.
During that war, Spanish and Spanish-led forces used sexual aggression against women in rebel territories. According to some accounts,
Franco and Varela (the only officer to receive the most distinguished
San Fernando laureate twice) were brought women as war prizes
by their troops but that both men magnanimously refused the gift.
Ner ín, La Guerra, 285–286.
Interview with Masoud Ballah a veteran of the Tiradores de Ifni battalion, Brussels, November 5, 2011.
Testimony of Abdelkader El Dukhri El Shaoui. El Merroun archive.
This witness did not experience the incident himself, but heard it
from soldiers of the Mehalla involved, while he was receiving treatment in the hospital.
Interview with El Hussein ben Abdesselam, Ceuta, January 24, 2011.
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produced two children.
Interview with Abdelkader Ahmed, Alcazarquivir, February 21, 2011.
Testimony of Ahmed ben Abdullah Al Omari. El Merroun archive.
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AGA, Af, 81/1113, Leg. 3746/3, report nr. 1650, on April 1, 1938.
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musulmanes con espa ñolas.”
See AGA, Af, 81/1113, Leg. 3746/3, cables nr. 471 and 1673.
See AGA, Af, 81/1113, Leg. 3746/3, cable nr 2556.
Jesus Palacios and Stanley G. Payne, Franco, mi padre: Testimonio de
Carmen Franco, la hija del Caudillo (Madrid: La esfera de los libros,
2008), 8.
Interview with the Regulares veteran Dandi Mohamed, Tetouan,
February 15, 2011. Notice that becoming a Spanish subject, in the
eye of this veteran, amounts to or equals converting to Christianity.
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33. See AGA, Af, 81/11023, Exp.108.
34. A foreign woman who married a Spanish man automatically obtained,
according to the Spanish Civil Code, the Spanish nationality.
35. Fernando Rodriguez Mediano, “Delegación de Asuntos Ind ígenas,
S2N2. Gestión Racial en el Protectorado Espa ñol en Marruecos,”
Awraq: estudios sobre el mundo árabe e íslamico contemporáneo 20
(1999), 181.
36. Rodriguez Mediano, “Delegación de Asuntos Ind ígenas,” 188.
37. Ibid., 173, 174.
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to marry Spanish women, the Regulares groups paid the divorced
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N. 32.
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42. Jean-Louis Guereña, La prostitución en la España contemporánea
(Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2003), 412. This culminated, in 1941, in the
official repealing of the 1935 prohibition on prostitution. In 1956,
prostitution was made once again illegal. Guereña, La prostitución,
415, 436.
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43. Guereña, La prostitución, 410.
44. Bahamonde, Un año con Queipo, 28.
45. For references to various women from Morocco working or running brothels in Spain, see for example AGA, Af, 81/1150. Some
of these women obtained permission to cross to Spain using safeconducts provided by army divisions. Requests by some of these
women included permission to carry large quantities of Kif (which
is used in various sorts of drugs).
46. Archivo General Militar de Ávila, A.1, L.50, Cp. 45.
47. AGA, Af, 81.1150, Exp.5429. “Cheja,” the female form for the Arabic
word “sheikh” refers in this context to women professionalizing in
singing and dancing and who, says Madariaga in her study, doubled
as prostitutes. See Madariaga, Los moros que trajo Franco, 286.
48. Report by the Servicio de Información Exterior, December 1937, in
International Institute for Social History, Archivo FAI, CP, 33A/5.
49. Rosalinda Powell Fox, The Grass and the Asphalt (Puerto Sotogrande,
Spain: J. S. Harter and Associates, 1997), 81–82.
50. Letter to Lieutenant Colonel Antonio García, September 12, 1938,
AGA, Af, 81/1125, Leg.3370, Cp 2 “Varios.”
51. For example, upon the entry of Nationalist troops in Barcelona, recalls
one veteran, women in the city called on the Moroccan soldiers to
sleep with them “for there was hunger.” Testimony of Ihmido El
Ma’dani. El Merroun archive.
52. Testimony of Mohammed ben Omar ben El Hashmi. El Merroun
archive.
53. J. R. Saiz Viadero, Conversaciones con la Mary Loly: 40 años de prostitución en España (Barcelona: Ediciones 29, 1976), 18. By “they
gave them” I presume she meant that Nationalist authorities gave the
Moroccans the “carte blanche.”
54. For examples of quarrels at prostitution houses between Moroccan
and Spanish soldiers see AGA, Af, 81/1125, Leg. 3770, “escándalos—
reyertas.” In one such incident, a Moroccan military policeman
was beaten up by a Requeté and a Legionnaire. The madam of the
house claimed that he had mistreated one of the prostitutes, while
he accused the two Spanish men of attacking him without any reason. While being interrogated he threatened to take revenge on the
madam for testifying against him.
55. Bahamonde, Un año con Queipo, 43. The Italians, who acted like
they were in a “conquered country” used to have “many incidents
with the Moors, some grave,” and even deadly ones. Bahamonde, Un
año con Queipo, 147.
56. A number of veterans refer to comrades who used the services of
Spanish prostitutes or had otherwise extramarital sexual relationships with Spanish women, though denying that they themselves ever
indulged in such contacts.
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